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IBAN Auditor's Report on the audit of the 2018 Financial Statements of NAGSMO,
NAHEMO, NAMEADSMO AND NAPMA
Note by the Secretary General
1.
I attach the International Board of Auditors for NATO (IBAN) Auditor’s Reports on
the 2018 financial statements of NATO Alliance Ground Surveillance Management
Organisation (NAGSMO), NATO Helicopter for the 1990s Design and Development,
Production and Logistics Management Organisation (NAHEMO), NATO Medium Extended
Air Defense System Management Organisation (NAMEADSMO) and NATO Airborne Early
Warning & Control Programme Management Agency (NAPMA). The IBAN Auditor’s Reports
set out unqualified opinions on both the 2018 financial statements and on compliance for
NAGSMO, NAHEMO, NAMEADSMO and NAPMA.
2.
The IBAN report has been reviewed by the Resource Policy and Planning Board
(RPPB) (see Annex).
3.
I do not believe this issue requires further discussion. Therefore, unless I hear to
the contrary by 17:30 hours on Monday, 21 September 2020, I shall assume the Council
noted the RPPB report, agreed its conclusions and recommendations, and agreed to the
public disclosure of this report, the IBAN Auditor’s Reports, the NAGSMO, NAMEADSMO,
NAPMA 2018 financial statements and the redacted NAHEMO 2018 financial statements.

(Signed) Jens Stoltenberg

Annex 1:
Enclosure 1:

RPPB report
IBAN audit reports + financial
statements (NAGSMO, NAHEMO,
NAMEADSMO, NAPMA)

Original: English
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IBAN AUDITOR’S REPORT ON THE 2018 FINANCIAL YEAR STATEMENTS OF
NAGSMO, NAHEMO, NAMEADSMO AND NAPMA
Report by the Resource Policy and Planning Board
References:
A.
B.

C.

D.
E.
F.

IBA-A(2019)0110 IBAN Auditor’s Report on the audit of 2018 financial statements of
NATO Alliance Ground Surveillance Management Organisation (NAGSMO)
IBA-A(2019)0092 IBAN Auditor’s Report on the audit of 2018 financial statements of
NATO Helicopter for the 1990s Design and Development, Production and Logistics
Management Organisation (NAHEMO)
IBA-A(2019)0057 IBAN Auditor’s Report on the audit of 2018 financial statements of
NATO Medium Extended Air Defense System Management Organisation
(NAMEADSMO) in Liquidation
IBA-A(2019)0108 IBAN Auditor’s Report on the audit of 2018 financial statements of
NATO Airborne Early Warning & Control Programme Management Agency (NAPMA)
C-M(2015)0025 NATO Financial Regulations (NFR)
PO(2015)0052 Wales Summit tasker on transparency and accountability

INTRODUCTION
1.
This report by the RPPB addresses the IBAN Auditor’s Reports on the 2018 financial
statement of NATO Alliance Ground Surveillance Management Organisation (NAGSMO),
NATO Helicopter for the 1990s Design and Development, Production and Logistics
Management Organisation (NAHEMO), NATO Medium Extended Air Defense System
Management Organisation (NAMEADSMO) in liquidation, and NATO Airborne Early
Warning & Control Programme Management Agency (NAPMA). The IBAN Auditor’s Reports
set out unqualified opinions on the financial statements and on compliance of NAGSMO,
NAHEMO, NAMEADSMO and NAPMA in 2018 (reference A, B, C, D).
AIM
2.
This report summarises the IBAN Auditor’s Reports to enable the Board to reflect
on strategic issues or concerns emanating from the audit of financial statements of NATO
entities and to recommend courses of action to Council as applicable, which have the
potential to improve transparency, accountability and consistency.
3.
The Board acknowledges the observations highlighted in the IBAN Auditor’s Reports
have been discussed and dealt with by the participating Nations represented on the
appropriate governing bodies. The RPPB is mandated under Article 15 of the NFRs
(reference E) to examine the IBAN Auditor’s Reports and to provide comments and
recommendations as required.
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DISCUSSION

4.
No new observations and recommendations were issued as a result of the IBAN
audit on the 2018 financial statements for NAMEADSMO in liquidation, and NAPMA. Four
new observations were raised, 2 for NAGSMO and 2 for NAHEMO. As of the date of the
respective IBAN Auditor’s Reports a total of 8 prior year observations were in-progress or
open and 2 prior year observations were closed. No observations impacted the audit
opinions in 2018. A common theme includes improvements required in the presentation of
the financial and budget execution statements.
5.
NAMEADSMO is currently in liquidation with a projected path towards complete
dissolution by the end of December 2020 however this revised date is subject to approval
by the NAMEADSMO Board of Directors at their next meeting scheduled in 2020. As of the
2018 IBAN Auditor’s Report for NAMEADSMO in liquidation all prior year observations have
been closed and no new observations have been raised. Therefore the following paragraphs
will focus on the observations and recommendations in respect of the remaining 3
organisations covered by this report; NAGMSO, NAHEMO and NAPMA.
5.1.
NAGSMO Observation 1. The IBAN found a lack of supporting documentation
regarding funds requested to cover changes to the contract Schedule of Milestones. The
contract Schedule of Milestones stated that spares were planned for delivery in August 2019
however, based on discussions between industry and the NAGSMA Operations team, it was
estimated that this milestone would be achieved in 2018 and funds were committed
accordingly. The spares were not delivered in 2018. NAGSMO could not provide supporting
documentation to justify this change.
5.2.
NAGSMO offered no formal comment on this observation within the Auditor’s
Report. The Board supports the IBAN recommendation that NAGSMO should ensure that
changes to the contractual achievement dates of milestones are supported by appropriate
documentation from industry.
5.3.
NAGSMO Observation 2. The IBAN found that that the NAGSMO budget execution
statement and corresponding note does not provide information on the legal obligations
contracted in financial year 2018 for the provision of goods and services for contracts in
future financial years. IBAN also found that terminology used in this statement is not
consistent with international standards.
5.4.
NAGSMO offered no formal comment on this observation within the Auditor’s
Report. The Board supports IBAN recommendations for NAGSMO to correct the use of
terminology and disclose further information in the note to the budget execution statement
on legal obligations contracted in the current financial year for the provision of goods and
services for contracts in the future financial years.
5.5.
Progress is noted in respect of the prior year observation which relates to improving
financial reporting processes.
6.
NAHEMO. In 2018 two new observations were raised for NAHEMO which did not
impact the audit opinions:
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6.1.
NAHEMO Observation 1. Improvements needed in the adjustment of the calls for
funds process and restriction of the level of cash holdings. The IBAN found that NAHEMA
cash holdings were now equivalent to seven months of expenses which is not in line with
past and future financing needs and thus not in compliance with the NFR 29.3 (reference
E). This issue was further compounded because NAHEMA overestimated the call for funds
by 15% in comparison to their operational needs. IBAN observed that this situation left
unresolved may result in excessive cash holdings (EUR 685 million).
6.2.
NAHEMO commented that these issues are sometimes created through national
requirements and plan to discuss this observation during the next Steering Committee
meeting. The IBAN has maintained its position. The Board welcomes NAHEMA to work with
the Steering Committee to decrease cash holdings in line with the NFR or request a
deviation.
6.3.
NAHEMO Observation 2. Improvements needed in the operational budgeting
process. The IBAN found that over the course of the year NAHEMA had overestimated the
operational budget by EUR 320 million. This issue was also made worse by the high amount
of lapsed appropriations in 2018 of EUR 534.92 million which were directly linked to the
overestimated operational budget as well as the excessive cash holdings of the agency (see
6.1).
6.4.
The Board notes that NAHEMO has agreed to ensure the budget process is better
aligned with planned commitments and notify nations accordingly. The Board welcomes the
IBAN recommendations to NAHEMA to make the necessary budgetary adjustments during
the mid-year review to correct the overestimated operational budget and align it to the
planned commitments and payments for the year. In order for this to occur the IBAN
reiterated that NAHEMA should address its prior year observation to identify if credits
committed should be carried forward or lapsed.
6.5.
Progress is noted in respect of prior year observations, notably the need to
strengthen internal controls over financial reporting thus reducing the likelihood of making
mistakes during the preparation of the budget execution statement. However further
progress is required in the area of internal auditing and financial processes where there are
issues of insufficient independence and segregation of duties. In the case of internal auditing
the Deputy General Manager and 2 staff conducted internal audit activities, which is not in
line with the generally accepted principles of internal auditing. NAHEMO has since created
a new internal audit and risk management post with organisational independence and
hierarchal reporting. NAHEMO has also created a new disbursing officer and cash manager
role which will be filled in 2020 and will ensure adequate separation of payment and
accounting responsibilities.
7.
NAPMA. With respect to NAPMA, no new observations were raised in 2018 and
significant progress is noted in the areas of risk management and internal control although
formal evaluation of the system of internal controls has not yet been performed.
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CONCLUSIONS

8.
The Board notes that NAMEADSMO is in liquidation and is due to complete
dissolution by the end of December 2020 and this revised date is subject to approval by the
NAMEADSMO Board of Directors at their next meeting scheduled in 2020.
9.
NAGSMO, supported by industry, changed the contract schedule of milestones
bringing forward the planned delivery date of spares from 2019 to 2018, thus requesting and
committing funds, with no supporting documentation. The Board welcomes the IBAN
recommendation to NAGSMO to ensure that changes to the contractual achievement dates
of milestones are supported by appropriate documentation from industry.
10.
The budget execution statement for NAGSMO only included a single year of
obligations rather than the full value of legal obligations contracted for future years. The
Board supports IBAN recommendations for NAGSMO to disclose further information in the
note to the budget execution statement on legal obligations contracted in the current
financial year for the provision of goods and services in future financial years. The Board
notes the positive progress made by NAGSMO in respect of the prior year observations.
11.
NAHEMA has significant cash holdings and this practice is not in line with the NFR.
This has been driven by a combination of overestimating the calls for funds and not
reviewing and documenting the justification of all commitments carried forward that would
allow for lapsed commitments to be deducted from future calls of the operational budget.
NAHEMO has agreed to ensure the budget process is better aligned with planned
commitments and notify nations accordingly. The Board acknowledges that this issue is
linked to national requirements and welcomes NAHEMA to work with the Steering
Committee to decrease cash holdings in line with the NFR or request a deviation.
12.
The Board notes the progress made by NAHEMA in respect of prior year
observations and welcomes the adequate separation of duties for financial processes and
granting sufficient independence to internal auditing.
13.
The Board is encouraged by the significant progress made by NAPMA in the area
of risk management and internal control and looks forward to the evaluation of its system of
internal controls.
RECOMMENDATIONS
14.

The Resource Policy and Planning Board recommends that the Council:

14.1.

note the IBAN reports at references A, B, C, D; and

14.2.

note this report and the conclusions at paragraphs 8 to 13; and

14.3. agree the public disclosure of the NAGSMO, NAMEADSMO, NAPMA 2018 financial
statements, the redacted NAHEMO 2018 financial statements, this report and the
associated IBAN Auditor’s Reports in line with agreed policy at Reference F.
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28 August 2019
To:

Secretary General
(Attn: Director of the Private Office)

Cc:

Chairman, NAGSMO Board of Directors
General Manager, NAGSMA
Financial Controller, NAGSMA
Chairman, Resource Policy & Planning Board
Branch Head, Secretariat and Finance Branch, NATO Office of Resources
Private Office Registry

Subject:

International Board of Auditors for NATO (IBAN) Auditor’s Report and
Letter of Observations and Recommendations on the audit of the
Financial Statements of the NATO Alliance Ground Surveillance
Management Organisation (NAGSMO) for the year ended 31 December
2018 – IBA-AR(2019)0024

IBAN submits herewith its approved Auditor’s Report (Annex 2) and Letter of
Observations and Recommendations (Annex 3) with a Summary Note for distribution to
the Council (Annex 1).
IBAN’s report sets out an unqualified opinion on the Financial Statements of the
NATO Alliance Ground Surveillance Management Organisation (NAGSMO) and on
compliance for financial year 2018.
Yours sincerely,

Dr. Hans Leijtens
Chairman

Attachment: As stated above.
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Summary Note for Council
by the International Board of Auditors for NATO (IBAN)
on the audit of the Financial Statements
of the NATO Alliance Ground Surveillance Management Organisation
(NAGSMO)
for the year ended 31 December 2018
IBAN audited the Financial Statements for the year ended 31 December 2018. The
NATO Alliance Ground Surveillance Management Organisation (NAGSMO) was created
within NATO for the acquisition of the Alliance Ground Surveillance (AGS) Core System.
NAGSMO is responsible for the overall management of the AGS program. It comprises
a Board of Directors (BoD) and Working Groups with representatives from the
participating Nations. It also comprises a NATO Management Agency led by a General
Manager.
The budgetary expenditure for the administrative budget in 2018 was EUR 8.5 million.
The budgetary expenditure for the operational budget in 2017 was EUR 16.3 million and
USD 55.2 million.
IBAN issued an unqualified opinion on the Financial Statements and on compliance for
the year ended 31 December 2018.
During the audit, IBAN made two observations which did not impact our audit opinion.
The findings are in the Letter of Observations and Recommendations (Annex 3).
The observations are summarised below:
1. Lack of supporting documentation regarding funds requested to cover changes
to the contract schedule of milestones.
2. Improvements needed in the presentation and disclosure of commitments in the
note to the Budget Execution Statement of the operational budgets for
NAGSMO.
IBAN also followed up on the status of the observation from the previous year’s audit and
noted that the observation is in-progress.
The Auditor’s Report (Annex 2) and the Letter of Observations and Recommendations
(Annex 3) were issued to the NAGSMO who had no comments.
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INTERNATIONAL BOARD OF AUDITORS FOR NATO

AUDITOR’S REPORT ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS OF
NATO ALLIANCE GROUND SURVEILLANCE
MANAGEMENT ORGANISATION
(NAGSMO)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2018
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
TO THE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL
Report on the Audit of the Financial Statements
Opinion on the Financial Statements
The International Board of Auditors for NATO (IBAN) has audited the Financial
Statements of the NATO Alliance Ground Surveillance Management Organization
(NAGSMO), for the 12 month period ended 31 December 2018, issued under document
reference NAGSMA/FC/L/(2019)003907, and submitted to IBAN on 12 April and revised
on 21 May 2019. These Financial Statements comprise the Statement of Financial
Position as at 31 December 2018, the Statement of Financial Performance, the Statement
of Changes in Net Assets/Equity and the Statement of Cash Flow, for the 12 month period
ended 31 December 2018, including a summary of significant accounting policies and
other explanatory notes. In addition, the Financial Statements include a budget execution
report for the 12 month period ended 31 December 2018.
In our opinion, the Financial Statements give a true and fair view of the financial position
of the NATO Alliance Ground Surveillance Management Organization as at 31 December
2018, and of its financial performance, its cash flows and budget execution for the 12
month period ended 31 December 2018, in accordance with accounting requirements
and reporting standards consistent with the NATO Accounting Framework.
Basis for Opinion on the Financial Statements
In accordance with the NATO Financial Regulations (NFRs), external audit of the NATO
bodies pursuant to the North Atlantic Treaty shall be performed by IBAN.
We have conducted our audit in accordance with the International Standards of Supreme
Audit Institutions (ISSAIs 1000-1810) developed by the International Organisation of
Supreme Audit Institutions (INTOSAI) and in accordance with the additional terms of
reference defined in our Charter.
We are independent in accordance with the INTOSAI Code of Ethics and we have fulfilled
our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements. The
responsibilities of the members of IBAN are more extensively described in the section
«Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements» and in our Charter.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for our opinion.
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Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management’s responsibility for the financial statements is laid down in the NFRs. The
Financial Statements of the NATO Alliance Ground Surveillance Management
Organization are drawn up in accordance with accounting requirements and reporting
standards consistent with the NATO Accounting Framework as approved by the Council.
The Financial Controller is responsible for submitting the Financial Statements for audit to
IBAN not later than 31st March following the end of the financial year.
The Financial Statements are signed by the Head of the NATO body and the Financial
Controller. In signing the Financial Statements, the Head of NATO body and the Financial
Control confirm the establishment and maintenance of financial governance, resource
management practices, internal controls and financial information systems to achieve the
efficient and effective use of resources.
This confirmation covers the design, implementation and maintenance of internal controls
relevant to the preparation and presentation of financial statements that are auditable and
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. This also covers reporting
on the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters
related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless there are
plans to liquidate the entity or to cease its operations, or there is no realistic alternative but
to do so.

Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements
The objectives of the audit are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to
fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes an opinion. Reasonable
assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted
in accordance with ISSAIs will always detect a material misstatement when it exists.
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually
or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic
decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with ISSAIs, we exercise professional judgement and
maintain professional scepticism throughout the planning and performance of the audit.
This involves taking into account Considerations Specific to Public Sector Entities. We
also:
 Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial
statements, whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures
responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and
appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a
material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from
error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions,
misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.
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 Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to
design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for
the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal
control.
 Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the
reasonableness of accounting estimates and related disclosures made by
management.
 Conclude on the appropriateness of the use of the going concern basis of
accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material
uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt
on the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material
uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the
related disclosures in the financial statements or, if such disclosures are
inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit
evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future events
or conditions may cause the entity to cease to continue as a going concern.
 Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial
statements, including the disclosures, and whether the financial statements
represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair
presentation.
We are required to communicate with the bodies charged with governance, among other
matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including
any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit.
Our Independent External Auditor’s Report is prepared to assist North Atlantic Council in
carrying out its role. We are therefore responsible solely to the North Atlantic Council for
our work and the opinion we have formed.
Report on Compliance
Opinion on Compliance
Based on the procedures we performed, nothing has come to our attention, as part of our
audit of the Financial Statements that causes us to believe that funds have not been
properly used for the settlement of authorised expenditure or are not in compliance with
the NATO Financial Regulations and the NATO Civilian Personnel Regulations.
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Basis for Opinion on Compliance
We have conducted our compliance audit in accordance with the International
Standards of Supreme Audit Institutions (ISSAI 4000) developed by the International
Organisation of Supreme Audit Institutions (INTOSAI) and in accordance with the
additional terms of reference defined in our Charter.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for our opinion.
Management’s Responsibility for Compliance
All NATO staff, military and civilian, are obligated to comply with the NATO Financial
Regulations, associated Financial Rules and Procedures and internal implementing
directives. These include the NATO Civilian Personnel Regulations.
The Head of NATO body is responsible and accountable for sound financial management.
The financial administration of NATO bodies must incorporate the principles of propriety,
sound governance, accountability, transparency, risk management and internal control,
internal audit, external audit, and fraud prevention and detection.
Auditor’s Responsibilities for Compliance
In addition to the responsibility to provide reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement, the IBAN Charter
requires IBAN to provide independent assurance and report annually to the North Atlantic
Council about whether funds have been properly used for the settlement of authorised
expenditure (propriety) and are in compliance with the regulations in force (regularity).
Propriety relates to the observance of the general principles governing sound financial
management and the conduct of public officials. Regularity concerns the adherence to
formal criteria such as relevant regulations, rules and procedures.
This responsibility includes performing procedures to obtain independent assurance about
whether funds have been properly used for the settlement of authorized expenditure and
whether they have been used in compliance with the regulations in force. Such procedures
include consideration of the risks of material non-compliance.
Brussels, 28 August 2019

Dr. Hans Leijtens
Chairman
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28 August 2019

INTERNATIONAL BOARD OF AUDITORS FOR NATO

LETTER OF OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR THE NATO ALLIANCE GROUND SURVEILLANCE
MANAGEMENT ORGANISATION
(NAGSMO)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2018
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Introduction
The International Board of Auditors for NATO (IBAN) audited the NATO Alliance Ground
Surveillance Management Organisation (NAGSMO) Financial Statements for the year
ended 31 December 2018, and issued an unqualified opinion on those financial
statements and an unqualified opinion on compliance.
Observation and Recommendations
During the audit, IBAN made two observations which did not impact our audit opinion:
The observations are summarised below:
1. Lack of supporting documentation regarding funds requested to cover changes
to the contract schedule of milestones.
2. Improvements needed in the presentation and disclosure of commitments in the
note to the Budget Execution Statement of the operational budgets for
NAGSMO.
IBAN also followed up on the status of the observation from the previous year’s audit and
noted that the observation is In-progress.
IBAN also issued a Management Letter (reference IBA-AML(2019)0017) to NAGSMA
management with a follow-up of three observations for management’s attention.
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1.

LACK OF SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION REGARDING FUNDS
REQUESTED TO COVER CHANGES TO THE CONTRACT SCHEDULE OF
MILESTONES

Reasoning
1.1
According to the NAGSMO financial regulations (NFRs) article 24.1 on Principles
on annual budget: “Appropriations shall be available for commitment only during the
financial year for which they have been approved.”
1.2
In addition, the NAGSMO financial regulations article 25.1 on Commitments
states that “The NAGSMA General Manager, subject to the concurrence of the NAGSMA
Financial Controller, is authorized to:
-

enter into commitments for goods and services to be rendered during the
financial year;

- enter into contract authority to incur legal obligations in the current financial year
for the provision of goods and services for contracts in future financial years.
These legal obligations will be reflected as commitments in future years and not
against appropriated funds in the current financial year.”
1.3
In 2018, NAGSMO Operational Budget Execution Statements (US Dollars (USD)
part) present USD 10 million of commitments for the Initial ln-Service Support (I-ISS)
segment related to Services & Spare Procurement. The commitments are mainly based
on the Contract Schedules of Supplies and Services which includes a Schedule of
Milestone-Based payments (NAGSMA-CON-0001 - Amendment 0025).
Observations
1.4
IBAN found that a milestone related to the delivery of I-ISS spares for USD 4.6
million was committed by NAGSMA in 2018 while according to the contract Schedule of
Milestone, the spares delivery is planned in August 2019. The spares were not delivered
in 2018.
1.5
The NAGSMA Operations team estimated, based on discussions held between
industry, that this milestone will in fact be achieved in 2018. However, NAGSMO could
not provide supporting documentation to justify this change. Advancing the estimated
delivery date to 2018, led NAGSMO to request funds in order to cover this commitment
to be rendered during the financial year.
Recommendations
1.6
In order to support the funds requested from Nations to cover current year
commitments, IBAN recommends NAGSMO to ensure that changes to the contractual
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achievement dates of milestones are supported by appropriate documentation from
industry.
2.

IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED IN THE PRESENTATION AND DISCLOSURE OF
COMMITMENTS IN THE NOTE TO THE BUDGET EXECUTION STATEMENT
OF THE OPERATIONAL BUDGETS FOR NAGSMO

Reasoning
2.1
The objective of financial reporting by public sector entities is to provide
information about the entity that is useful to users for accountability purposes and for
decision-making purposes. As per International Public Sector Accounting Standards
(IPSAS) 1, the objective of general purpose financial statements is also to provide
information to meet the needs of those users of financial statements who are not in a
position to demand reporting adapted to their needs. These users are readers of the
financial statements as the financial statements of NAGSMO will be made publicly
available.
2.2
A statement of budget execution shall present a clear comparison of the budget
authorised, budget amendments, funds committed, actual expenditures and lapses.
IPSAS 24 states that “the comparison of budget and actual amounts shall present
separately: (a) The original and final budget amounts; (b) The actual amounts on a
comparable basis (…). In addition, budgets may focus on, or include information about,
commitments to expend funds in the future and changes in those commitments”.
2.3
As per Article 18.3 of the NAGSMO Financial Regulations, the annual financial
statements of NAGSMO include a budget execution report. In addition, the “Financial
Controller shall prepare annually for the NAGSMO Board of Directors (BoD) the following
statements :
(a) the Administrative Budget and the Operational Budget for the following year,
(b) Mid-Year Review for the current year,
(c) Medium-Term Financial Plans for the following 3 - 5 years.”

2.4
According to Article 25.1 of the NAGSMO Financial Regulations on
Commitments: “On approval of their annual and supplementary budget, the NAGSMA
General Manager, subject to the concurrence of the NAGSMA Financial Controller, is
authorized to enter into contract authority to incur legal obligations in the current financial
year for the provision of goods and services for contracts in future financial years. These
legal obligations will be reflected as commitments in future years and not against
appropriated funds in the current financial year;”
2.5
In June 2017, the NAGSMO Board of Directors (BoD) approved the 2018
NAGSMA Operational Budget. The budget was approved to fund the prime contract
related to AGS Core acquisition expenditures in 2018. With the finalisation of the Contract
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Change Order (CCO-0023}, which had been signed in December, 2017 and the
subsequent Contract Amendment 0024 (CA-0024} that was signed in May 2018,
NAGSMA completed the rebaseline. A rebaseline is an update or modification of a
programme schedule, cost and scope) of the AGS Core Contract. The rebaseline added
an estimated 24 additional months to the Development and Production period with a new
estimated completion in July 2020. CCO-0023 and CA-0024 combined added USD 100
million for Development and Production and USD 60 million for I-ISS. An additional USD
50 million is to be contributed by one Nation to support Airworthiness, bringing the
rebaseline total to USD 210 million.
2.6
At mid-2018, the 2018 NAGSMO Operational Budget was significantly increased
to reflect the rebaseline, the updated milestones and their planned achievement dates.
Observations
2.7
NAGSMO is a multi-year contracts programme that creates a legal obligation for
the entire duration of the contract, the operational budgets are based on forecasts of
planned expenditure provided by industries for several years. Industries provide mid-long
term forecast of planned expenditures for the preparation of the Operational Budget.
Based on forecast form industries, medium-term financial plans for the following 3 - 5
years are built annually and presented to NAGSMO BoD. Therefore, the information
disclosed in the note to the Budget Execution Statement should be in line with these multi
years’ requirements and include the commitments during a larger time frame than just the
single year shown.
2.8
IBAN found that the NAGSMO Budget Execution Statement and corresponding
note do not provide information on legal obligations committed in the current financial
year for the provision of goods and services for contracts in future financial years.
2.9
IBAN has also noted that the word “expenses” has been used in the statement of
budget execution instead of “expenditure”, which is more appropriate. The word
“expenses” refers to the cost of goods and services delivered, while the word
“expenditure” relates to “payments or disbursements”. It is therefore incorrect to use the
word “expenses” in the Statements of budget execution, as these amounts in fact relate
to payments or disbursements and should therefore be called “expenditure”.
Recommendation
2.10
In order to facilitate the understanding of the readers and users of financial
statements, especially in light of the NAGSMO programme completion, IBAN
recommends to disclose in the note to the Budget Execution Statement information on
legal obligations committed in the current financial year for the provision of goods and
services for contracts in future financial years. In addition, IBAN recommends to use the
word “expenditure” instead of “expenses” when referring to the execution of the budget.
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ANNEX 3
IBA-AR(2019)0024
FOLLOW-UP OF PREVIOUS YEARS’ OBSERVATIONS
IBAN followed up on the status of observations from the previous years’ audit. The
observations, actions taken by the auditee as reviewed by IBAN, and their status are
summarised in the table below.
OBSERVATION / RECOMMENDATION

ACTION TAKEN

STATUS

(1) NAGSMO FY 2017
IBA-AR(2018)0036
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED IN THE
FINANCIAL REPORTING AND AUDIT
READINESS PROCESS

Observation
In-progress.

IBAN’s recommendations
The Board recommends that NAGSMA:
a) improves its financial reporting and
audit readiness process. This can
be achieved by ensuring that
auditable financial statements are
produced in a timely manner and
that all balances and disclosures in
the financial statements are fully
reconciled and supported by
documentation prior to the start of
the audit.

Progress has been achieved by NAGSMA
compared to the 2017 audit.
However, after issuing the NAGSMO
Financial Statements, an adjustment has
been performed which consequently led to
the issuance of a revised Financial
Statements prior the start of the audit
fieldwork.
In the future, NAGSMA should keep
strengthening its financial reporting
process in line with its internal control
procedures and internal control framework,
in order to ensure revised financial
information is timely incorporated in the
accounts on a regular basis and prior to
issuance of the Financial Statements.

The Open status is used for recommendations that are open and for which no notable
progress has been achieved to date. The In-progress status is used for open
recommendations when the NATO Body has started to implement the recommendation or
when some (but not all) sub-recommendations are closed. The Closed status is used for
recommendations that are closed because they have been implemented, are superseded,
or have lapsed.
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07 May 2019
International Board of Auditors for NATO
Attention:
Chairman Mr Adrien-Herve Metzger
Senior Auditor Mr Patrick Alix
Copy:

Subject:

NAGSMO Finance committee

NAGSMO Financial Statements - Year ending 31 December 2018

Ref. A. NAGSMO Financial Management Procedures Document - Financial Rules
and Procedures
Ref. B. NAGSMA/FC/L/(2019)003852 dated 29 March 2019
ln compliance with Ref A., NAGSMA submitted the NAGSMO Financial Statements to the
International Board of Auditors (IBAN) on 29 March 2019 (Ref. B). Due to additional
adjustments to be performed, NAGSMA is hereby submitting a revised version of the
NAGSMO 2018 Financial Statements for auditing by the IBAN. Please find enclosed the
revised NAGSMO 2018 Financial Statements that supersede the version at Ref. B.

For the General Manager

Ol~vy,_

Gr§zia M. D'Arcangelo
NAGSMA Financial Controller

/✓

Encl.:

NAGSMO Financial Statements for the year ending 31 December 2018
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These Financial Statements represent the consolidated activities of the NATO Alliance Ground
Surveillance Management Organisation (NAGSMO) and its executive body NATO Alliance
Ground Surveillance Management Agency (NAGSMA).
THE NATO ALLIANCE GROUND SURVEILLANCE PROGRAMME
NAGSMO is acquiring as an agent a NATO owned and operated Alliance Ground Surveillance
(AGS) system that will give commanders an up-to-date picture of the situation on the ground
throughout a wide area of interest. The AGS Core will be compliant with NATO
Standardization Agreements (STANAGs) in order to ensure interoperability with interoperable
national and NATO systems.
The AGS Core capability will enable the Alliance to perform persistent surveillance over wide
areas from high-altitude, long-endurance (HALE), unmanned air platforms operating at
considerable stand-off distances and in any weather or light condition. Using advanced radar
sensors, the AGS Core will continuously detect and track moving objects throughout the
observed areas, as well as providing radar imagery of areas and stationary objects.
The NAGSMO and its executive body NAGSMA are responsible for the procurement of the
NATO AGS Core capability. The NAGSMA was established in September 2009, after all
Participating Nations signed the AGS Programme Memorandum of Understanding.
ln late 2011, NAGSMA completed negotiations of the AGS Core procurement contract which
was subsequently approved by the Participating Nations. The AGS Programme contract award
was signed on 20 May 2012 in the margins of the NATO Summit in Chicago. ln parallel, all 28
NATO nations negotiated the AGS Programme's practical funding solution for the related
Capability Package for the future operations and support of the system.
THE AGS CORE
The AGS Core will be an integrated system consisting of an air segment, a ground segment
and a support segment.
The air segment will be based on the Block 40 version of the US RQ-4B Global Hawk highaltitude, long-endurance (HALE) unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). The UAV will be equipped
with the state-of-the-art Multi-Platform Radar Technology Insertion Program (MP-RTIP)
ground surveillance sensor, and also with an extensive suite of communications and data
links. The air segment will also include the ground-based UAV control stations, which will be
located at the AGS Main Operating Base (MOB) at Sigonella Air Base, Italy.
The ground segment will consist of deployable ground stations in mobile and transportable
and maritime configurations, and dedicated mission operations support facilities at the MOB.
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The ground segment entities will provide data link connectivity, data processing and
exploitation capabilities, and interoperable interfaces between the AGS Core System and a
wide range of NATO and national Command, Control, Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance systems. This will enable the AGS Core to interconnect with and provide data
to multiple deployed and non-deployed operational users in a flexible, timely and effective
manner.
The AGS support segment provides items needed to train the air and ground segment
operators and maintainers, to support the AGS System at its main operating base, and to
enable maintenance and repair during deployed operations.
The AGS Core System will be supplemented by interoperable national airborne ground
surveillance systems from NATO countries, as part of NATO's broader Joint Intelligence,
Surveillance and Reconnaissance (JISR) capability.
NATO ALLIANCE GROUND SURVEILLANCE MANAGEMENT ORGANISATION
The NATO Alliance Ground Surveillance Management Organisation (NAGSMO) is a NATO body
•

created within the framework of NATO for the acquisition of the AGS Core System and
established by the North Atlantic Council pursuant to Article IX of the North Atlantic
Treaty and within the meaning of the Agreement on the Status of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organisation, National Representatives and International Staff, signed in
Ottawa 20 September 1951;

•

to which the North Atlantic Council grants, within the framework of the NATO, a
clearly defined organisational, administrative and financial status as specified below;
and

•

established with a view to meeting the NATO requirement, by Bulgaria, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Germany, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Norway,
Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, and the United States of America in the field of
implementation of the NATO AGS Programme described in the AGS Programme
Memorandum of Understanding (PMOU).

ln June 2010, Denmark announced her intent to withdraw from the AGS Programme, a
process that under the terms of the PMOU came into effect on 31 March 2011. Subsequently,
in July 2011, Canada also announced her intent to withdraw, effective as of 30 April 2012.
Later in 2012 Denmark announced her interest and intent to re-join the AGS Programme.
Denmark re-joined the AGS Programme in December 2012. Poland announced to the
NAGSMO Board of Directors their interest in joining the AGS Programme in August 2012. An
amendment to the PMOU was sent to Participating Nations for signature in August 2013.
Poland signed the Amendment 1 to the AGS PMOU in April 2014. With the signature of all of
the Participating Nations, the Amendment 1 to the AGS PMOU has come into effect on the
19th of June 2014.
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The principal task of the NAGSMO is to ensure the planning and implementation of a
harmonised AGS Programme, which satisfies the operational requirements, in accordance
with the provisions of the PMOU, and with due regard to the NAGSMO Member States' views
on political, economic, industrial and technological factors. NAGSMO shall assume the
functions of overall management of the AGS Programme, including:
•

overall governance of the AGS Programme;

•

general administration of the NAGSMA and procurement of the AGS Core System;

•

examination of all issues that might impact the AGS Programme;

•

coordination, as necessary, of the policy and working methods of the NAGSMO
Member States' services, such as quality assurance and auditing; and

•

support integration of the AGS Core System with the NATO Joint Intelligence,
Surveillance and Reconnaissance (JISR) architecture.

NAGSMO comprises a Board of Directors (BoD) with Representatives from the Participating
Nations, and NAGSMA as the Executive Body, led by a General Manager (GM).
The diagram below depicts the NAGSMO and NAGSMA organizational structure in 2018. On 1
October 2018, the NAGSMO BoD approved the new 2019-2020 NAGSMO Organisational
Structure - Reorganisation and Staffing Table (NAGSMO/BOD/D/2018/0009FINAL) which
focused on a liner organisation able to cope with the new challenges and workload generated
by the re-baselined Core and by the new IP Contracts.
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NAGSMA and Service Support/Level Agreement
NAGSMA has signed service support agreements with the NATO IS and the NCI Agency in a
number of areas necessary for the day-to-day operations of the Agency. ln all respects of
NAGSMA related activities, the GM and his staff remain fully accountable for the
responsibilities assigned to them and make the final decisions on all matters related to the
execution of NAGSMA's mandate. The SSA with the NCI Agency includes support services in
the area of accounting and financial support in accordance with the NATO Financial
Regulations (NFRs). With the NATO IS, NAGSMA signed in 2018 a Memorandum of
Understanding and a Service Level Agreement for the provision of common Human Resources
services.
NAGSMO Financial Management Procedures Document and Financial Rules and Procedures
(FMPD-FRP)
The NAGSMO FMPD-FRP conforms to the provision of the NATO Financial Regulations. The
NAGSMO BoD approved the latest revised NAGSMO FMPD-FRP in March 2018 to comply with
the revised NATO Financial Regulations. The NAGSMO FMPD-FRP recognises the withdrawal
of Canada and the re-entry of Denmark, the conversion parameters from Then-Year to BaseYear, the call for contribution structure and the proposed structure of the Operational
Budget.
NAGSMA 2018 Administrative Budget
ln June 2017 the NAGSMO BoD approved the 2018 NAGSMA Administrative Budget. The 2018
Administrative Budget funded NAGSMA's expenditures from 1 January to 31 December 2018.
ln 2018 NAGSMA continued finding cost-effective manpower and increased performance
solutions. ln accordance with the extension of the NAGSMA Administrative Budget into 2019
and 2020 and NAGSMA Staffing Plan for 2019 and 2020, NAGSMA extended staff contracts
through 2019 and 2020 in order to retain personnel and maintain needed support for the
execution of the programme. Notwithstanding the efforts of the Agency, it has been
challenging to recruit new and to keep current staff members in the Agency.
ln 2018 NAGSMA's administrative expenditures were considerably lower than what had been
anticipated. 57% of the total savings were in Chapter I. The majority of savings were
generated in basic salary, consultancy, and education allowance. Savings in basic salary
resulted from early departures of staff as well as delays in filling the vacancies.
ln Chapter li, Operations and Maintenance, the Agency successfully negotiated two
amendments for the Service Support Agreement and an annual Service Support Package with
the NCI Agency for external administrative and IT support. It also received administrative and
operational support from the NATO IS under the Memorandum of Agreement. 30% of savings
in Chapter li were primarily related to a delayed move to the New NATO HQ and lower
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administrative cost allocations after the move as well as less travel on duty. The remaining
13% of administrative savings were in risk management.
NAGSMA 2018 Operational Budget
ln June 2017, the NAGSMO BoD approved the 2018 NAGSMA Operational Budget. The budget
was approved to fund prime contract related AGS Core acquisition expenditures in 2018.
With the definitisation of the Contract Change Order (CCO-0023} which had been signed in
December, 2017 and the subsequent Contract Amendment 0024 (CA-0024} that was signed in
May 2018, NAGSMA completed the rebaseline of the AGS Core Contract. The rebaseline
added an estimated 24 additional months to the Development and Production effort, and
with the inclusion of the Initial ln-Service Support {I-ISS} segment (Services & Spare
procurement} as Part 6 into Core, extended the Core Contract to an estimated completion on
July, 2020. CCO-0023 and CA-0024 combined added 100 MUSD for Development and
Production and 60 MUSD for I-ISS. An additional 50 MUSD was to be contributed by one
Nation to support Airworthiness, bringing the rebaseline total to 210 MUSD.
At MYR 2018 the 2018 Operational Budget was increased to reflect the rebaseline, the
updated milestones and their planned achievement dates. The NAGSMO BoD approved the
2018 Operational Budget increase on 15 October 2018.
ln the last quarter of the year, NAGSMA presented to the NAGSMO Nations an overview of
the updated Mid-Point Factor (MPF} resulting from the extension of the contractual Period of
Performance. The MPF calculation mechanism was approved by the NAGSMO BoD in
November 2018 with the understanding that it was built on a Period of Performance of the rebaselined AGS Core Contract including the Initial ln-Service Support {I-ISS} with an estimated
end date of July 2020.
Major Achievements FY 2018:
ln 2018, the AGS Programme achieved the following important milestones:
•

AGS Programme Schedule was officially re-baselined through the AGS Core Acquisition
Contract Amendment 0024, signed in May 2018;

•

Air Vehicle component manufacturing production complete;

•

All aircraft are now in final assembly or test at Palmdale or Edwards Air Force Base;

•

Radar production complete, MP-RTIP radars 1-5 delivered. Two of them are currently
installed and integrated on the aircrafts NA-01 and NA-02;

•

Contractor Development Test Flights through Flight #9. With a total flight time of 12.9
hours for NA-01 aircraft and 4.6 hours for NA-2, Flight #9 demonstrated multi-UAV
command & control (C2} of two airborne aircrafts from one ground station, completed
more required sensor characterization and software regression testing and generated
artefacts to support airworthiness certification;
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•

AVMC2, MOS, MGGS and TGGS installation and integration testing, including systemlevel activities has continued. Furthermore, the Trainer Entity installation and
integration at MOB Sigonella;

•

Test and Verification made significant progress. As of the end of 2018, percent (%)
complete as follows:
Element

% Complete

AVMC2

59%

MGGS

77%

MOS

87%

TGGS

75%

Trainer

0%

UAV

48%

Entity-Level

66%

System-Level

0%

Overall

61%

•

Warehouse was setup in MOB Sigonella and officially handed over to NAGSF in May
2018;

•

Initiated procurement of 21 Connex containers to be used as Office and Lab space
(CAFX). Delivery was completed in June, 2018;

•

Conex Facility for Air Vehicles Maintenance to comply with CAFX contractual
obligation was completed and officially handed over to NAGSF in August 2018;

•

All Work Orders to procure the SLPV Spares have been issued;

•

Delivery and testing of TGGS 2 was completed;

•

Contract for permanent facilities in MOB Sigonella was signed in July 2018. Estimated
time for permanent facilities completion is July 2021;

•

The Combined Validation and Verification (CVV) of the Air Segment Technical
Publications has been completed for the "Flight Manual" and almost completed for
the "UAV Operation and Maintenance Manual";

•

The Integrated Logistic Support {ILS) team completed its activity for the tailoring of the
DAAA norms for the NATO AGS Continued and Continuing Airworthiness;

•

The NATO AGS Logistic Information System (ALIS) is in the design and development
phase, the CDR for Phase 1 {IOC) and Phase 2 System Integration & Interoperability
(Sl&I) have been completed;

•

Redesigned and re-tested trailers to meet environmental requirements have
completed the production cycle and have been delivered to the MOB. ln support of
the AGS Core System acquisition contract re-baselining activities, NAGSMA reduced
T&V individual event execution by 90 calendar days, eliminating redundant contract
information
reporting
requirements,
streamlining
event
preparation
and
documentation reviews, and leveraging contractor development testing;
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•

Phase I of Danish company TERMA contract is nearing completion. ATR/ATID hardware
and software was delivered and installed in the MOB Sigonella. TERMA completed
TRR, and 3 CMRs in 2018. ATR/ATID stand-alone installation is planned to receive its
security accreditation in 1st quarter 2019. Phase 2 of ATR/ATID is under negotiation
and it is expected to be completed by 1st quarter 2019;

•

A contract with the Polish company EXENCE S.A. was signed on 6 December 2016 to
design/develop/qualify/produce the Phase I of NATO AGS Test System Environment
Capability (TSEC). Phase I Critical Design Review (CDR)ln 2018 TSEC Phase I was
successfully tested as well as Phase I incremental FCA and PCA have been successfully
conducted. Contract for Phase li has been negotiated and ATP for the first two
milestones have been approved by the NAGSMO BoD;

•

A contract with the Polish company PIT-RADWAR was signed in October 2017 to
design/develop/qualify/produce the NATO AGS Core Software Only Package (CSOP).
Various technical requirements meetings took place in 2018 as well as the first
Contract Management Review (CMR). A site survey at Joint Force Training Command
(JFTC) in Bydgoszcz was also conducted;

•

A contract with the Polish company ITWL was signed on 17 October 2017 to
design/develop/qualify/produce the Battle-Laboratory. ln 2018 the company
completed 2 management reviews, a Contract Risk Review, a site survey of the MOB,
and a System Requirements Review (SRR). ITWL has commenced the preparation and
activation of the Systems Integration Laboratory supporting battle lab development.
ITWL is scheduled to conduct and successfully exit SDR and formally declare the Draft
Allocated Product Baseline in 1st quarter 2019. Critical Design Review (CDR) is
tentatively scheduled for 3rd quarter of 2019;

•

Norwegian company Kongsberg is providing support to the SMARF performing
activities like the SMARF Mediation Service and BiSC AIS Integration CSD to SMARF
testing activity

NAGSMA Assets

Office space, including furniture, IT and other equipment is provided by the NCI Agency via
the SSA.
NAGSMO

& NAGSMA Acting as a Procurement Agent

The North Atlantic Council (NAC) established NAGSMO by approving its Charter. The Charter
clearly establishes that NAGSMO is a subsidiary body of NATO and states that the objective is
to procure the AGS Core which will be owned, controlled and operated by NATO. NAGSMA is
an entity acting as an agent with no control over the assets procured. The AGS Participating
Nations reiterated the specific nature of the AGS Programme: temporary existence of the
Agency and that the Agency will not own any asset. ln order to comply with the NATO
Accounting Framework, the end-user of AGS system will account for all NAGSMA procured
assets in the future. NAGSMA will fully disclose and provide at the end of each reporting
period to relevant end-user NATO entity all financial data regarding the assets procured. ln
accordance with the NATO Accounting Framework and the NATO Accounting Policy for
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Property, Plant and Equipment, NAGSMA provided the relevant 2018 financial information to
ACO to account for one infrastructure and refurbishment, respectively of Warehouse 217 and
CONEX storage.
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CERTIFICATION
1.
The NAGSMO 2018 Financial Statements are submitted to the International Board of
Auditors for NATO.
2.
The Financial Statements will be audited in accordance with the following reference
documents:
a.

The NAGSMO FMPD-FRP conform to the NFRs, Part 11 as approved by the North
Atlantic Council (NAC) in C-M(2015)0025.

b.

PO(-2002)109, dated 23 July 2002: the document from the NAC adopting IPSAS,
including the accrual and going concern assumptions, as the applicable accounting
standards for all NATO entities effective for the financial year of 2006.

c.

The NATO Accounting Framework has been developed to provide minimum
requirements for financial reporting for all NATO Reporting Entities following approval
of C-M(2016)0023 by the North Atlantic Council on 29 April 2016 of an IPSAS-adapted
accounting framework for the Alliance.

3.
The NAGSMO Financial Statements are certified by the NAGSMA Financial Controller
to the best of her knowledge and according to the applicable accounting standards to give a
true and fair view of the assets, liabilities, financial position and financial performance of
NAGSMO and to be in accordance with the books and records maintained by the NCI Agency
and NAGSMA.
4.

The NAGSMO Financial Statements may be disclosed to the general public.

r
Brig

Vol::) anns

NAGSMA Genk:;a~±nager

/<¥~gelo
NAGSMA Financial Controller
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STATEMENT ON INTERNAL CONTROL
This statement of internal control applies to the Financial Statements of NAGSMA, as the
executive body of NAGSMO, for the year ended 31 December 2018.
Scope of responsibility
•

The General Manager acknowledges responsibility to maintain a sound system of internal
control that supports the achievement of NAGSMA's mandate under its NATO Charter.

•

The Financial Controller acknowledges responsibility for the correct use of funds made
available to NAGSMA and for maintaining a sound system of internal control that
supports the achievement of NAGSMA's goals and objectives, whilst safeguarding the
public funds and assets.

•

Funds received are recorded, accounted and managed through the NCI Agency core
financial system.

The NAGSMO Board of Directors approved the NAGSMO Financial Management Procedures
Document-Financial Rules and Procedures (FMPD-FRP) to provide guidance on the proper
handling and reporting of public funds. The FMPD-FRP sets out the relevant financial rules and
procedures in accordance with the NATO Financial Regulations, emphasises the need for
economy, efficiency and effectiveness, and promotes good practice and high standards of
propriety.
·,

Purpose of the System of Internal Control
The system of internal control is designed to ensure that NATO assets are used for the
purposes intended and that the transactions relating to their usage reflect the highest
standards of integrity to justify continued confidence of the AGS Programme Participating
Nations.
The process within NAGSMA accords with the NAGSMO FMPD-FRP and has been in place for
the year ending 31 December 2018 and up to the date of approval of the Financial
Statements.
Risk and Control Framework
The NAGSMA system of internal control is based on an ongoing process designed to identify
the key risks to the achievement of NAGSMA goals and objectives, to evaluate the nature and
extent of those risks and to manage them efficiently and effectively.
NAGSMA is committed to a process of continuous development and improvement:
developing systems in response to any relevant reviews and developments in best practice in
this area.
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Since the NCI Agency carries out transactions on behalf of NAGSMA under the Service Support
Agreement, NAGSMA's processes need to be compatible to the NCI Agency financial
management system.
Review of Effectiveness
The Financial Controller has responsibility for reviewing the effectiveness of the system of
internal control. The review is informed by:
•

The executive managers within the organisation who have responsibility for the
development and maintenance of the internal control framework;

•

Periodic Internal Audits performed on selected areas of activity within the FCRM division;
and

•

Comments made by the external auditors in their management letters and other reports.

Appropriate action is in place to address any weaknesses identified and to ensure the
continuous improvement of the system. During 2018, no material instances of failure to the
internal control system were reported that should be brought to your attention.

nns
ager

1,

~ elo

/cr- NAGSMA Financial Controller
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NAGSMO - Statement of Financial Position
as at 31 December 2018
(all amounts in Euro)

Notes
ANNEX B

Current Year

Prior Year

31-Dec-18

31-Dec-17

276,334,169

326,482,728
0
10,970,437

ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents

B01

Short-term investments

B02

0

Receivables

B03

54,817,049

Other current assets and prepayments

B04

162,007

144,398

331,313,226

337,597,563

331,313,226

337,597,563

BOS

2,007,272

1,395,944

Advances and deferred revenue

B06

309,034,587

174,051,593

Short term provisions

B07

162,007

139,211

Other current liabilities

B08

Current assets
TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES
Payables

Current liabilities

20,109,360

162,010,815

331,313,226

337,597,563

0

0

NET ASSETS/EQUITY
Accumulated surpluses/(deficits)
Net Assets/Equity
TOTAL LIABILITIES
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NAGSMO - Statement of Financial Performance
for the year ended 31 December 2018
(all amounts in Euro)

Notes
ANNEX C

Current Year

Prior Year

2018

2017

8,559,856

9,275,725

8,559,856

9,275,725

REVENUE
Revenue from non-exchange transactions

COl

Revenue
EXPENSES
Personnel

CO2

6,510,239

6,743,211

Contractual supplies and services

C03

2,049,617

2,532,514

8,559,856

9,275,725

0

0

Expenses
NET SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

NET SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) ALLOCATION
Reserves

0

0

Accumulated surpluses/(deficits)

0

0

Net surplus/{deficit) allocation

0

0
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NAGSMO - Cash Flow Statement (Indirect Method)

for the year ended 31 December 2018
(all amounts in Euro)

Current Year

Prior Year

2018

2017

Net surplus/(deficit)

0

0

Total cash flow from operating and other activities

0

0

(17,609)

(5,734)

Notes
ANNEX D
CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Cash flow from operating and other activities

Decrease/(increase) Current assets
Decr./(incr.) Other current assets and prepayments
Decr./(incr.) Receivables

(43,846,613)

25,408,508

Total decrease/(increase) Current assets

(43,864,221)

25,402,774

22,797

546

lncrease/(decrease) Current liabilities
lncr./(decr.) Short term provisions

(141,901,456)

17,085,528

611,327

(2,274,729)

lncr./(decr.) Advances and deferred revenue

134,982,994

(72,016,034)

Total increase/(decrease) Current liabilities

(6,284,337)
(50,148,559)

(31,801,915)

NET CASH FLOW FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

0

0

NET CASH FLOW FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES

0

0

NET INCREASE/(DECREASE) CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

(50,148,559)

(31,801,915)

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT BEGINNING OF PERIOD

326,482,728

358,284,643

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT END OF PERIOD

276,334,169

326,482,728

lncr./(decr.) Other current liabilities
lncr./(decr.) Payables

(57,204,689)

NET CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
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NAGSMO - Statement of Changes in Net Assets/Equity
for the year ended 31 December 2018
(all amounts in Euro)
0

BALANCE AT 31-DECEMBER-2017
Net surplus for the period

0

BALANCE AT 31-DECEMBER-2018

0

NET CHANGE IN ASSETS/EQUITY (OPERATING FUND) FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31-DECEMBER-2018

0

NATO UNCLASSIFIED
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NA6SMO Budcet Exewtion Sutement -Administr•tive lludcet
for the ¥Hr ended 31 Deœmber 2018
(Al M10Unts in Euro)

Notes
ANNEXE

Initial
Authorisation

Mj6.yt,1,lleview
(MYII)

fmlApprovalMYII

T.....,.

z

~

TotalPffsonnel

C

z

2017 - Contraaual supplies and
2018 - Contraaual supplies and

V\
V\

Total Con tracNal Slll)Plti and serviœs
Capital and Înllestmeftt bqetq
2017 - Capital and investment
2018 - Capital and investment

0

n

ç
"Tl

m

0

Con tractual SIJAIIÎeS and serviœs

Total Capital and Înllestmeftt bqetq
Budcet contingenc~
2017 - Budeet contingencies
2018 - Budeet contir,aencies
Total Blldcet contincenc~
TOTAL BUDGET EXECUTION

I-"

I.D

EOl
E02

E03
E04

NetCommitmeflt Acnal~

Total

Cony fotward

Lipse<I

FA

MYR

Pffsoonel
2016 - Personnel
2017 - Personnel
2018 - Personnel

--

0
0
8 534 500

0
0
0

0
0
8 534 500

0
0
0

0
0
8534500

0
0
0

-2000
-2 500
6491942

8534 500

0

8534500

0

8 534500

0

0
3138925

0
0

0
3138925

0
0

0
3138925

0
0

3138925

0

3138925

0

3138925

0
5000

0
0

0
5000

0

5000

0

5000

0
458140

0
0

458140
12136565

-2000
-2500
6491942

0
0
0

2000
2 500
2 042 558

6487 442

6487442

0

2047058

-6 734

2 056121

~734
2056121

0
0

6 734
1082 804

0

2 049387

2049387

0

l 089 538

0
5000

0
0

0
230

0
230

0
0

0
4 770

0

5000

0

230

230

0

4 770

0
458140

0

0
458140

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
458140

0

458140

0

458140

0

0

0

0

458140

0

12136565

0

12136 565

0

8 537060

8537060

0

3 599 505

z
)>

--i

0
C

z
n

)>
'

(./1

V\
"Tl

EOS

E06

m

0

NAGSMO Budget b:ecution Statement - Operational Budget Total

z

for the year ended 31 December 2018

z

(All amounts in Euro equivalent)

~

Notes

0

ç
~
~
.,,
m

0

N
0

Mid Year· Revlew(MYR)

FtnalApproval-MYR

Budget Increase

l>

FlnalAuthorlsat ion

approved by BoO

Net Commitment

Actual Expenses

Total Spend

Carryforw~d

---i

0

lapsed

C

Annex F

C

z
n

Initial Authorisation

z
n

FA

MYR
AGS Core System Procurement
2014 • AGS Core System Procurement

1,024,447

0

1,024,447

0

1,024,447

1,024,447

0

1,024,447

1,024,447

0

2015-AGS Core System Procurement

1,054,635

0

1,054,635

0

1,054,635

1,000,908

45,060

1,045,968

1,000,908

8,667

2016- AGS Core Sys tem Procurement

9,085,561

0

9,085,561

0

9,085,561

382,435

544,313

926,747

382,435

8,158,814

2017 • AGS Core Sys tem Pro curement

3,390,208

0

3,390,208

0

3,390,208

1,662,189

1,480,008

3,142,197

1,662,189

248,010

2018 • AGS Core Svstem Procurement

TOTAL AG5 Core System Procurement

84,028,428

57,259,888

141,288,316

37,168,053

178,456,370

109,711,315

62,081,973

171,793,287

109,711,315

6,663,082

98,583,279

57,259,888

155,843,166

37,168,053

193,011,220

113,781,292

64,151,354

177,932,646

113,781,292

15,078,574

ç

V,
V,

.,,
m

0

NAGS MO Budget Execution Statement• Operational Budget (EUR part)
for tho year ended 31 December 2018
All amounts in Euro
Notes

Initial

Mid Yea r -

Final Approval - MYR

Raview (MYR)

Authorlsat k,n

1
:::r~•v~ ;:;:~

Flnal

Transfers

Authorisation

Ne t

Commitment

Expenses

Total Spend

Lapse d*

Carry Forward

Annex F

BL

MYR

6604011

FA

System Design, Development and Qualiication

z

)>

C

z
(./1

0

1,000,000

0

0

1,000,000

1,000,000

0

1,000,000

1,000,000

0

2,000,000

0

2,000,000

0

0

2,000,000

0

0

0

0

2,000,000

2017 - System Design, Development and Qualification

137,173

0

137,173

0

0

137,173

0

0

0

0

137,173

2018 - System Design, Development and Qualification

0

2,640,000

2,640,000

0

0

2,640,000

2,640,000

0

2,640,000

2,640,000

0

3,137,173

2,640,000

5,777,173

0

0

5,777,173

3,640,000

0

3,640,000

3,640,000

2,137,173

2018- Production

0

5,743,020

5,743,020

0

0

5,743,020

5,743,020

0

5,743,020

5,743,020

0

Total Production

0

5,743,020

5,743,020

0

0

5,743,020

5,743,020

0

5,743,020

5,743,020

0

0

2016 - Management Reserve

219,370

0

219,370

0

0

219,370

169,853

49,517

219,370

169,853

0

2017 -Management Reserve

746,486

0

746,486

0

0

746,486

660,829

85,657 •

746,486

660,829

0

z
n

Production

Management Reserve

n

~
(./1

1,000,000

2016 - System Design. Development and Qualification

Tota l System De sig n, De velo pm ent and Qualifteation

--1

0

2015 - System Design, Development and Qualification

2018 - Management Reserve

13,405,093

-892,226

12,512,867

0

·11,934,433

578,434

361,528

0

361,528

361,528

216,906

Total Management Reserve

14,370,949

-392,226

13,478,723

0

·11,934,433

1,544,290

1,192,210

135,174

1,327,384

1,192,210

216,905

CAFX

"Tl

2016- CAFX

1,156

0

1,156

0

0

1,156

1,156

0

1,156

1,156

0

2017 -CAFX

47,833

0

47,833

0

0

47,833

23,634

24,199

47,833

23,634

0

0

2016 • CAFX

450,714

1,909,523

2,360,237

0

1,194,210

3,554,447

148,522

3,045,126

3,193,648

148,522

360,799

TotalCAFX

499,703

1,909,523

2,409,226

0

1,194,210

3,603,436

173,312

3,069,325

3,242,637

173,312

360,799

m

IISS
2017 - IISS

271,992

0

271,992

0

0

271,992

0

271,992

271,992

0

0

2016 • IISS

4,600,900

-3,511,515

1,089,385

0

6,700,000

7,789,385

7,680,152

109,233

7,789,385

7,680,152

0

Total IISS

4,872,892

.J,511,515

1,361,377

0

6,700,000

8,061,377

7,680,152

381,225

8,061,377

7,680,152

0

3,990,000

0

3,990,000

3,990,000

0

0

3,990,000

0

3,990,000

3,990,000

0

0

ATR/ ATID
2018-ATR/ATID

0

1,490,000

1,490,000

2,500,000

Total ATR / ATID

0

1,490,000

1,490,000

2,500,000

0

TCB
2017 -TSEC, CSOP & Battle Lab. Capability

1,169,409

0

1,169,409

0

0

1,169,409

153,542

1,015,867

1,169,409

153,542

0

2018 - TSEC, CSOP & Battle Lab. Capability

290,591

13,511,843

13,802,434

0

4,040,223

17,842,657

7,117,645

7,725,011

14,842,656

7,117,645

3,000,001

Total NCB

.....

N

1,460,000

13,511,843

14,971,843

0

4,040,223

19,012,066

7,271,187

8,740,878

16,012,065

7,271,187

3,000,001

24,340,717

20,890,645

45,231,362

2,600,000

0

47,731,362

25,699,881

16,316,602

42,016,484

25,699,881

5,714,878
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NAGSMO Budget Execution Statement. Operational Budget (USD part)
tor the year ended 31 December 2018
All amounts ln USD

Notes

Initial

Mid Year• Review

(MYR)

Authorlutlon

final Approval -

MYR

Budget lncruu
by BoD

Flnal
Authorisation

Transfer s

approved

N•t Comm itment

Total Spend

Ellpen sts

Carry Forward

Lapse d'

Annex F
BL

6604010

FA

MYR

System DH lgn, De velopment and Qualific ation

z
)>
-I

0

0

1,182,006

0

0

1,182,006

1,182,006

0

1,182,006

1,182,006

0

6,845,552

0

6,845,552

0

0

6,846,662

0

0

0

0

6,845,552

Quat1fication

98,941

0

98,941

0

0

98,9'1

0

0

0

0

98,941

2018 - Sys tem Design, Deve lopm ent and Ouallficabon

0

59,562,561

40,000,000

0

99,662,662

59,909,581

39,652,981

99,562,562

59,909,581

8,126,'99

59,562,561
69,662,661

67,689,061

40,000,000

0

107,689,061

61,091,687

39,662,981

100,744,668

61,091,687

0
6,944,493

2015 • Production

10,000

0

10,000

0

0

10,000

0

0

0

0

10,000

2016 - Production

260,488

0

260,488

0

0

260,'88

0

0

0

260,488

2017 - Producbon

120,393

0

120,393

0

0

120,393

91,450

0

28,943

0

19,584,187
19,684,187

19,584,187

0

0

19,68',187

0
19,492,737

0
91,450

91,45~

19,584,187

19,492,737

0

19,976,068

0

0

19,976,068

19,'92,737

182,900

19,676,637

19,'92,737

299,'31

Tot al Sys tem De sign, De velopm ent and Qualific ation

Production

z

n
r-

2018 - Producbon

)>

Tot al Prod uction

390,881

Managem ent Reserve

"TI

rn

0

1,182,006

2016 . System Design, Development and Qualification
2017 - Sys tem Design, Deve lopm ent and

C

V)
V)

2014 - System Design, Oevelopm enl and Qualification

2017 •M anagem ent Reserve

950,943

0

950,943

0

0

960,9'3

950,943

0

950,943

950,943

0

2018 - Managem ent Reserve

20,079,900

8,750,035

0

-4,000,000

4,750,036

1,220,127

0

1,220,127

1,220,127

3,529,908

Tot al Managem ent Re ser ve

21,030,8'3

-11329,865
-11,329,866

9,700,978

0

-4,000,000

6,700,978

2,171,070

0

2,171,070

2,171,070

3,629,908

CAFX
2015 - CAFX

53,038

0

53,038

0

0

63,038

1,048

51,990

53,038

1,048

0

2016-CAF X

814,838

0

814,838

0

0

814,838

243,943

570,895

814,838

243,943

0

2017 - CAF X

3,500

0

3,500

0

0

3,500

0

3,500

3,500

0

2018 - CAF X

200,000

4,330,000
4,330,000

4,530,000

0

4,000,000

8,630,000

8,500,000

0

8,500,000

8,500,000

0
30,000

6,401,376

0

4,000,000

9,401,376

8,744,991

626,386

9,371,376

8,744,9 91

30,000

Tot al CAFX

1,071,376

2018 - IISS

55,041,468

0

0

24,867,417

10,127,947

14,729,470

24,857,417

10,127,947

0

66,041,'68

-30, 184,051
-30,18',061

24,857,417

Tot al IISS

24,867,417

0

0

24,867,417

10,127,9'7

14,729,'70

24,867,417

10,127,947

0

TOTAL BUDGET EXECUTION

86,661,067

41,962,832

127,623,900

40,000,000

0

167,623,900

101,628,332

66,191,736

166,820,068

101,628,332

10,803,832

IISS
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ANNEXA

Basis of Preparation and Accounting Policies

AOl Basis of preparation
The financial statements of the NAGSMO, including NAGSMA being the executive body of the
NATO Alliance Ground Surveillance Management Organisation (NAGSMO), have been
prepared on the accrual basis of accounting in accordance with the International Public Sector
Accounting Standards (IPSAS) and based on International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS/IAS), as adopted by the North Atlantic Council (NAC) in 2002. ln 2013 and in 2016, the
NAC approved an adaptation to IPSAS to better suit the specific requirements of the Alliance
and an associated NATO Accounting Framework.
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the NATO Accounting
Framework, the NATO Financial Regulations (NFRs) and the Financial Rules and Procedures
(FRPs) and the relevant entity directives and policies.
ln accordance with Article 2.1 of the NFRs, the financial year at NAGSMA begins on 1 January
and ends on 31 December of the year.
The NAGSMO financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis. During the
Lisbon Summit in 2010 the Heads of State and Government approved the consolidation and
rationalisation of the functions and programmes of the 14 NATO agencies into three agencies
and the reorganisation of the military commands. NAGSMA is recognized as the NATO
Procurement, Logistics and Support Organisation (NPLSO) in the framework of NATO
Agencies' Reform initiative.
These financial statements represent the consolidated activities of the NATO Alliance Ground
Surveillance Management Organisation (NAGSMO) and its executive body NAGSMA.
NAGSMA's significant accounting policies are set out below. The accounting policies have
been applied consistently to all periods presented.
A02 Use of estimates
ln accordance with IPSAS and generally accepted accounting principles, the financial
statements necessarily include amounts based on estimates and assumptions by
management, based on historical experience as well as the most reliable information
available, judgement and assumptions. Estimates include accrued revenue and expenses. The
majority of goods and services are provided by third parties and other NATO entities;
therefore, accrued expenses and the related revenue recognition are based on estimates. By
nature, these estimates are subject to measurement uncertainty. Actual results could differ
from those estimates. Changes in estimates are reflected in the period in which they become
known.
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A03 Significant Accounting Policies
Accounting as a Procurement Agent
IPSAS draws a distinction between transactions that an entity undertakes on its own behalf
(principal) and those on behalf of others (agent). The distinction is whether the economic
benefits arising from the procurement effort accrue to the entity or to the extent that a fee
may be levied for providing an agency service.
Agency activities are those activities carried out by the reporting entity, but which are not its
own activities. Where an entity undertakes agency activities, it is identified as the agent in
relation to those activities.
NAGSMA is considered as a procurement agent in respect of its operations since:
•

It was created for the sole purpose of procuring the AGS Core System on behalf of the
AGS Participating Nations;

•

It does not bear any inventory risk before or after the customer order;

•

It does not bear the credit risk for the amounts receivable from the customer;

•

It does carry out acceptance of goods and services on behalf of Nations/NATO;

•

It does not receive a fixed fee per transaction or a stated percentage of the amount
billed, as it is reimbursed for the running costs of the Agency via the Administrative
Budget.

NAGSMA provides contract administration function to NAGSMO. NAGSMA acts as an agent in
accordance with a mandate set by the NAGSMO Participating Nations in the PMOU, which
defines the role of the Agency in the procurement of a NATO owned and operated core AGS
capability. NAGSMO is as well considered an Agent in respect of its operations, as a subsidiary
body of NATO, with the sole objective to procure the AGS Core which will be owned,
controlled and operated by the 29 Nations of NATO. NAGSMO and its executive body
NAGSMA do not have and will not have control in the future of the assets procured as per the
criteria in the NATO Accounting Framework. Transactions are treated accordingly in the
NAGSMO Financial Statements.
Foreign Currency Translation
The functional and reporting currency of NAGSMA is the EUR. Transactions in currencies other
than EUR are translated into EUR at the prevailing NATO rates of exchange at the time of
transaction. Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in currencies other than EUR are
translated into EUR at the prevailing NATO year-end closing rate. Resulting foreign exchange
unrealised gains and losses are recognised as Advances from Nations. Realised exchange
differences are recognised as Payables to Nations in the Statement of Financial Position.
Financial Instruments
Financial instruments are recognised at the contract date and initially measured at fair value.
Their subsequent measurement depends on their classification. Loans and receivables and
other liabilities are not re-valued (except for changes in exchange rates which are included in
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the Statement of Financial Performance). Financial instruments are not recognised on expiry
or when all contractual rights and obligations are transferred.
Management is aware of the risks associated with financial instruments and is bound by
NAGSMO's Financial Rules and Procedures to keep these risks very low. NAGSMA uses only
non-derivative financial instruments as part of its normal operations, such as bank accounts,
deposit accounts.
Currency risk: To limit the exposure to foreign currency exchange risk, NAGSMA is
forecasting the yearly expected expenditures in foreign currencies. ln order to have
the required funding, NAGSMA asks the Participating Nations to provide their
contributions in the necessary currencies.
Liquidity risk: The liquidity risk is based on the assessment of whether the organisation
will encounter difficulties in meeting its obligation associated with financial liabilities.
There is a very limited exposure to liquidity risk because of the budget funding
mechanism that guarantees contributions for the total approved budget. The accuracy
of forecasts that result in the calls for contributions as well as the delay in payment
represents the main liquidity risks. There is a clause in the NAGSMO FMPD-FRP art. 28
Contributions, that deals with unpaid contributions giving the Agency the authority to
determine the appropriate course of action in case of a delay or a non-payment and
the financial consequences of such, borne by the Participating Nation.
Credit Risk: There is a very limited credit risk as the contributing Nations generally
have a high credit rating. NAGSMA uses two banks to deposit its cash holdings. Credit
ratings of those banks are as following:
DNB Bank ASA: AA- (S&P)
Banque et Caisse d'Épargne de l'État: AA+ (S&P)
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents includes cash held with the bank in current and savings accounts.
Receivables
Receivables are stated at net realisable value, after provision for doubtful and uncollectible
debts. No allowance for loss is recorded with respect to Member States' assessed
contributions receivable except for exceptional and agreed technical reasons.
Other Current Assets and Prepayments
Other current assets include prepayments which are payments in advance of the period to
which it pertains as well as bank interest receivable at year-end.
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Payables
Payables are amounts due to third parties based on goods received or services provided that
remain unpaid. This includes an estimate of accrued obligation to third parties for goods and
services received but not yet invoiced.
Advances and Unearned Revenue
Advances are contributions called or received related to future years' budgets. Advances
include future budget funding.
Unearned revenue represents contributions from Nations and/or third parties that have been
called for current or prior years' budgets but that have not yet been recognised as revenue.
Funds are called in advance of their need because the entity has no capital that would allow it
to pre-finance any of its activities.
Provisions and Contingent Liabilities
Provisions are recognised when NAGSMA has a present obligation as a result of a past event,
and it is probable that NAGSMA will be required to settle that obligation. Provisions are
measured at the General Manager's best estimate of the expenditure required to settle the
obligation at the date of the statement of financial position, and are discounted to present
value where the effect is material.
Other commitments, which do not meet the recognition criteria for liabilities, are disclosed in
the notes to the financial statements as contingent liabilities when their existence will be
confirmed only by the occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more uncertain future events
which are not wholly within the control of NAGSMA.
Budget Execution Statement
The Board of Directors approves the annual budgets which include budgeted amounts for the
administration of the Agency and Programme costs. Budgets may be subsequently amended
by the Board of Directors or through the exercise of delegated authority. The budget
execution statement provides a comparison of budgeted and actual amounts calculated on
accrual basis.
Revenue and Expense Recognition
Revenue comprises contributions from Participating Nations to fund the entity's budgets.
Revenue is recognised to the extent that it is probable that the economic benefits will flow to
the entity and the revenue can be measured reliably. Where a transfer is subject to conditions
that, if unfulfilled, require the return of the transferred resources, NAGSMA recognises a
liability until the condition is fulfilled.
Revenue for the Administrative Budget
Contributions to the budget are initially recorded as advances from nations. They are
recognised as revenue in the statement of financial performance when such contributions are
used for their intended purpose as envisioned in its approved budget.
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Interest
Interest receivable is credited as payables to Participating Nations in the statement of
financial position.

Representation Allowance
As from 1 June 2013, a summary of the operations related to the Representation Allowance
are included in the Financial Statements. Transactions occurring in respect of Representation
Allowance are expensed in the period to which they relate, and were paid directly from
payroll.

Post-employment benefits
Defined Contribution Plans
NAGSMA employees are members of the NATO-wide Defined Contribution Pension Scheme
(DCPS). The assets of the plans are held separately from those of NAGS MA in funds under the
control of trustees. NAGSMA is required to contribute a specified percentage of payroll costs
to the DCPS to fund the benefits. Payments to the DCPS are recognised as an expense when
employees have rendered service entitling them to the contributions. The only obligation of
NAGSMA with respect to the DCPS is to make the specified contributions.
Defined Benefit Plans
NAGSMA employees who have joined NATO before 1 July 2005 are members of the NATO
Coordinated Pension Scheme which is a funded defined benefit plan. Under the plans and
upon completion of 10 years employment with NATO, the employees are entitled to
retirement benefits of 2% per year of service of final basic salary on attainment of a
retirement age of 65. No other post-retirement benefits are provided to these employees.
Staff members whose length of service is not sufficient to entitle them to a retirement
pension are eligible for a leaving allowance. The assets and liability for NATO's Defined Benefit
Plan are accounted for centrally at NATO Headquarters and therefore are not recognised in
these financial statements.
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ANNEX B

Notes to the Statement of Financial Position

Notes Reference

Current Year

Prior Year

31-Dec-18

31-Dec-17

The Statement of Financial Position details the assets and liabilities of NAGSMA as of 31 December.

B01

Cash and cash equivalents

276,334,169

326,482,728

Cash and Cash equivalents are short-term liquid assets.
NAGSMA operates highly reliable and interest bearing bank accounts: an administrative and an operational account that
have EUR and USD currency sub-accounts.

B02

Short-term investments

Short-term investments are bank deposits maturing in less than 3 months.

B03

Receivables

0

0

54,817,049

10,970,437

Accounts receivable are kept in separate sub-ledgers that provide detailed insight into the outstanding calls for
contribution and provide accurate and up-to-date cash forecast information.
The receivables as of 31 December 2018 are primarily outstanding calls for contributions towards the Administrative
Budget 2019 and the Operational Budget 2019 which have not yet past their due date.

B04

Other current assets and prepayments

162,007

144,398

Other current assets match provisions for annual leave entitlements accrued but untaken at year-end.

BOS

Payables

2,007,272

1,395,944

These short-term payables are open liabilities for goods and services received in 2018 such as consulting contracts,
communication, travel and personnel related invoices.
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806

Advances and deferred revenue

309,034,587

174,051,593

1,319,696
1,785,268
Advances from NATO entities
Advances from Nations
151,905,272
77,330,631
Deferred revenue
155,809,619
94,935,693
Advances from NATO entities relate to NSIP contribution provided through NSPA for ALIS implementation, which is cofunded by NAGSMA.
Advances from Nations are funds called and/or received from Nations in respect of 2019 Administrative and Operational
Budgets and unrealised exchange rate gains and losses. Advances include future budget funding as well as the cumulative
effect of unrealised foreign exchange impact over the periods.
Deferred revenue comprises unspent funding from prior periods.

807

162,007

Short-term provisions

139,211

The provision includes annual leave entitlements accrued matched with Other current assets and prepayments.
Balance at 1 January 2018
Provision increase
Balance at 31 December 2018

808

139,211
22,796
162,007

Other current liabilities

20,109,360

162,010,815

Other payables mainly include lapsed credits 2018 and the 2018 financial result that will have to be refunded upon
national decision. The important decrease is primarily caused by a significant decrease in lapses of the 2018 Operational
Budget funds as compared to 2017.

809

Contingent Liabilities

On 20 November 2018, NAGSMA received a notification from Northrup Grumman of its intention to submit the following
issues for mediation: (a} Unreasonable Withholding of Milestone Based Payments (MBPs} and (b} Required adjustments to
the MBP schedule. After several subsequent reiterations between the Parties, NAGSMA deems this issue closed due to the
failure to meet contractual requirements on disputed issues' value in order to be able to be submitted for mediation.
There is a high probability that these issue will be solved on the basis of mutual agreement. However, in case of no
agreement and should Northup Grumman decides to opt for mediation, the liabilities will concern coverage for services of
an independent mediator. The costs in case of materialization of contingent liability will be borne by NAGSMO Nations.
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ANNEXC

Notes to the Statement of Financial Performance

Notes Reference

Current Year

Prior Year

2018

2017

The Statement of Financial Performance details the revenue and expenses that NAGSMA incurred during the year ending
31 December.

COl

Revenue from non-exchange transactions

8,559,856

9,275,725

Revenue represents funding from Nations for expenses incurred during the financial year.

CO2

6,510,239

Personnel

6,743,211

Personnel costs are for staff members hired under the NATO Civilian Personnel Regulations as well as for consultants and
contractors.
The figures represent the costs of personnel including basic salary, allowances, insurance and pension plan contributions.
Further to an analysis covering the last years of the history of death in service risks in relation to premiums paid by the
Organisation during 2012-2015, a compensation of EUR 6 million at the NATO-wide level was agreed by the insurance
company. At 2018 year-end, the NATO Secretary General decided that a fraction of this amount (circa EUR 1,7 million)
should be paid to NATO staff who were members of the DCPS during the period 2012-2015 in proportion to the
contributions they made to the DCPS. Staff employed by NAGSMA during the period 2012-2015 and affiliated to the DCPS
are therefore entitled to a payment to be made from the NATO DCPS accounts. A decision still has to be taken concerning
the remaining amount of the compensation, which may result in a proportional payment to NAGSMA.
NAGSMA had 38 staff members at the year-end 2018 (2017: 40 staff members).
The breakdown of wages, salaries and employee benefits is as follows:

Year ended
31/12/18

Year ended
31/12/17
EUR

EUR
6,231,547

Employee benefits expense, consultants and contractors
Post-employment benefits
for defined contribution pension scheme
for defined benefit pension scheme
Termination benefits
Provision for annual leave entitlements accrued

6,032,595
454,847
0
0
22,796

511,118
0
0
546

Total employee benefits expense

6,510,239

6,743,211

2,049,617

2,532,514

C03

Contractual supplies and services

Supplies and consumables are costs of goods and services used by NAGSMA associated with the general management and
administrative activities under the SSA and SLA, such as information management, finance, human resources, building and
facilities, security, travel expenses, etc. These costs are linked to the approved NAGSMA Staffing Plan. It also includes
hospitality funds, communications services (i.e. telephones), and NATO Headquarters support (MOA).
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ANNEX D

Notes to the Cash Flow Statement

The Cash Flow Statement is prepared using the indirect method.
The Cash Flow Statement summarises the cash movements in and out of the Agency during the financial year.
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ANNEXE

Notes to the Budget Execution Statement -Administrative Budget

The Administrative Budget is prepared and presented using the accrual basis.
The classification basis adopted for the Administrative Budget is to show expenditure in three
chapters for Personnel costs, Contractual supplies and services costs as well as Capital and
Investment expenditure.
The actual expenses presented in the budget execution statement include accruals (expenses
for goods and services delivered before the year-end but not yet invoiced) and therefore
reconcile to the expenses in the statement of financial performance after deducting the
provision for annual entitlement of 22,796 EUR. The net commitments are those
commitments for which a contractual obligation has been created before the year-end
without the goods and services delivered before the year-end.
Personnel, £01 - £02
The expenses with regard to Personnel mainly covered basic salary, allowances, contributions
to the employees' pension scheme and consultancy. Lapses are due to savings that were
generated in basic salary and education allowance, following the lower personnel strength
than what was approved in the NAGSMA staffing plan 2018.
Contractual supplies and services, £03 - £04
The commitments and expenditures as regards Contractual Supplies and Services were mainly
related to travel for duty and telecommunication services.
Capital and investment budgeting, EOS
Expenditures incurred with regard to Capital and investment budgeting are to provide for
business equipment and software not provided by NCIA Agency via the Service Support
Agreement.
Budget contingencies, £06
Lapses are due to unused budget contingencies.
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ANNEX F

Notes to the Budget Execution Statement - Operational Budget

The accounting basis used in preparation and presentation of the Operational Budget is the
same as the one used in the financial statements, the accrual basis for recording of the actual
expenditures. Due to the Agency's role as an agent acting with no control over the assets
being procured, it is not accounting for the operational budget expenditures as an asset under
construction. Rather, it is expected that the end-user will account for the AGS Core System
once the system will be transitioned to the end-user.
The classification basis adopted for the Operational Budget is to show expenditure for AGS
Core System Procurement.
The exchange rate used to translate the USD portion of expenditure to the presentation
currency EUR in the Operational Budget Total table is the official NATO rate in 2018 of 1.1538.
The Operational Budget is presented to Participating Nations in two currencies, EUR and USD.
The Budget Execution Statements by currency show the Budget's net commitments,
expenditures and lapses by sub-categories, as presented to and approved by Participating
Nations.
System Design, Development and Qualification
The AGS Core System Design, Development and Qualification covers the design and
development for the AGS Core System. The Budget includes provisions for milestones which
cover: Programme Design Review of the AGS Core System in accordance with the mandatory
TRD requirements; Technical Interchange Meetings; the beginning of Critical Design Review
and Working Group meetings and Programme design reviews.
Production
Contractual milestones under the production sub-category are related to production progress
payments and advance procurement authority to meet the contract timeline for production
of deliverable 555 items and related placement of purchase orders for long-lead-time items.
Long lead items include parts, components, equipment and sub-assemblies that must be
ordered by the Contractor well in advance of actual final assembly such as the structural
carbon fibre and metal components, nacelles, communication equipment, navigation
equipment.
Management Reserve
With the definitisation of the Contract Change Order (CCO-0023) which had been signed in
December 2017 and the subsequent Contract Amendment 0024 (CA-0024) that was signed in
May 2018, NAGSMA completed the rebaseline of the AGS Core Contract. As a consequence,
the 2018 Operational Budget was increased to reflect the rebaseline, the updated milestones
and their planned achievement dates. The NAGSMO BoD approved the 2018 Operational
Budget increase on 15 October 2018.
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CAFX
Funds to provide items for the Prime Contractor in accordance with Contracting Authority
Furnished Property. Commitments and expenditures for the NCI Agency were for the AGS
Implementation Support and NATO CIS support to the AGS programme. The services included
inspections and certifications of the Main Operating Base facilities and accreditation activities.
CAFX funds were also used to procure equipment, support, and training, agreed in the Prime
Contract through the TEMPEST testing of the UAV by the U.S. Navy's Certified TEMPEST
Authority, and transportation of CAFX equipment already purchased through various FMS
cases.
ATR/ ATID
Danish funds committed and expensed for contractual milestones for the acquisition of the
NATO AGS Automatic Target Recognition/ Automatic Target Identification Capability
Development & Integration Phase I.
NCB
Expenditures comprise one contractual milestone was expensed for the acquisition of the
NATO AGS Test System Environment Capability Phase I.
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The Table below represents the cumulative NAGSMA Operational budget per year from 2012
to 2018 expended, carried forward and lapsed in two currencies EUR and USD.
ln 2018, milestones have been re-planned as part of the programme restructure that created
a new baseline to complete the remainder of the program. The rebaseline has impacted all
areas across SDDQ, Production, IISS and MR.
The Budgets are presented below by currency showing the actual expenditures, carry
forwards and lapses as of the 31.12.2018.
NAGSMA Operational Budget EUR
Budget

Actual Expenses

Carry Forward

Lapsed

2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

107,086,412
137,794,865
122,977,865
109,014,294
63,924,048
34,822,414

107,086,412
137,794,865
117,257,630
90,671,063
12,591,138
8,642,595

0
0
0
1,000,000
2,171,009
975,178

0
0
5,720,236
17,343,231
51,161,902
25,341,813

2018

42,137,943

14,869,370

23,690,868

3,577,705

617,757,841

488,913,073

27,837,054

103,144,887

Total

NAGSMA Operational Budget USD
Budget

Total

2012
2013
2014
2015

204,865,340
238,445,262
373,468,465
169,456,878

2016
2017

193,990,813
103,520,795

2018

157,284,201
1,441,031,754

Actual Expenses

204,865,340
238,445,262
364,507,386
104,644,347
51,246,428

Carry Forward

Lapsed

0
0
7,779,073
64,811,483
142,500,442

85,352,903

0
0
1,182,006
11,048
7,349,983
1,078,827

54,473,901

99,250,392

3,559,908

1,103,535,566

108,872,256

235,867,856

17,216,949

Note to the table:
The Carry Forwards from the Financial Statements 2015-2017 which have been expended in 2018 have been added to the
Actual Expenses of 2015, 2016 and 2017 respectively.
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ANNEXG

General Notes to the Financial Statements

GOl Related Party Disclosures
NAGSMO and NAGSMA have related party relationships with the Members of the NAGSMO
Board of Directors and a number of other NATO bodies.

Transactions with NA TO bodies
Current Vear

Prior Year

EUR

EUR

2,148,977

1,619,061

2018

NATO Communications and Information Agency

2017

8,172

8,093

279,892

176,148

SHAPE

0

1,300

NATO School

0

1,800

2,437,041

1,806,402

NATO Support Agency
NATO International Staff

ln 2018, the NCI Agency provided administrative services for NAGSMA under the Support
Services and Service Level Agreements as well as services related to Procurement and
management of one UHF SATCOM Channel.
NSPA provided logistics support services.
NATO IS provided operating, Human Resources, administrative, medical and telephone
services for NAGSMA.
SHAPE, the NATO School and NATO IS provided NAGSMA with training support in 2018.
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Compensation of key management personnel
The remuneration of Directors and other members of key management personnel (NATO
civilian grade AS and above) is determined by the NATO salary scales and was as follows
during the year:
Current Year

Prior Year

2018

2017

EUR

EUR

Basic salaries

642,942

635,040

Allowances

111,494

145,042

Post-employment benefits

86,313

59,182

Employer's contribution to Insurance

77,057

77,085

917,806

916,349

The compensation of key management personnel in 2018 remained in line with the previous
year.

Number of individuals at year-end on a full time equivalent basis

Current Year

Prior Year

2018

2017

General Manager

1

1

Programme Manager

1

1

Key management personnel

3

3

5
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G02 Representation Allowance
The purpose of the Representation Allowance is to help meet the reasonable representational
expenses of certain designated high officials of the Organisation whose positions entail
responsibility for establishing and maintaining relationships of value to NATO.
As from 1 June 2013, a new procedure is in place in respect of Representation Allowance; as
all recipients are now reimbursed permitted expenses within the limits of their individual
Representation Allowance allocation. All representation allowance disbursements for the
2018 reporting period were administered by the Agency.

EUR

Expenditures

2,228

Rental Supplement

0

Functions

2,228

Total
Entitlements

Representation Allowance annual entitlement

of which: Rental Supplement annual entitlement
Transactions

EUR

10,692
2,228

EUR

Rental Supplement January-December
Dinners and Luncheons

2,228
0

Total

2.228

G03 Approval of Financial Statements
The financial statements were approved by the Financial Controller and authorised to be
issued on 29 March 2019.
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1110 Brussels
Belgium

NATO Alliance Ground Surveillance
Management Organisation
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IBA-A(2019)0092
28 August 2019
To:

Secretary General
(Attn: Director of the Private Office)

Cc:

Chairman, NATO Helicopter for the 1990s (NH 90) Design and Development,
Production and Logistics Management Organisation (NAHEMO) Steering
Committee
General Manager, NATO Helicopter for the 1990s (NH 90) Design and
Development, Production and Logistics Management Agency (NAHEMA)
Division Leader, Administrative Division, NAHEMA
Chairman, Resource Policy & Planning Board (RPPB)
Branch Head, Secretariat and Finance Branch, NATO Office of Resources (NOR)
Private Office Registry

Subject: International Board of Auditors for NATO (IBAN) Auditor’s Report and Letter
of Observations and Recommendations on the audit of the NATO Helicopter
for the 1990s (NH 90) Design and Development, Production and Logistics
Management Organisation (NAHEMO) Financial Statements for the year
ended 31 December 2018 – IBA-AR(2019)0011
IBAN herewith submits its approved Auditor’s Report (Annex 2) and a Letter of
Observations and Recommendations (Annex 3) with a Summary Note for distribution to the
NATO Council (Annex 1).
IBAN’s report sets out an unqualified opinion on the Financial Statements of the
NAHEMO and on compliance for the financial year 2018.

Yours sincerely,

Dr. Hans Leijtens
Chairman
Attachments: As stated above.
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ANNEX 1
Summary Note for Council
by the International Board of Auditors for NATO (IBAN)
on the audit of the NATO Helicopter Management Organization (NAHEMO)
for the year ended 31 December 2018
The International Board of Auditors for NATO (IBAN) audited the NATO Helicopter for the
1990s Design and Development, Production and Logistics Management Organization
(NAHEMO) Financial Statements for the year ended 31 December 2018. NAHEMO is a
NATO subsidiary body established with a view to meet the NH90 Helicopters
requirements of France, Germany, Italy, The Netherlands and Belgium. NAHEMO
consists of a Steering Committee (SC) composed of representatives of the Participants
with the responsibility of the overall management of the programme and of the Agency
called NAHEMA. The Agency is located in Aix-en-Provence (France).
For 2018 the NAHEMO operational and administrative budgets’ expenditures were EUR
1.049 billion and EUR 11.237 million, respectively.
IBAN issued an unqualified opinion on the NAHEMO Financial Statements and on
compliance for the year ended 31 December 2018.
During the audit, IBAN made two observations with recommendations. These findings are
in the Letter of Observations and Recommendations (Annex 3).
The main findings are listed below. These observations do not impact the audit opinion
on the financial statements and on compliance.
1. Improvements needed in the adjustment of calls for funds process and
restriction of the level of cash holdings
2. Improvements needed in the operational budgeting process
IBAN followed up on the status of the observations from the previous years’ audits and
found one open recommendation, four in-progress, and one closed because it was
superseded by the current year observation one.
The Auditor’s Report (Annex 2) and the Letter of Observations and Recommendations
(Annex 3) were issued to NAHEMO whose comments have been included, with IBAN’s
position on those comments where necessary (Appendix to Annex 3).
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IBA-AR(2019)0011
28 August 2019

INTERNATIONAL BOARD OF AUDITORS FOR NATO

AUDITOR’S REPORT ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS OF THE
NATO HELICOPTER MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATION
(NAHEMO)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2018
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IBA-AR(2019)0011
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
TO THE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL
Report on the Audit of the Financial Statements
Opinion on the Financial Statements
The International Board of Auditors for NATO (IBAN) has audited the Financial
Statements of NATO Helicopter Management Organisation (NAHEMO), for the 12 month
period ended 31 December 2018, issued under document reference NH/ADM/ACC1/01649/2019 and submitted to IBAN on 28 March 2019. These Financial Statements
comprise the Statement of Financial Position as at 31 December 2018, the Statement of
Financial Performance, the Statement of Changes in Net Assets/Equity and the
Statement of Cash Flow, for the 12 month period ended 31 December 2018, including a
summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory notes. In addition, the
Financial Statements include a budget execution report for the 12 month period ended 31
December 2018.
In our opinion, the Financial Statements give a true and fair view of the financial position
of NAHEMO as at 31 December 2018, and of its financial performance, its cash flows
and budget execution for the 12 month period ended 31 December 2018, in accordance
with accounting requirements and reporting standards consistent with the NATO
Accounting Framework.
Basis for Opinion on the Financial Statements
In accordance with the NATO Financial Regulations (NFRs), external audit of the NATO
bodies pursuant to the North Atlantic Treaty shall be performed by a Board of Auditors
appointed by the North Atlantic Council.
We have conducted our audit in accordance with the International Standards of Supreme
Audit Institutions (ISSAIs 1000-1810) developed by the International Organisation of
Supreme Audit Institutions (INTOSAI) and in accordance with the additional terms of
reference defined in our Charter.
We are independent in accordance with the INTOSAI Code of Ethics and we have fulfilled
our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements. The
responsibilities of the members of IBAN are more extensively described in the section
«Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements» and in our Charter.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for our opinion.
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Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management’s responsibility for the financial statements is laid down in the NFRs. The
Financial Statements of NAHEMO are drawn up in accordance with accounting
requirements and reporting standards consistent with the NATO Accounting Framework
as approved by the Council. The Financial Controller is responsible for submitting the
Financial Statements for audit to IBAN not later than 31st March following the end of the
financial year.
The Financial Statements are signed by the General Manager and the Financial Controller.
In signing the Financial Statements, the General Manager and the Financial Controller
confirm the establishment and maintenance of financial governance, resource
management practices, internal controls and financial information systems to achieve the
efficient and effective use of resources.
This confirmation covers the design, implementation and maintenance of internal controls
relevant to the preparation and presentation of financial statements that are auditable and
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. This also covers reporting
on the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters
related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless there are
plans to liquidate the entity or to cease its operations, or there is no realistic alternative but
to do so.
Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements
The objectives of the audit are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to
fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes an opinion. Reasonable
assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted
in accordance with ISSAIs will always detect a material misstatement when it exists.
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually
or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic
decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with ISSAIs, we exercise professional judgement and
maintain professional scepticism throughout the planning and performance of the audit.
This involves taking into account Considerations Specific to Public Sector Entities. We
also:
 Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial
statements, whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures
responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and
appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a
material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from
error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions,
misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.
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 Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to
design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for
the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal
control.
 Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the
reasonableness of accounting estimates and related disclosures made by
management.
 Conclude on the appropriateness of the use of the going concern basis of
accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material
uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt
on the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material
uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the
related disclosures in the financial statements or, if such disclosures are
inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit
evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future events
or conditions may cause the entity to cease to continue as a going concern.
 Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial
statements, including the disclosures, and whether the financial statements
represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair
presentation.
We are required to communicate with the bodies charged with governance, among other
matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including
any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit.
Our Independent External Auditor’s Report is prepared to assist North Atlantic Council in
carrying out its role. We are therefore responsible solely to the North Atlantic Council for
our work and the opinion we have formed.
Report on Compliance
Opinion on Compliance
Based on the procedures we performed, nothing has come to our attention, as part of
our audit of the Financial Statements that causes us to believe that funds have not been
properly used for the settlement of authorised expenditure or are not in compliance with
the NATO Financial Regulations and the NATO Civilian Personnel Regulations.
Basis for Opinion on Compliance
We have conducted our compliance audit in accordance with the International
Standards of Supreme Audit Institutions (ISSAI 4000) developed by the International
Organisation of Supreme Audit Institutions (INTOSAI) and in accordance with the
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additional terms of reference defined in our Charter.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for our opinion.
Management’s Responsibility for Compliance
All NATO staff, military and civilian, are obligated to comply with the NATO Financial
Regulations, associated Financial Rules and Procedures and internal implementing
directives. These include the NATO Civilian Personnel Regulations.
The General Manager is responsible and accountable for sound financial management.
The financial administration of NATO bodies must incorporate the principles of propriety,
sound governance, accountability, transparency, risk management and internal control,
internal audit, external audit, and fraud prevention and detection.
Auditor’s Responsibilities for Compliance
In addition to the responsibility to provide reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement, the IBAN Charter
requires IBAN to provide independent assurance and report annually to the North Atlantic
Council about whether funds have been properly used for the settlement of authorised
expenditure (propriety) and are in compliance with the regulations in force (regularity).
Propriety relates to the observance of the general principles governing sound financial
management and the conduct of public officials. Regularity concerns the adherence to
formal criteria such as relevant regulations, rules and procedures.
This responsibility includes performing procedures to obtain independent assurance about
whether funds have been properly used for the settlement of authorized expenditure and
whether they have been used in compliance with the regulations in force. Such procedures
include consideration of the risks of material non-compliance.
Brussels, 28 August 2019

Dr. Hans Leijtens
Chairman
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28 August 2019

INTERNATIONAL BOARD OF AUDITORS FOR NATO

LETTER OF OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR THE NATO HELICOPTER MANAGEMENT ORGANISATION
(NAHEMO)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2018
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Introduction
The International Board of Auditors for NATO (IBAN) audited the NAHEMO Financial
Statements for the year ended 31 December 2018 and issued an unqualified opinion on
the financial statements and on compliance.
Observations and Recommendations
During the audit, IBAN made two observations and recommendations with no impact on
the audit opinion on financial statements and compliance:
1. Improvements needed in the adjustment of calls for funds process and restriction
of the level of cash holdings
2. Improvements needed in the operational budgeting process
IBAN followed up on the status of the observations from the previous years’ audits and
found one open recommendation, four in-progress, and one closed because it was
superseded by the current year observation one.
IBAN also issued a Management Letter (reference IBA-AML(2019)0008) to the NATO
Helicopter Management Agency (NAHEMA) General Manager with two observations for
the current year and the follow-up of previous years’ observations for management’s
attention.
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OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED IN THE ADJUSTMENT OF CALLS FOR FUNDS
PROCESS AND RESTRICTION OF THE LEVEL OF CASH HOLDINGS

Reasoning
1.1
Article 29.3 of the NATO Financial Regulations (NFRs) stipulates that each
contribution instalment shall be calculated to restrict total currency holdings to the
minimum required to meet forecast payments prior to receipt of the following contribution
instalment.
1.2
According to article 28.1 of NAHEMO’s Financial Rules and Procedures
(NAHEMO FRPs), contributions shall be made available for NAHEMA to meet the
payments of the financial year. In addition, at the beginning of the new year, on making
the first assessment of contributions due from Nations, NAHEMA shall take into account:
- cash available on the Nations related bank accounts from previous years calls for
funds;
- credits carried over from the preceding financial year;
- miscellaneous income of the preceding financial year.
Observations
1.3
At the end of 2018, NAHEMA's cash position reached EUR 675 million. The 2018
net cash inflow of EUR 189 million results in an increase of unused contribution debts for
an almost identical amount - after excluding the 1st 2019 operational budget call for funds
(OB CFF) issued at the end of 2018 for one nation for an amount of EUR 70 million. This
level of cash holdings is not in line with past and future financing needs (cash holdings
are now equivalent to seven months' of expenses) and thus not in compliance with the
NFRs.
1.4
Furthermore, the 2018 OB CFF issued amounted to a total of EUR 1.211 billion,
while the operational expenses were EUR 1.048 billion. As a result, there is a difference
of EUR 163 million, amount similar to the cash inflow of the year. The overestimation of
the CFF issued amounts to 15% of the operational needs. No significant adjustment was
made at the end of the year to reduce the last call in order to consider the cash holdings
and remaining forecasts of expenses.
1.5
If this situation were to persist, it would result in a mechanical and continuous
increase in cash and cash equivalents and unused contribution commitments, with
unknown maturities (amounting to EUR 685 million at the end of 2018, after the correction
mentioned above).
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Recommendations
1.6
IBAN recommends that NAHEMA ensure that calls for contributions are only
made to meet the payments of the financial year in accordance with the NAHEMO FRPs.
Accordingly, NAHEMA should also restrict total currency holdings to the minimum
required to meet forecast payments prior to receipt of the following contribution instalment
and clear unused contributions to the same extent.
2.

IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED IN THE OPERATIONAL BUDGETING PROCESS

Reasoning
2.1
According to IPSAS 24 Presentation of Budget Information in Financial
Statements, presentation in the financial statements of the original and final budget
amounts and actual amounts on a comparable basis with the budget which is made
publicly available will complete the accountability cycle by enabling users of the financial
statements to identify whether resources were obtained.
2.2
As per NAHEMO’s FRPs, Article 15.1, each chapter of the operational budget
indicates the total amount of expenditure to be authorized by the Steering Committee
(SC) and the Community Steering Committee (CSC) for the next financial year, based on
an informed prediction of the payments which will actually become due (i.e. achievement
based budgeting), and the estimated contribution by each Nation.
2.3
Article 18.1 states that during the June SC and CSC Meetings of each budgetary
year, NAHEMA will provide Nations, through the Joint Executive Committee (JEC) /
Community Joint Executive Committee (CJEC), with an intermediate review of the current
year’s budget execution and a proposal concerning any adjustments considered to be
required, or specifically requested by Nations. Subsequently, NAHEMA will adjust the
current year’s budget in accordance with Nations’ decisions taking into account
implications for the next year budget.
2.4
As per Article 19.2 related to the operational budget, at the closure of the financial
year, credits needed to pay for work/services not completed in the financial year and for
which no payments have been made, will automatically be added to the corresponding
line in the next year budget of the relevant Nation. Such carry-over action shall be notified
to the JEC and/or CJEC, as applicable.
Observations
2.5
The initial operational budget for 2018 is EUR 1.185 billion, while the final budget
amounts to EUR 1.531 billion. Meanwhile, the 2018 operational calls for funds were EUR
1.211 billion, thus implying a difference of EUR 320 million between the final operational
budget and the actual calls for funds. As a result, the operational budget is overestimated
by this amount.
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2.6
In addition, the 2017 commitments carried forward to 2018 were EUR 738.73
million, while the 2018 commitments carried forward to 2019 amounted to EUR 686.40
million. In terms of the usage of the prior year’s commitments carried forward for the
current year’s commitments, only EUR 203.81 million were consumed, thus 2018 lapses
are significantly high at EUR 534.92 million. The high amount of lapses is directly linked
to the overestimated operational budget, as well as the excessive cash holdings of the
Agency.
2.7
IBAN found that NAHEMA did not notify the JEC and/or CJEC of the 2017 or
2018 commitments carried forward to 2018 and 2019, respectively.
Recommendations
IBAN recommends that NAHEMA:
2.8
Make the necessary budgetary adjustments during the mid-year review in order
to correct the overestimated operational budget and align it to the planned commitments
and payments in the year.
2.9
Review and document the justification of all commitments carried forward every
year and ensure that lapses are deducted from future calls for the operational budget.
In addition, IBAN reiterates the prior year’s observation that no analysis has been done
to identify if credits committed should be carried forward or lapsed.
2.10
All relevant information on commitments carried forward shall be shared with the
Steering Committee so that Nations are aware of the availability of budgetary credits for
the following year.
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FOLLOW-UP OF PREVIOUS YEARS’ OBSERVATIONS
IBAN followed up on the status of observations from the previous years’ audit. The
observations, actions taken by the auditee as reviewed by IBAN, and their status are
summarised in the table below.
OBSERVATION / RECOMMENDATION

ACTION TAKEN

STATUS

(1) NAHEMO FY 2017
IBA-AR(2018)23, paragraph 1
MATERIAL
MISTAKES
IN
THE
PRESENTATION OF THE BUDGET
EXECUTION STATEMENT FOR THE
OPERATIONAL BUDGET
Board’s Recommendations
1.9 The Board recommends NAHEMA to
perform the necessary calculations,
checks, reconciliations and reviews to
ensure that the Budget Execution
Statement presents the correct balances
for each budgetary concept and can be
relied upon by the Nations for decision
making purposes.

Observation
In-progress.

For the 2018 Financial Statements
NAHEMA has improved the accuracy of the
information presented in the operational
Budget Execution Statement (BES).
In the notes to the 2018 Financial
Statements, NAHEMA explains that the BES
is cash-based. However, both the
administrative and the operational BES are
prepared on a modified-cash basis:
expenses include the variation of payables,
as well as expenses with no cash outflows
(compensations). Thus, there is a difference
of EUR 63,219,157 between the operational
expenses presented in the operational BES
as compared to those included in the
reconciliation of the operational BES to the
cash flow statement. Meanwhile, for the
administrative budget this difference
amounts to EUR 149,854, which may
mislead the users of the financial
statements.
IBAN has also noted that the word
“expenses” has been used in the Statement
of
Budget
Execution
instead
of
“expenditure”, which is more appropriate.
The word “expenses” refers to the cost of
goods and services delivered, while the
word “expenditure” relates to “payments or
disbursements”. It is therefore incorrect to
use the word “expenses” in the Statements
of budget execution, as these amounts in
fact relate to payments or disbursements
and
should
therefore
be
called
“expenditure”.
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OBSERVATION / RECOMMENDATION

ACTION TAKEN

STATUS

In addition, the detail for the 2017 credits
carried forward from Oracle does not
reconcile with the balance presented in the
2018 operational BES by EUR 3,347,720.
2018 credits carried forward amount to
EUR 686,400,334, which is the difference
between commitments and expenses. Still
no analysis was done to identify if credits
committed should be carried forward or
lapsed.
Status 1.9: In-progress.
1.10 Further, the Board recommends
NAHEMA to strengthen internal controls
over
financial
reporting,
including
management reviews, to ensure that
financial
statement
presentation
weaknesses are prevented or detected
before the issuance of the financial
statements.

For the 2018 Financial Statements
NAHEMA has made some progress in the
internal controls over financial reporting,
including management reviews. However,
there is no evidence yet that internal controls
have been established as a cross-cutting
process, at all levels of the Agency.
Status 1.10: In-progress.

(2) NAHEMO FY 2017
IBA-AR(2018)23, paragraph 2
Observation
In-progress.

INTERNAL CONTROL DEFICIENCIES
OVER FINANCIAL REPORTING LED TO
MISSTATEMENTS,
ERRORS
AND
INCORRECT
DISCLOSURE
OF
INFORMATION IN THE FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
Board’s Recommendations
2.22 The Board recommends NAHEMA
strengthens its system of internal control
by improving the preparation, review and
reporting process of the Financial
Statements. The Board highlights that
management takes responsibility for the
preparation and presentation of the entity’s
financial statements. Review procedures
are necessary to provide a reasonable
basis for obtaining assurance that financial
statements are in compliance with the
applicable financial reporting framework as
well as prevent and detect errors before
their issuance.

Errors impacting the Operational Budget:
Disclosure of the milestones achieved and
certified at year-end
In Note 13 to the 2018 financial statements
the disclosure of the value of milestones
achieved and certified at year-end is
understated by at least EUR 51,591,118.
This amount represents the milestones
achieved in Dec 2018 for which invoices
were both received in early 2019 and
received after the cut-off date (28 January
2019). We draw attention to the fact that in
its analysis NAHEMA only included the
milestones certified in December 2018, but
there could also be milestones achieved
throughout 2018 for which invoices have not
been received yet and which should also be
included in the Note 13.
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OBSERVATION / RECOMMENDATION

ACTION TAKEN
Understatement of operational payables
Operational payables are understated by
EUR 13,013,178. This is mainly due to the
fact that invoices are booked in Oracle only
after being checked by the Budget division
and certified by the Contracting Officers.
Errors impacting
Budget:

the

Administrative

Net value of Property, Plant and Equipment
(PP&E)
Administrative accrued expenses for the
year include the acquisition of a server and
a risk management software for an amount
of EUR 105,065, excluding tax. These items
were put into service at the end of 2018, but
were not capitalised as assets.
Administrative accrued expenses already
booked in accounts payable
We found that administrative accrued
expenses for the year had already been
booked in accounts payable for an amount
of EUR 150,010 (excluding tax). This
amount includes the above-mentioned
understatement of assets due to noncapitalisation.
Presentation of the Cash Flow Statement
A distinction should be made between debts
payable to suppliers and debts payable to
the Nations, as these do not have the same
degree of maturity and this would allow a
better understanding of cash flows.
Errors in the account opening balance for
VAT Expenses
We found an error of EUR 184,139 in the
opening balance of the Expenses VAT
account which could not be explained. This
has an impact on individual accounts in the
trial balance, but not on the balances
reported in the 2018 financial statements.
Status 2.22: In-progress.
2.23 The Board recommends NAHEMA
ensures that the presentation and
classification of items in the financial
statements shall be retained from one
period to the next. When the presentation
or classification of items in the financial
statements is amended, comparative
amounts shall be reclassified, including a

No issues found regarding the comparative
presentation and classification of items in
the 2018 financial statements.
Status 2.23: Closed.
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OBSERVATION / RECOMMENDATION

ACTION TAKEN

STATUS

disclosure of the nature of the
reclassification, the amount of each item or
class of items that is reclassified, and the
reason for the reclassification.
(3) NAHEMO FY 2017
IBA-AR(2018)23, paragraph 3
IMPROVEMENTS REQUIRED IN THE
AREA
OF
RISK
MANAGEMENT,
INTERNAL CONTROL AND INTERNAL
AUDIT
Board’s Recommendations
3.13 The Board recommends
NAHEMA:

that

Observation
In-progress.

NAHEMA continues to
IBAN’s recommendation.

implement

the

a) Ensure approval and implementation of
the Risk Management Plan.

Risk Management:
In December 2018 NAHEMA installed the
Active Risk Manager (ARM) and ARM Risk
Express software in order to develop an
entity-wide risk register and document the
risk assessment, mitigation plan, actions
and risk owners. Several training sessions
were organized regarding Risk Management
and the use of ARM during Nov 2018 – Feb
2019.
Status 3.13 a): Closed.

b) Determine the risk appetite taking three
steps: 1) Define and set the risk appetite,
2) Communicate the risk appetite, 3)
Monitor and update the risk appetite on an
on-going basis. In doing so, NAHEMA
should ensure the NAHEMO Governing
Body's review and concurrence.

The risk register is currently being updated
via ARM and the latest version is dated 21
June 2019.
Status 3.13 b): Closed.

c) Perform a systematic and detailed
assessment and documentation of its
internal control and risk management
procedures to support compliance with its
approved internal control framework.

Internal Controls:
In January 2019 NAHEMA performed an
internal control mapping based on the 17 key
principles of the COSO internal control
system. The key principles were crossreferenced with the Internal Control
Framework directive and matched against
the existing Charter, MOU, directives and
internal notes.

d) Fully evaluate internal control and risk
management throughout the agency and
that this work be clearly documented so as
to be able to conclude as to NAHEMA’s
compliance against internal control
framework.

However, the Agency has not performed a
documentation of its processes, specific
internal controls and associated risks in
order to ensure and to clearly demonstrate
to others that a complete system of internal
controls is in place.
Status 3.13 c) – d): In-progress.
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OBSERVATION / RECOMMENDATION

ACTION TAKEN

e) End the role of the Deputy General
Manager as Head of Internal Audit and
implement an effective internal audit
activity either through outsourcing or
sharing internal audit function with other
NATO entities, ensuring independence
both in fact and in appearance and
compliance with generally accepted
professional standards for internal audit.

Internal Audit:
In 2018 the Deputy General Manager
continued to perform his duties as the Head
of Internal Audit. Internal audit activities
were still limited in volume (three internal
audits) and were conducted by an audit team
consisting of the Deputy General Manager,
Senior Staff Manager or Programme
Management Specialist. The generally
accepted standards for internal audit on
independence,
professionalism
and
experience were not complied with.

STATUS

In 2019 a post for a programme risk
management specialist and internal auditor
was approved. However, the actual creation
of this post depends on the June 2019
Steering Committee’s approval for the
necessary funding. We draw NAHEMA’s
attention to the fact that, as per the
International Standards for the Professional
Practice of Internal Auditing (Standards),
standard
1100
Independence
and
Objectivity, a dual-reporting relationship
must be ensured for the internal auditor.
In addition, according to standard 1112,
Chief Audit Executive Roles Beyond Internal
Auditing, where the chief audit executive has
or is expected to have roles and/or
responsibilities that fall outside of internal
auditing (e.g. risk management), safeguards
must be in place to limit impairment to
independence or objectivity.
Status 3.13 e): Open.
(4) NAHEMO FY 2016
IBA-AR(2017)29, paragraph 2
LACK
OF
RELIABLE
COORDINATED PROCESSES
CAPITALISING
ASSETS
UPDATING ASSET REGISTERS

AND
FOR
AND

Board’s Recommendations
2.7 The Board recommends NAHEMA to
update and maintain complete and
accurate asset registers, in line with Article
12 of the NFRs. These registers need to be
properly controlled at the appropriate level
and regular property counts should be
performed to keep the registers accurate
and reliable.

Observation
In-progress.

NAHEMA approved a directive for property
accounting and control in June 2018 that
describes, among others, some processes
related to asset management including
capitalising assets and updating assets
register. However, IBAN found that the
assets registers are not yet fully complete
and accurate.
Status 2.7: In-progress.
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OBSERVATION / RECOMMENDATION

ACTION TAKEN

2.8 The Board also recommends NAHEMA
to put in place reliable and coordinated
processes to ensure that new assets
acquired are capitalized as PP&E or
Intangible Assets.

The process of identifying assets to be
capitalised from expenses continues to be
insufficiently controlled.
Status 2.8: Open.

STATUS

(5) NAHEMO FY 2016
IBA-AR(2017)29, paragraph 3
INADEQUATE
SEGREGATION
DUTIES IN FINANCE PROCESSES

OF

Board’s Recommendation
3.6 The Board recommends NAHEMA to
ensure adequate segregation of duties
assigning the responsibilities of initiating
payments to a staff member different from
those
that
have
the
accounting
responsibilities.

Observation
Open.
In 2018 payments were still initiated by the
same staff members who also have
accounting
responsibilities.
As
a
consequence, adequate segregation of
duties has not been ensured.
In 2019 a post for a disbursing officer and
cash manager was approved. However, the
actual creation of this post depends on the
June 2019 Steering Committee’s approval
for the necessary funding.

(6) NAHEMO FY 2011
IBA-AR(2013)15, paragraph 6
LEVEL OF CASH HOLDINGS
Board’s Recommendation
6.3.4 The Board recommends that
NAHEMA only call for funds when funding
requirements cannot be covered by
existing cash holdings of respective
member nations as required by the NATO
and NAHEMO Financial Regulations.

Observation
Closed.
This recommendation is superseded by
current year Observation 1.

The Open status is used for recommendations that are open and for which no notable
progress has been achieved to date. The In-progress status is used for open
recommendations when the NATO Body has started to implement the recommendation or
when some (but not all) sub-recommendations are closed. The Closed status is used for
recommendations that are closed because they have been implemented, are superseded,
or have lapsed.
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NATO HELICOPTER MANAGEMENT ORGANISATION (NAHEMO)
FORMAL COMMENTS ON THE LETTER OF OBSERVATIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS AND THE
INTERNATIONAL BOARD OF AUDITORS (IBAN) POSITIONS
OBSERVATION 1:
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED IN THE ADJUSTMENT OF CALLS FOR FUNDS
PROCESS AND RESTRICTION OF THE LEVEL OF CASH HOLDINGS
NAHEMO’s Formal Comments
NAHEMO acknowledges the remark, however, sometimes it collides with the
current national requirements. Call for Funds are issued to meet forecast
payments in accordance with national interests. Anyway the problematic of cash
holding and possible improvement will be discussed during next Steering
Committee.
IBAN’s Position
We maintain our position related to the improvements needed in the adjustment of
the calls for funds process and restriction of the level of cash holdings. NAHEMA
should therefore restrict total currency holdings to the minimum required to meet
forecast payments prior to receipt of the following contribution instalment and
clear unused contributions to the same extent.
OBSERVATION 2:
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED IN THE OPERATIONAL BUDGETING PROCESS
NAHEMO’s Formal Comments
NAHEMO acknowledges the remark. The budget process will be better aligned
with the planned commitments and payments through an analysis of the pending
milestones. Furthermore Nations JECs/CJECs will be notified accordingly and
Nations will be made aware about the availability of budgetary credits and the carry
forward funds.
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FOLLOW-UP OF PREVIOUS YEARS’ OBSERVATIONS
(1) NAHEMO FY 2017
IBA-AR(2018)23, paragraph 1
MATERIAL MISTAKES IN THE PRESENTATION OF THE BUDGET EXECUTION
STATEMENT FOR THE OPERATIONAL BUDGET
NAHEMO acknowledges the remarks.
(2) NAHEMO FY 2017
IBA-AR(2018)23, paragraph 2
INTERNAL CONTROL DEFICIENCIES OVER FINANCIAL REPORTING LED TO
MISSTATEMENTS, ERRORS AND INCORRECT DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION IN
THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Errors impacting the Operational Budget:
Due to a more intense use of OEBS the probability of errors will be limited.
Errors impacting the Administrative Budget:
Due to a more intense use of OEBS the probability of errors will be limited.
(3) NAHEMO FY 2017
IBA-AR(2018)23, paragraph 3
IMPROVEMENTS REQUIRED IN THE AREA OF RISK MANAGEMENT, INTERNAL
CONTROL AND INTERNAL AUDIT
Internal Controls:
Following the internal control mapping performed in January 2019, NAHEMA will
initiate an analysis of financial/contractual processes and associated internal
controls/risks.
Internal Audit:
On the basis of HoDs approval provided during the Steering Committee 82, the
new post related to the Internal Auditor and Programme Risk Management
Specialist will be activated starting from the 3rd of September 2019. Following
her/his arrival the NAHEMA Internal Audit procedure will be modified to be
compliant with the IAS 1100 and IAS 1112 in order to ensure her/his
organizational independency and a proper hierarchical reporting.
(4) NAHEMO FY 2016
IBA-AR(2017)29, paragraph 2
LACK OF RELIABLE AND COORDINATED PROCESSES FOR CAPITALISING
ASSETS AND UPDATING ASSET REGISTERS
NAHEMA acknowledges the remark and will implement a dedicated OEBS
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module for capitalizing assets and updating asset registers.
(5) NAHEMO FY 2016
IBA-AR(2017)29, paragraph 3
INADEQUATE SEGREGATION OF DUTIES IN FINANCE PROCESSES
On the basis of HoDs approval provided during the Steering Committee 82, the
new post, once activated, will ensure the adequate segregation.
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4 July 2019

To:

Secretary General
(Attn: Director of the Private Office)

Cc:

Chairman of Board of Directors, NAMEADSMO in Liquidation
Head of the Office of the Liquidator, NAMEADSMO in Liquidation
Chairman, Resource Policy & Planning Board
Branch Head, Secretariat and Finance Branch, NATO Office of Resources
Private Office Registry

Subject:

International Board of Auditors for NATO (Board) Auditor’s Report and
Letter of Observations and Recommendations on the audit of the NATO
Medium Extended Air Defense System Management Organisation
(NAMEADSMO) in Liquidation Financial Statements for the year ending
31 December 2018 – IBA-AR(2019)0005

IBAN submits herewith its approved Auditor’s Report (Annex 2) and Letter of
Observations and Recommendations (Annex 3) with a Summary Note for distribution to the
Council (Annex 1).
IBAN’s report sets out an unqualified opinion on the Financial Statements of
NAMEADSMO in Liquidation and on compliance for year ending 31 December 2018.
Yours sincerely,

Hervé-Adrien Metzger
Chairman

Attachments: As stated above.
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Summary Note for Council
by the International Board of Auditors for NATO (IBAN)
on the audit of the Financial Statements of the NATO Medium Extended Air
Defense System Management Organization in Liquidation
(NAMEADSMO in Liquidation)
for the year ending 31 December 2018
IBAN audited NATO Medium Extended Air Defense System Management Organization
in Liquidation (NAMEADSMO in Liquidation), which aims to provide direction, coordination and execution of the MEADS Program. The MEADS is envisioned to be a
tactically mobile and transportable air and missile defense system capable of countering
a wide range of air threats such as cruise missiles and tactical ballistic missiles.
For the year ending 31 December 2018, NAMEADSMO in Liquidation’s expenditures
totaled U.S. Dollars (USD) 1.45 million, consisting of USD 0.79 million from the
Administrative Budget and USD 0.66 million from the Operational Budget.
During the audit, IBAN did not make any observations. IBAN issued an unqualified
opinion on the financial statements and on compliance for the year ending 31 December
2018. The Board also followed up on the status of the observations from the previous
year’s audit and noticed that all observations were settled.
The Auditor’s Report (Annex 2) and the Letter of Observations and Recommendations
(Annex 3) were issued to NAMEADSMO in Liquidation, whose comments have been
included (Appendix to Annex 3).
IBAN issued a Management Letter (reference IBA-AML(2019)0002) to NAMEADSMO in
Liquidation, Office of the Liquidator with no observations for management’s attention.
We draw attention to Note 15 of the financial statements, which describes the drawdown
of operations. The Office of the Liquidator projected an estimated path towards complete
dissolution. The projected time frame for dissolution is by the end of August 2020. This
projection, made during August 2018, contains a medium risk. Currently un-obligated
funds could be continued to be used for safeguarding the MEADS development result
and/or returned to Nations. Our opinion is not modified in respect of this matter.
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21 June 2019

INTERNATIONAL BOARD OF AUDITORS FOR NATO

AUDITOR’S REPORT ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS OF
THE NATO MEDIUM EXTENDED AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
ORGANISATION IN LIQUIDATION
(NAMEADSMO IN LIQUIDATION)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2018
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
TO THE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL
Report on the Audit of the Financial Statements
Opinion on the Financial Statements
The International Board of Auditors for NATO (IBAN) has audited the Financial
Statements of NAMEADSMO in Liquidation, for the 12 month period ended 31 December
2018, and submitted to IBAN on 29 March 2019. These Financial Statements comprise
the Statement of Financial Position as at 31 December 2018, the Statement of Financial
Performance, the Statement of Changes in Net Assets/Equity and the Statement of Cash
Flow, for the 12 month period ended 31 December 2018, including a summary of
significant accounting policies and other explanatory notes. In addition, the Financial
Statements include a budget execution report for the 12 month period ended
31 December 2018.
In our opinion, the Financial Statements give a true and fair view of the financial position
of NAMEADSMO in Liquidation as at 31 December 2018, and of its financial
performance, its cash flows and budget execution for the 12 month period ended
31 December 2018, in accordance with accounting requirements and reporting standards
consistent with the NATO Accounting Framework.
Basis for Opinion on the Financial Statements
In accordance with the NATO Financial Regulations (NFRs), external audit of the NATO
bodies pursuant to the North Atlantic Treaty shall be performed by IBAN.
We have conducted our audit in accordance with the International Standards of Supreme
Audit Institutions (ISSAIs 1000-1810) developed by the International Organisation of
Supreme Audit Institutions (INTOSAI) and in accordance with the additional terms of
reference defined in our Charter.
We are independent in accordance with the INTOSAI Code of Ethics and we have fulfilled
our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements. The
responsibilities of the members of IBAN are more extensively described in the section
«Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements» and in our Charter.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for our opinion.
Emphasis of matter - Draw down of operations
We draw attention to Note 15 of the financial statements, which describes the draw down
of operations. The Office of the Liquidator projected an estimated path toward complete
dissolution. The projected time frame is the end of August 2020. This projection, made
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during August 2018, contains a medium risk. Currently un-obligated funds could be
continued to be used for safeguarding the MEADS development result and/or returned to
Nations. Our opinion is not modified in respect of this matter.

Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management’s responsibility for the financial statements is laid down in the NFRs. The
Financial Statements of NAMEADSMO in Liquidation are drawn up in accordance with
accounting requirements and reporting standards consistent with the NATO Accounting
Framework as approved by the Council. The Financial Controller is responsible for
submitting the Financial Statements for audit to IBAN not later than 31st March following
the end of the financial year.
The Financial Statements are signed by the Head of the Office of the Liquidator and the
Financial Controller. In signing the Financial Statements, the Head of the Office of the
Liquidator and the Financial Controller confirm the establishment and maintenance of
financial governance, resource management practices, internal controls and financial
information systems to achieve the efficient and effective use of resources.
This confirmation covers the design, implementation and maintenance of internal controls
relevant to the preparation and presentation of financial statements that are auditable and
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. This also covers reporting
on the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters
related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless there are
plans to liquidate the entity or to cease its operations, or there is no realistic alternative but
to do so.

Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements
The objectives of the audit are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to
fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes an opinion. Reasonable
assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted
in accordance with ISSAIs will always detect a material misstatement when it exists.
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually
or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic
decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with ISSAIs, we exercise professional judgement and
maintain professional scepticism throughout the planning and performance of the audit.
This involves taking into account Considerations Specific to Public Sector Entities. We
also:
 Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements,
whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive
to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to
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provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement
resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve
collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of
internal control.
 Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design
audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose
of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control.
 Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness
of accounting estimates and related disclosures made by management.
 Conclude on the appropriateness of the use of the going concern basis of accounting
and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists
related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the entity’s ability
to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we
are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the
financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion.
Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our
auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the entity to cease
to continue as a going concern.
 Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements,
including the disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the
underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.
We are required to communicate with the bodies charged with governance, among other
matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including
any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit.
Our Independent External Auditor’s Report is prepared to assist North Atlantic Council in
carrying out its role. We are therefore responsible solely to the North Atlantic Council for
our work and the opinion we have formed.
Report on Compliance
Opinion on Compliance
Based on the procedures we performed, nothing has come to our attention, as part of
our audit of the Financial Statements that causes us to believe that funds have not been
properly used for the settlement of authorised expenditure or are not in compliance with
the NATO Financial Regulations and the NATO Civilian Personnel Regulations.
Basis for Opinion
We have conducted our compliance audit in accordance with the International
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Standards of Supreme Audit Institutions (ISSAI 4000) developed by the International
Organisation of Supreme Audit Institutions (INTOSAI) and in accordance with the
additional terms of reference defined in our Charter.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for our opinion.
Management’s Responsibility for Compliance
All NATO staff, military and civilian, are obligated to comply with the NATO Financial
Regulations, associated Financial Rules and Procedures and internal implementing
directives. These include the NATO Civilian Personnel Regulations.
The Head of the Office of the Liquidator is responsible and accountable for sound financial
management. The financial administration of NATO bodies must incorporate the principles
of propriety, sound governance, accountability, transparency, risk management and
internal control, internal audit, external audit, and fraud prevention and detection.
Auditor’s Responsibilities for Compliance
In addition to the responsibility to provide reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement, the IBAN Charter
requires IBAN to provide independent assurance and report annually to the North Atlantic
Council about whether funds have been properly used for the settlement of authorised
expenditure (propriety) and are in compliance with the regulations in force (regularity).
Propriety relates to the observance of the general principles governing sound financial
management and the conduct of public officials. Regularity concerns the adherence to
formal criteria such as relevant regulations, rules and procedures.
This responsibility includes performing procedures to obtain independent assurance about
whether funds have been properly used for the settlement of authorized expenditure and
whether they have been used in compliance with the regulations in force. Such procedures
include consideration of the risks of material non-compliance.
Brussels, 21 June 2019

Hervé-Adrien Metzger
Chairman
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21 June 2019

INTERNATIONAL BOARD OF AUDITORS FOR NATO

LETTER OF OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR THE NATO MEDIUM EXTENDED AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
ORGANISATION IN LIQUIDATION
(NAMEADSMO IN LIQUIDATION)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2018
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Introduction
The International Board of Auditors for NATO (IBAN) audited the NAMEADSMO in
Liquidation Financial Statements for the year ended 31 December 2018, and issued an
unqualified opinion on the financial statements and on compliance.
Observations and Recommendations
During the audit, we did not make any new observations.
We followed up on the status of the observations from the previous year’s audit and
found all observations were closed.
IBAN also issued a Management Letter (reference IBA-AML(2019)0002) to the Head of
the Office of the Liquidator, NAMEADSMO in Liquidation with the follow-up of previous
years’ observations for management’s attention.
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FOLLOW-UP OF PREVIOUS YEARS’ OBSERVATIONS
IBAN reviewed the status of the observations and recommendations arising from the
previous audits. The observations and their status are summarised in the table below.
OBSERVATION / RECOMMENDATION

ACTION TAKEN

STATUS

(1) NAMEADSMO FY 2015
IBA-AR(2016)07, paragraph 1
IMPROVEMENTS TO CERTAIN INTERNAL
CONTROLS NEEDED TO ADDRESS RISKS
OF NAMEADSMO APPROACHING THE
LIQUIDATION PHASE
IBAN recommends that the NAMEADSMO Board
of Directors:
1) Comply with the NAMEADSMO Financial
Rules and Regulations in respect to budget
approval
and
amendments,
avoiding
wherever possible the use of silence
procedures. This will help to ensure clarity as
to what is approved, especially as the
Organisation enters liquidation.

1) Silence procedure is no longer
used for the budget approvals
by the BoD.
Status: Observation Closed.

2) Ensure that there are detailed rules and
regulations governing the activities and
limitations on the authority of the Liquidator.
This will help to ensure that it is very clear
what is expected of the Liquidator and what is
his level of authority.

2) NAMEADSMA Office of the
Liquidator adheres to the NATO
Financial Regulations as from
1 July 2016.
Status: Observation Closed.

3) Set clear expectations on the use of the
expected remaining funds. In liquidation, it is
generally not expected that additional funding
will be provided or that additional contracts or
contract amendments will be entered into.

3) Expectations on the use of the
expected remaining funds set:
for both administrative and
operational
budgets
the
remaining cash holdings are
expected to be returned to the
respective national treasuries
unless
Nations
decide
otherwise.
Status: Observation Closed.

Observation
Closed.

The Open status is used for recommendations that are open and for which no notable
progress has been achieved to date. The In-progress status is used for open
recommendations when the NATO Body has started to implement the recommendation
or when some (but not all) sub-recommendations are closed. The Closed status is used
for recommendations that are closed because they have been implemented, are
superseded, or have lapsed.
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NATO MEDIUM EXTENDED AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
ORGANISATION IN LIQUIDATION (NAMEADSMO IN LIQUIDATION)
FORMAL COMMENTS ON THE LETTER OF OBSERVATIONS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS AND THE
INTERNATIONAL BOARD OF AUDITORS (IBAN) POSITIONS
NAMEADSMO in Liquidation’s Formal Comments
I am pleased to learn that NAMEADSMO in Liquidation and its Office of the
Liquidator received an unqualified opinion on the financial statements and on
compliance for the year ended 31 Dec 2018 and that no new observations were
issued and all observations from the previous year's audit were closed.
I had the opportunity to review the subject report for factual or formal clearance
and I have no comment on your assessment.
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A. Overview of NATO MEADS Management Organization’s in Liquidation
Operations and Environment
General description of the NATO MEADS Management Organization in Liquidation
The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Medium Extended Air Defense System Management
Organization (NAMEADSMO) is a NATO Development, Production and Logistics Organization
(NPLO), a subsidiary body of NATO created by the North Atlantic Council with the “Charter of
NAMEADSMO”, documented at C-M(2005)0044-ADD1. Per virtue of the Section VII of the Charter,
the organization comprises a Steering Committee (now called Board of Directors), and a NATO Agency
whose headquarter is located in the United States of America.
NAMEADSMO shares the international characteristics of NATO and the jurisdictional autonomy by
virtue of Article 4 of the Ottawa Agreement. NAMEADSMO was created to provide direction,
coordination and execution of all phases of the MEADS program as delineated by the participating
Nations. The participating Nations (Participants) are Germany, Italy and the United States.
On 4 April 2016, the Board of Directors (BoD) submitted a formal request to the North Atlantic Council
(NAC) to place NAMEADSMO into Liquidation (NAMEADSMO i.L.). This request was approved and
became effective on 1 July 2016.
NAMEADSMO i.L. is comprised of a BoD, composed of one representative from each of the Participants,
and the Office of the Liquidator which replaced the former NATO MEADS Management Agency
(NAMEADSMA).
Consequently, NAMEADSMO i.L. and its staff are under the governance of the NATO Document
C-M(66)9 which states in Article 1.b)
“Until the liquidation is completed, the provision of the Charter of the Production Organization will
continue to apply to the Production Organization in Liquidation and its staff, insofar as nothing to the
contrary results from the provisions of this document or from the purpose of the liquidation.”
The liquidation phase for the MEADS program is financed with the “inherited” contributions received
prior to the liquidation phase from participating Governments in accordance with the Financial
Management Policy Document (FMPD) in accordance with the terms stipulated in the Design and
Development (D&D) Memorandum of Understanding (MoU). While some parts of the MoU expired on
22 April 2017, Section 19.7 provides an indefinite application of the Sections “Equipment”, “Disclosure
and Use of Project Information”, “Controlled unclassified Information, “Security”,” Third Party Sales and
transfers”, “Liability and Claims” and “Amendment, Termination, Entry into Effect, and Duration”.
The FMPD specifies the financial management policies and the funding schedule set for the MEADS
D&D phase also applicable for the liquidation phase. It delineates the Participants’ annual cumulative
financial ceilings which are the basis for the NAMEADSMO i.L. annual budgets. The budgets consist of
the Administrative and Operational Budgets. Germany, Italy and the US (GE/IT/US) percentage shares of
the total contribution ceiling are 25.2%, 16.7% and 58.1%, respectively, including a portion of nonfinancial contributions as defined in the FMPD. No further contribution by each Nation will occur during
the liquidation phase. The total contribution ceilings for Germany and Italy for the Operational Budget
(OB) were reached in 2013 and for the Administrative Budget (AB) in 2014. The US will not reach their
contribution ceilings for either budget as it was noted with BoD decision D14/08 that “no additional US
funds will be provided for the remainder of the MEADS program.”
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The cumulative D&D costs incurred until 31 December 2018 reached a total of 2,607 M US Dollars and
1,420 M Euros.
In 2018, the Office of the Liquidator is comprised of a Liquidator (GE), a Contract Specialist/Financial
Controller (IT) and a Business Financial Manager (GE).
NAMEADSMO i.L. has no liens or encumbrances on the agency’s assets.
NAMEADSMO i.L. has given no guarantees to third parties.
NAMEADSMO i.L. is located in Huntsville, Alabama, USA.
Role of the Office of the Liquidator
Beginning 01 July 2016, the Office of the Liquidator (OotL) is the successor of NAMEADSMA. OotL is
responsible for the planning, execution and overall management of the liquidation of the program with the
goal to complete the ongoing effort, safeguard the development results and accomplish a successful closeout.
The OotL inherited all existing contracts awarded by the (former) NATO Agency NAMEADSMA
throughout the D&D phase.
Contract legacy with NAMEADSMA can be explained as follows:
-

The Prime Contract with MEADS International (MI), the prime contractor was definitized on
31 May 2005. The main D&D phase and MI main contract effort were completed on 31 December
2014 while “Data Archival” of all development documentation (drawings, reports, test results,
etc.) and the distribution of the development residual material lasted throughout 2016-2017. It is
now completed. Remaining contractual and administrative close-out activities will be carried out
until final settlement.

-

Ancillary contracts were also part of business transferred to the OotL. Lockheed Martin was
engaged in a cooperative agreement for the realization of a Low Frequency Sensor. EuroMEADS
(a sub-contractor of MEADS International) was retrofitting one of the two Multifunction Fire
Control Radars (MFCR). MBDA-GE received a contract to fulfill a non-common requirement
regarding German Maturation Activities funded by Germany only. MEADS LLC had been
providing support services for the D&D effort to the Agency by conducting independent technical
analyses of the MEADS Program system level performance, systems engineering activities,
design, development, integration, fabrication, test, producibility, logistic, and programmatic
activities.

-

Bailment agreements: preservation of German and Italian hardware in the US and in Italy. Items
are made available to be used as Government Furnished Equipment in a future contract or might
be abandoned in place.
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Compliance with Financial Regulations
NAMEADSMO i.L. follows standardized rules and regulations approved by the NAC. Specifically,
NAMEADSMO i.L. adheres to the NATO Financial Regulations (NFRs) and Financial Rules and
Procedures (FRPs) and to the NATO Civilian Personnel Regulations (CPRs). Since the financial
management of NAMEADSMO i.L. is separate and distinct from those of the International Staff or other
NATO entities, NAMEADSMO i.L. also follows the NAMEADSMO Financial Rules and Regulations
(FRRs), as approved by the NAMEADSMO BoD. If a conflict between the NFR/FRP and
NAMEADSMO FRRs arises, the most recent NATO NFR/FRP will prevail.
Note that the BoD decided with decision D22/03 that the Liquidator has the discretion to modify processes
and regulations of the NAMEADSMO FRR and Operating Instructions (OIs) to accommodate the OotL
organization and requirements as long as these modifications are compliant with the NFR.

NAMEADSMO i.L.’s mission, strategies and how they relate to its Financial Position, Financial
Performance and Cash Flows
NAMEADSMO i.L. does not have any objectives and strategies in relation to its financial position,
performance and cash flows other than to have enough funding available to cover its administrative and
operational costs. This is done while acting in the best interest of the three participating Nations within
the mission established by the NAMEADSMO Charter and the D&D MoU objectives, in accordance with
guidance received from the BoD.
Risks and Uncertainties that affect NAMEADSMO i.L.’s Financial Position and Performance
NAMEADSMO i.L.’s performance is based on the MEADS program results and deliveries that can be
achieved with the resources spent. The financial position of NAMEADSMO i.L. is not affected by any
significant risk as the MEADS program comes to an end.
Assets/Liabilities in regard of other NATO bodies
NAMEADSMO i.L. does not have any assets or liabilities in respect of other NATO entities.
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B. Statement of Financial Position
as at 31 December 2018
(in US Dollars)

Assets
Current Assets
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Receivables
Prepayments

Non-Current Assets
Property, Plant and Equipment

Notes

2018

2
3
4

10,391,104
10,391,104

5

-

Total Assets
Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable and Accruals
Deferred Revenue and Advances

6
7

Total Liabilities
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2017

-

10,391,104

11,985,856

168,765
10,222,339
10,391,104

282,453
11,703,403
11,985,856

10,391,104

11,985,856
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C. Statement of Financial Performance
for the year ended 31 December 2018
(in US Dollars)

Revenue

Notes
10

2018

Operational
Administrative
Total Revenue

Expense

660,827
789,192
1,450,019

4,455,494
854,889
5,310,383

660,827
789,192
1,450,019

4,455,494
854,889
5,310,383

11, 12, 13, 14

Operational
Administrative
Total Expense

Net Result for the Year
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D. Statement of Cash Flows
for the year ended 31 December 2018
(in US Dollars)

2018

2017

Operational Budget
Cash Paid to Contractors
Other Cash Receipts
Other Cash Payments
Total Operational Budget

(770,157)
70,000
(70,000)
(770,157)

(5,740,568)
766,966
(766,966)
(5,740,568)

Administrative Budget
Other Cash Receipts
Cash Paid to Suppliers and Employees
Transfers between Budgets
Total Administrative Budget

19
(793,550)
(793,532)

11,405
(861,034)
(849,629)

(1,563,689)

(6,590,197)

Total Cash Flows from Operating Activities
Total Cash Flows from Investing Activities

-

-

Total Cash Flows from Financing Activities

-

-

Net Increase/Decrease in Cash

(1,563,689)

Effect of Exchange Rate Changes on Cash and Cash Equivalents

(31,044)

(6,590,197)
349,845

Cash at Beginning of Period

11,985,837

18,226,189

Cash at End of Period

10,391,104

11,985,837
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E. Statement of Changes to Net Assets/Equity
for the year ended 31 December 2018
(in US Dollars)

Capital
assets

Reserves

Accumulated
surplus/deficit

Total

Balance at the end of the period 1 Jul - 31 Dec 2016

-

-

-

-

Net gains/(losses) recognised directly in net assets/equity
Surplus/(deficit) for the period
Change in net assets/equity for the year ended 31 Dec 2017

-

-

-

-

Balance at the end of the period 1 Jan - 31 Dec 2017

-

-

-

-

Net gains/(losses) recognised directly in net assets/equity
Surplus/(deficit) for the period
Change in net assets/equity for the year ended 2018

-

-

-

-

Balance at 31 December 2018

-

-

-

-
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F. Notes to the Financial Statements
Note 1.

Significant Accounting Policies

Basis of preparation
The financial statements of NAMEADSMO i.L. have been prepared on the accrual basis of accounting
in accordance with the NATO Accounting Framework (NAF) as adopted by the NATO Council (NAC).
The NAF is an adaptation of the lnternational Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS).
The application of the NATO accounting framework has had no material impact on the disclosures or on
the amounts recognised in the NAMEADSMO i.L. financial statements.
The financial statements comply with the accounting requirements of the NFR and FRP and the relevant
NAMEADSMO FRR. They are prepared on a non-going concern basis in consideration of the decisions
taken by the Participants.
As a legacy recap, in 2010 the United States decided to continue funding the MEADS program only
through the D&D phase of the current MoU hence no agreement could be reached for a subsequent
procurement phase. In 2011 the scope of work was revised to maintain the total cost within the MoU limits
while still yielding meaningful results for Germany and Italy and a possible future option for the US.
Based on this situation, in 2012 the NAMEADSMO BoD requested a plan for the orderly transition to
close-out the Agency by mid-2014. Subsequently, in June 2014 the BoD approved a new plan to initiate
the liquidation of the entity on 1 February 2015. In the end, the BoD submitted a formal request to the
NAC to place NAMEADSMO into Liquidation on 4 April 2016. This request was approved and became
effective on 1 July 2016. Consequently, NAMEADSMO became “NAMEADSMO in Liquidation”,
operating through a small “Office of the Liquidator”.

Accounting estimates and judgments
In accordance with NAF, the financial statements necessarily include amounts based on estimates and
assumptions made by management and based on historical experience as well as on the most reliable
information available. In exercising the judgments to make the estimates, a degree of caution was included
in light of the principle of prudence in order not to overstate assets or revenue or understate liabilities or
expenses.
The estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. These estimates and
assumptions affect the amounts of assets, liabilities, revenue and expenses reported. By their nature, these
estimates are subject to measurement uncertainty. The effect of changes to such estimates and assumptions
in future periods are not likely to be significant to the financial statements.

Changes in accounting policy
The same accounting policies are applied within each period and from one period to the next, unless a
change in accounting policy meets one of the criteria set in NAF/IPSAS 3. For the 31 December 2018
financial statements, the accounting policies have been applied consistently throughout the reporting
period.
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Restatements
NAMEADSMO i.L. has not restated any balances.

Changes in pronouncements
Some new standards, alignments of standards and interpretations were issued.
IPSAS

Name

Effective date for periods beginning
on or after

IPSAS 39

Employee Benefits

01 January 2018

IPSAS 40

Public Sector Combinations

01 January 2019

Financial Reporting under the Cash Basis of Accounting

01 January 2019

IPSAS 41

Financial Instruments

01 January 2022

IPSAS 42

Social Benefits

01 January 2022

Cash Basis IPSAS

The above-mentioned standards have no material impact on the financial statements of
NAMEADSMO i.L.

Foreign Currency
These financial statements are presented in US Dollars (USD), which is NAMEADSMO i.L.’s reporting
currency. EURO (€) currency transactions are translated into USD at the average monthly NATO
exchange rates, with the exception of foreign exchange transactions, which are converted at the daily
exchange rate. Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in EURO at period-end are translated into
USD using the NATO exchange rates applicable at 31 December 2018.
All EURO transactions related to the budget are converted into equivalent USD (EUSD) at the MoU
exchange rate of 1.19.
For transparency, Note 14 explains in more detail the Effect of Exchange Rate Changes on Cash and cash
Equivalents.

Financial Instruments disclosure/presentation
NAMEADSMO i.L. uses only non-derivative financial instruments as part of its normal operations. These
financial instruments include cash and cash equivalents, accounts receivable, provisions and liabilities.
Financial instruments are recognized in the Statement of Financial Position at fair value.
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Financial risk factors
NAMEADSMO i.L. is minimally exposed to a variety of financial risks, including credit, liquidity and
currency risks.
a. Credit risk
The OotL holds current bank account balances with registered banking institutions in the USA and
Germany. Wells Fargo (US) and Sparkasse (Germany) have a very low long-term credit risk rating. In
accordance with Fitch, the following are the latest bank deposit ratings assigned:
- Wells Fargo Bank: A+/F1
- Sparkasse Koblenz: A+
b. Liquidity risk
The OotL does not expect to encounter any difficulty in meeting obligations associated with financial
liabilities. There is limited exposure to liquidity risk because of the budget mechanism that guarantees
funds for the total approved budget.
c. Currency risk
The OotL continues to operate on the contributions received from the Participants in USD ($) and EURO
(€), based on the FMPD in prior years. Generally, expenses are paid in the same currency as the receipts.
For the Operational Budget, total obligations for each currency may not match the available resources in
the same currency, yielding some foreign exchange risk from fluctuations in currency rates. However, the
BoD authorized foreign exchange money market operations, if necessary, to maintain adequate funding
level in each currency to hedge this risk (decision D15/09). The exposure of financial instruments to
foreign currency exchange risk associated with the Administrative Budget is insignificant as contributions
and expenditure are made in USD only.

Revenue and Expense Recognition
Revenue comprises contributions from Participants to fund the entity’s budgets. Revenue is recognized
to the extent that it is probable that the economic benefits will flow to the entity and the revenue can be
measured reliably. The revenue recognition is matched with the recognition of expenses. The different
types of revenue within the entity are:
Administrative Budget
Administrative Budget contributions fund the costs of NATO contract personnel and the goods and
services to be rendered toward the performance of tasks to be executed by NAMEADSMO i.L. over an
agreed period of time. Contributions are initially recorded as unearned revenue liabilities. They are
recognized as revenue in the statement of financial performance when such contributions are used for their
intended purpose as estimated in the Administrative Budget.
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Operational Budget
NAMEADSMO i.L. considers itself to be the “construction manager” of a project which was the design
and development of the MEADS system. Contract costs are recognized as incurred. The entity's
construction activities and technical supervision have been contracted to the private sector utilizing a cost
plus fixed fee contract. Revenue related to cost reimbursement contracts is recognized by reference to the
allowable costs incurred during the period. Contracts for the project are considered to be full cost recovery
as funding of the authorized project is provided by the Participants in advance.

Budget Execution
Total budgetary resources are comprised of assessed contributions from the Participants.
The budgets are Administrative (costs for agency personnel, supplies and services, furnishings and
equipment), and Operational (costs associated with the MEADS system development and ancillary
contracts). Costs are further categorized by chapters, items and sub-items within the separate budgets. In
accordance with NFR Art. 34.4, a Budget Execution Statement (BES) is presented in Annex I.
There is no change in the execution of the BES compared to the previous accounting period
(01Jan – 31Dec2017). The BES is prepared on an accrual basis of accounting.

Cash Flow Statements
NAMEADSMO i.L. has elected to use the direct method of presentation in these financial statements, in
accordance with NAF.

Financial Assets
The financial assets are cash and cash equivalents, accounts receivable and prepayments. They are
measured at fair value. Bank deposits denominated in foreign currencies are translated to reporting
currency at the closing date NATO exchange rate. Changes in fair value are recognized in the Statement
of Financial Performance

Financial Liabilities
The financial liabilities are accounts payable and accruals, and advances and unearned revenue from
Participants. They are measured at fair value. Changes in fair value are recognized in the Statement of
Financial Performance. As consequence of the 1 July 2016 transition into liquidation, all NAMEADSMO
assets and liabilities were subsumed into NAMEADSMO i.L. assets and liabilities.

Receivables
Amounts receivable are stated at fair value in the Statement of Financial Position. No provision for
doubtful debts is necessary as all receivables are deemed to be collectible.

Prepayments
Advance payments to vendors are reflected as prepayments in the Statement of Financial Position.
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Accounts Payable and Accruals
Accounts Payable represent amounts for which goods and/or services, supported by an invoice, have been
received by period-end but which remain unpaid. Accruals represent amounts for goods and/or services
rendered by period-end but are not yet supported by an invoice at period-end.

Deferred Revenue
Deferred revenue represents contributions from Participants and/or third parties that have been called for,
in prior years’ budgets but that have not yet been recognized as revenue.

Property, Plant and Equipment (PP&E)
PP&E is reported in the financial statements in accordance with internal policy guidance for Property,
Plant and Equipment for the Administrative Budget. No changes occurred with the criterion adopted by
former NAMEADSMA’s internal policy guidances. PP&E is recognized in accordance with the criteria
relating to control outlined in the NATO Accounting Framework.
After recognition as an asset, an item of PP&E is carried at its historical cost less any accumulated
depreciation. Total cost consists of the asset purchase price plus any installation costs for bringing the
asset to working condition for its intended use.
As allowed under the NATO Accounting Framework, NAMEADSMO i.L. uses capitalization thresholds
based on its activities and size. These thresholds are lower than the agreed NATO thresholds in the
framework.
NAMEADSMO i.L. uses the straight-line method of depreciation (calculated by dividing the cost equally
over the asset’s useful life) with a half-year rule to recognize assets with six months depreciation in the
first year regardless of the date the asset was received. The half-year rule treats all property acquired
during the year as being acquired exactly in the middle of the year. This means that only half of the fullyear depreciation is allowed in the first year, with the remaining balance being deducted in the final year
of the depreciation schedule, or the year that the property is disposed.
The estimated useful lives for asset classes applicable to NAMEADSMO i.L. are listed in the table below:

Depreciation
Method

Useful Life
Years

Capitalization
Threshold
Dollars ($)

Leasehold Improvements

Straight-Line

40

65,000

Major Building
Renovations

Furniture & Fixtures

Straight-Line

10

1,000

Per item cost

Communication Systems

Straight-Line

3

1,000

Per item cost

Automated Information Systems

Straight-Line

3

1,000

Per item cost

Major Software

Straight-Line

3

65,000

Acquired Externally

Asset Class
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Note that for some items the useful life is longer than the estimated life of the Agency. The depreciation
expense was adjusted in 2012 and again in 2013 to the estimated expected end of the life of the Agency.
The final year of depreciation for all remaining NAMEADSMO assets was 2015.
Consequently, everything received by the NAMEADMSMO i.L. - OotL, on 01 July 2016, is already fully
depreciated to zero book value.

Intangible Assets
NAMEADSMO i.L. does not have any intangible assets.

Retirement benefit plans: NATO Defined Contribution Pension Scheme (DCPS)
Contributions to the NATO defined contribution pension scheme are charged to the Statement of Financial
Performance in the year to which they relate. NAMEADSMO i.L. is not directly exposed to any liabilities
that may arise on the scheme and has no control over the assets of the scheme. The assets and liabilities
for the NATO Pension Schemes are accounted for centrally by NATO International Staff (IS).

Retirement benefit plans: NATO Defined Benefit Scheme
Contributions to the NATO defined benefit scheme are charged to the Statement of Financial Performance
in the year to which they relate. NAMEADSMO i.L. is not directly exposed to any liabilities that may
arise on the scheme and has no control over the assets of the scheme. The assets and liabilities for the
NATO Pension Schemes are accounted for centrally by NATO IS.

Provisions
Provisions are recognized when the entity has a legal or constructive obligation as a result of a past event,
and where it is probable that an outflow of resources will be required to settle the obligation, and where a
reliable estimate of the amount of the obligation can be made.

Contingent Liabilities
Contingent liabilities are possible obligations arising from past events whose existence will only be
confirmed by the occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more uncertain future events which are not
wholly within the control of NAMEADSMO i.L..

Reserves and Net Assets
NAMEADSMO i.L. operates on a “no profit, no loss” basis. As such, it does not have net assets; any
surplus gained in the year becomes payable to the Participants while any deficit becomes a receivable
from the Participants.

Comparative Figures
The end-year 2018 balances are disclosed. The reporting period for the current financial statements (FS)
(12 months), is the same as the reporting period for the previous financial statements 01 Jan -31 Dec 2017.
Comparative amounts for related notes are therefore comparable.
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Note 2.

Cash and Cash Equivalents

2018:

GE EURO
986,521

Operational
Administrative
TOTAL

GE USD
27,893
27,893

986,521

2017:

GE EURO
1,302,330

Operational
Administrative
TOTAL

1,302,330

IT EURO

GE USD

5,665
5,665

-

IT EURO

33,007
33,007

IT USD

IT USD

-

6,376
6,376

US USD
4,692,808
4,526,490
9,219,298

US USD
5,087,693
5,314,197
10,401,891

TOTAL
5,831,056
4,560,048
10,391,104

TOTAL
6,632,257
5,353,580
11,985,837

The agency’s cash includes deposits which are held in non-interest-bearing current bank accounts in
immediately available funds. Current bank accounts are held in USD ($) and Euro (€) currencies.

Note 3.

Receivables

2018:

There were no receivables as at 31 December 2018.

2017:

GE EURO

Operational
Contract Receivables
Total Operational
Administrative
Miscellaneous
Total Administrative
TOTAL

GE USD

IT EURO

-

-

-

-

IT USD

US USD

TOTAL

-

-

-

-

-

19
19
19

Administrative Budget includes a receivable for bank fee to be reimbursed to the Agency.

Note 4.

19
19
19

Prepayments

2018:

There are no prepayments as at 31 December 2018.

2017:

There were no prepayments as at 31 December 2017.
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Note 5.

Property, Plant and Equipment

The gross carrying amount and the accumulated depreciation at the beginning and end of the period can
be seen in the table below. A reconciliation of the carrying amount at the beginning and end of the period
is also displayed.
Furniture & Fixtures

Communication

Automated Information
Systems

Systems
Jan-Dec
2018

Reporting Period

Jan-Dec
2017

Jan-Dec
2018

Jan-Dec
2017

Jan-Dec
2018

Jan-Dec
2017

6,395

6,395

-

-

Additions
Disposals

-

-

-

-

-

Loss on Disposals

-

-

-

-

-

Gross Carrying Am ount, closing

6,395

6,395

-

-

13,274

Accum ulated Depreciation, opening
Depreciation

6,395
-

6,395
-

-

-

13,274
-

Gross Carrying Am ount, opening

Disposals
Accum ulated Depreciation, closing
Net Carrying Am ount

-

-

-

-

6,395

6,395

-

-

-

-

-

-

13,274

Major Software

Jan-Dec
2018

13,274

Jan-Dec
2017

Jan-Dec
2018

Jan-Dec
2017

-

-

19,669

19,669

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

13,274

-

-

19,669

19,669

13,274
-

-

-

19,669
-

19,669
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

19,669

19,669

-

-

-

-

-

-

13,274

Total

13,274

-

-

Additionally, the entity has several non-capitalized items of Property, Plant and Equipment, acquired
before 2013. These are maintained in the disposition of the Entity. In accordance with the NATO
Accounting Framework (C-M(2016)0023), which requires for these items to provide the type of
inventories, locations and approximate number of these items held per asset category, the table below is
disclosed:
Furniture &
Fixtures
48

Automated
Information System
6

Communication
Systems
0

Leasehold
Improvements
0

Major
Software
0

Total
54

These items are located at the Office site – 620 Discovery Dr. – BLDG 1 – Suite 110 – Huntsville (AL).

Note 6.
2018:

Accounts Payable and Accruals
GE EURO

Operational
Accounts Payable
Accrued Expenses
Total Operational
Administrative
Accounts Payable
Accrued Expenses
Total Administrative
TOTAL

NAMEADSMO i.L. Financial Statements

GE USD

IT EURO

IT USD

US USD

TOTAL

17,935
60,778
78,713

-

-

-

63,702
63,702

20,694
133,827
154,521

78,713

143
143
143

-

115
115
115

13,985
13,985
77,687

14,244
14,244
168,765
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2017:

GE EURO

Operational
Accounts Payable
Accrued Expenses
Total Operational
Administrative
Accounts Payable
Accrued Expenses
Total Administrative
TOTAL

GE USD

IT EURO

210,192
210,192

-

210,192

137
137
137

IT USD

US USD

TOTAL

-

-

14,563
14,563

263,851
263,851

-

137
137
137

18,328
18,328
32,891

18,602
18,602
282,453

Payables to contractors and suppliers include invoices received from suppliers but not yet paid and
estimated accrued expenses. The continued decrease is due to the winding down of the program.

Note 7.

Deferred Revenue and Advances

2018:
Operational
Deferred Revenue/Advances
Total Operational
Administrative
Deferred Revenue/Advances
Total Administrative
TOTAL

2017:
Operational
Deferred Revenue/Advances
Total Operational
Administrative
Deferred Revenue/Advances
Total Administrative
TOTAL

GE EURO

GE USD

IT EURO

IT USD

US USD

TOTAL

907,808
907,808

-

-

-

4,629,105
4,629,105

5,676,534
5,676,534

907,808

27,750
27,750
27,750

-

5,551
5,551
5,551

4,512,503
4,512,503
9,141,608

4,545,805
4,545,805
10,222,339

GE EURO

GE USD

-

IT EURO

1,092,138
1,092,138

-

1,092,138

32,871
32,871
32,871

IT USD

US USD

TOTAL

-

-

5,073,130
5,073,130

6,368,406
6,368,406

-

6,239
6,239
6,239

5,295,887
5,295,887
10,369,016

5,334,997
5,334,997
11,703,403

Deferred revenue/advances include uncommitted funds and lapses. All remaining funds, if any, will be
returned to the respective national treasuries at the dissolution of the agency unless Nation decide
otherwise.

Note 8.

Other Current Liabilities

2018:

There are no other current liabilities as the banks ceased to yield interest on the cash balances for the
period 01 Jan – 31 Dec 2018.

2017:

There are no other current liabilities as the banks ceased to yield interest on the cash balances for the
period 01 Jan – 31 Dec 2017.

Note 9.

Provisions and Contingent Liabilities

The OotL does not have any provisions or contingent liabilities to report.
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Note 10.

Revenue

2018:
Operational
Administrative
TOTAL

2017:
Operational
Administrative
TOTAL

Note 11.

GE EURO
127,159
127,159

GE USD

GE EURO
856,917

GE USD

856,917

5,121
5,121

3,078
3,078

IT EURO

IT EURO

-

-

IT USD
687
687

US USD
514,024
783,383
1,297,408

TOTAL
660,827
789,192
1,450,019

IT USD

US USD
3,449,517
851,055
4,300,572

TOTAL
4,455,494
854,889
5,310,383

IT USD

US USD

TOTAL

756
756

Expenses

2018:
Operational
Prime Contract (MI)
LFS Cooperative Agreement
MFCR#1 / MFCR#2 / LLC
GE only items (GE ACO)
Other OB Related Expenses
Total Operational
Administrative
Personnel
Operating
Total Administrative
TOTAL

2017:
Operational
Prime Contract (MI)
LFS Cooperative Agreement
Test and Target
MFCR#1 / MFCR#2 / LLC
GE only items (GE ACO)
Other OB Related Expenses
Total Operational
Administrative
Personnel
Operating
Total Administrative
TOTAL

GE EURO

GE USD

126,678
481
127,159

-

-

-

400,455
105,748
7,821
514,024

400,455
105,748
6,599
147,442
583
660,827

127,159

5,121
5,121
5,121

-

687
687
687

654,296
129,088
783,384
1,297,408

654,296
134,896
789,192
1,450,019

GE EURO
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IT EURO

GE USD

IT EURO

IT USD

US USD

-

-

3,449,517

3,119,813
330,008
401,960
600,647
3,067
4,455,494

-

756
756
756

724,810
126,245
851,055
4,300,572

724,810
130,079
854,889
5,310,383

3,119,813
330,008
(304)

325,094
529,153
2,670
856,917

-

856,917

3,078
3,078
3,078
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Note 12.

Personnel Expenses

The figures disclosed below represent the costs of NATO personnel including salary, allowances,
complementary insurance, and pension plan contributions. The amount for Personnel Expense in Note 11
is greater than the employee benefits expense defined in this note because Note 11 includes all Chapter 1
budget Personnel items such as recruitment/separation, home leave, contractor personnel expense, etc.
31 Dec 2018
(3 people for 12 months)

31 Dec 2017
(4 people for 12 months)

564,904
25,705

650,161
31,830

Employee Benefits Expenses
Post Employment Benefits

The OotL does not accrue untaken leave. In accordance with CPR Article 42.3, untaken leave must be
taken within the allowed time period or will be forfeited.
The OotL does not have any termination benefits because the Agency expects to honour all existing NATO
personnel contracts.
NATO Pension Schemes are accounted for centrally at NATO Headquarters and therefore are not
recognized in these financial statements. NATO IS manages these systems centrally on behalf of the other
NATO entities.

Note 13.

Leases

The OotL has an operational lease for a small office space with the BR Cumming Research Park Portfolio
III, TIC 1, LLC, which terminates on 31 August 2020. The obligated base lease payments from 01 January
2018 through 31 August 2020 will total USD 100,775. In addition, the OotL pays operating expenses in
the amount of USD 408 per month. The OotL does not have any financial leases.

Note 14.

Effect of Foreign Exchange Rates Changes on Cash and Cash Equivalents

Realized and unrealized gains and losses are recognized in the Statement of Financial Performance as they
are included in the revenue and expense accounts of the Operational Budget.
The total effect is separately disclosed in the Statement of Cash Flow. The nature of exchange differences
and how they are calculated is shown in the table below:

Transfer

Year-end Rate Avg monthly Bank Rate Year-end Rate Effect of FX
NATO ER
2017 (1.1860)
(1.2240) 2018 (1.15380) Rate in USD
1,302,330
1,544,564
1,502,629
(41,935)
(258,638)
(305,271)
(298,417)
6,855
(57,171)
(70,000)
(65,964)
4,036

Total Balance

986,521

Euro
Opening Balance
Contractors Exp.

(31,044)

Effect on FX
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Note 15.

Draw Down of Operations

As a result of the Participants’ decisions, the OotL continues to close down contracts which have reached
the end of their period of performance and continues to support active contracts/CLINs.
No additional assets were disposed in the period of 01 January 2018 through 31 December 2018.
In October 2016, NAMEADSMO i.L. – OotL on behalf of the German government awarded a bailment
agreement with Lockheed Martin Syracuse.
A bailment agreement is an agreement whereby one agrees to take physical possession of another one's
property for safekeeping or other purposes, but does not take ownership of it, with the understanding it
will be returned at a later date or abandoned in place.
Under this agreement, industry is in possession of the property and responsible for all loss or damage of
it during the bailment and until the end of the agreement. The value of the assets is approximately USD
2.642M. In April 2018, this Bailment was subsumed under CLIN006 of the LFS Cooperative
Agreement.
In March 2017, NAMEADSMO i.L. – OotL on behalf of the Italian government entered into another
bailment agreement with Leonardo SpA. This agreement follows the same provisions as for the one for
Germany mentioned above. The value of the assets is approximately €2.658M (USD 3.067M at year-end
rate 2018).
Germany and Italy have chosen this form of agreement to maintain and have their hardware ready as
government furnished equipment for future pending programs, or to be abandoned in place.
The OotL projected an estimated path toward complete dissolution of OotL. The projected time frame is
the end of August 2020. This projection, made during August 2018, contains a medium risk. Currently
un-obligated funds could be continued to be used for safeguarding the MEADS development result
and/or returned to Nations.

Note 16.

Write-Off

No capitalized item was written off in 2018.

Note 17.

Employee Disclosure

During 2018, there was no US government personnel detailed to the agency.
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Note 18.

Related Parties

The OotL is under direct control of NAMEADSMO i.L.’s Board of Directors.
The key management personnel of the OotL and the BoD have no significant related party relationships
that could affect the operation of this reporting entity. Board members receive no remuneration and the
Liquidator is remunerated in accordance with the published NATO pay scales. Neither receives loans that
are not available to all staff.
NATO IS, who deals with NATO pensions on behalf of other NATO entities, is a related party due to the
OotL’s pension plans being handled centrally at NATO HQ. NATO IS performed administrative support
services for the OotL in 2018 however, no fees were charged to OotL for the period ending 31 December
2018.
During 2018, there is one key management personnel - the Liquidator. The aggregate remuneration of key
management personnel includes salary, allowances, and complementary insurances and was as follows
for the period 01 Jan – 31 Dec 2018:
31 Dec 2018
(1 person 12 months)

245,688

Aggregate Remuneration

Note 19.

31 Dec 2017
(1 person 12 months)

246,868

Representation Allowance

There were no qualifying officials to receive Representation Allowance in 2018.

Note 20.

Events after the Reporting Date

There have been no other events between the reporting date and the date the financial statements are
authorized for issue that would affect the amounts recognized in these financial statements.
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ANNEX I

Annex I – Budget Execution
The Budget Execution Statement (BES) for the current reporting period 01 January 2018 through
31 December 2018 is presented on the accrual basis of accounting.
“Accrual Basis” provides full visibility of revenues and expenses recorded in the period when they are
earned, irrespective of the actual cash flows (according to NAF).
The funds shown for the Operational Budget 2018 reflect the maximum amount that is being authorized
to be committed and spent. The remaining cash holdings are expected to be returned to the respective
national treasuries unless Nations decide otherwise.
The funds shown for the Administrative Budget 2018 reflect only the current year authorizations.
Remaining funds are available for future years until dissolution. The remaining cash holdings are
expected to be returned to the respective national treasuries unless Nations decide otherwise.
Statement of Budget Execution as at 31 December 2018
Equivalent USD

Original
estimated
budget for
2018

Carry
Final budget
1st Budget
Forward
2018/
Commitments
Amendment
2017-2018
Appropriations

Budget 2018 Operational
Chapter 3

5,648,689

Total FY 2018

5,648,689

Budget 2018 Administrative
Chapter 1 Personnel
Chapter 2 Admin/Svcs
Chapter 4 Investments
Total FY 2018

975,500
518,100
20,000
1,513,600

Budget 2017 Operational
Chapter 3

-

Total FY 2017

-

Budget 2017 Administrative
Total FY 2017

-

Budget Jul-Dec 2016 Operational
Chapter 3
Total FY 2016

-

Budget Jul-Dec 2016 Administrative
Total FY 2016

-

Budget Jan-Jun 2016 Operational
Chapter 3
Total FY 2016

-

Lapses

(1,663,738)

3,984,951

539,947

440,403

3,253,837

99,544

191,167

(1,663,738)

3,984,951

539,947

440,403

3,253,837

99,544

191,167

(245,100)
(334,700)
(8,000)
(587,800)

730,400
183,400
12,000
925,800

654,296
130,552
4,344
789,192

654,296
130,552
4,344
789,192

-

-

76,104
52,848
7,656
136,608

395,960
395,960

Special CFw for
CFw for
Uncommitted
Committed
Appropriations Appropriations
2018 - 2019
2018 - 2019

-

-

-

395,960

72,125

72,125

395,960

72,125

72,125

-

-

-

-

-

-

2,156
2,156

2,069
2,069

2,069
2,069

-

-

-

-

59,312
59,312

-

323,836
323,836

-

-

Budget Jan-Jun 2016 Administrative
Chapter 1 Personnel
Chapter 2 Admin/Svcs
Chapter 4 Investments
Total FY 2016

-

Budget 2015 Operational
Chapter 3
Total FY 2015

-

Budget 2015 Administrative
Total FY 2015

-

Total Operational
Total Administrative
Total all Budgets

-

2018 Expenses

-

-

-

2,156
2,156

-

-

-

-

-

-

59,311
59,311

-

14,600
14,600

14,600
14,600

322,308
322,308

150,747
150,747

-

-

-

59,311
59,311

-

14,600
14,600

-

-

322,308
322,308

-

5,648,689
1,513,600
7,162,289
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779,735
14,600
794,335

-

-

(1,663,738)
(587,800)
(2,251,538)

4,764,686
940,400
5,705,086

-

764,887
803,792
1,568,679
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-

-

150,747
150,747

665,343
789,192
1,454,535

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

171,561
171,561

3,484,710
3,484,710

88
88
-

-

14,600
14,600

-

-

99,544
14,600
114,144

-

-

-

-

-

515,090
136,608
651,698
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ANNEX I

Explanation of Special Carry Forward, Carry Forward and Lapsed Credits/Ending
Balance
Operational Budget:
The Budget Execution Statement (BES) shows regular carry forward as well as special carry forward in
order to recognize the nature of funds. Special carry forward are funds of uncommitted appropriations
for a clearly identified purpose.

In the BES, the total amount of special carry forward of uncommitted appropriations on 31 December
2018 for Chapter 3 (Design and Development) is EUSD 3,484,710. EUSD 2,559,488 are allocated to the
prime contract with MEADS International (MI) which are not related to any active specific work to be
performed but to cover the final price settlements of “cost reimbursement” contracts. The same
justification applies to EUSD 59,312 which are funds for the contract with euroMEADS awaiting final
settlement. EUSD 865,910 are funds obligated for the contract with MBDA GE. OotL has a legal
obligation to appropriate all funds up to the contract ceiling until the contract is closed out.
In comparison, the BES shows EUSD 99,544 of carry forward which are allocated to the contract
with MI. These funds were committed for 2018 but the service was not rendered by the end of 2018
and will be used in 2019.
The total amount of lapses is EUSD 515,091. Lapses of EUSD 323,924 are funds allocated to the close
out of 2 contracts at the end of 2018: EUSD 82,175 were de-obligated from a contract with Lockheed
Martin Syracuse regarding the Low Frequency Sensor and EUSD 241,749 relate to funds de-obligated
from the contract with MI regarding the MFCR#2. EUSD 1,569 were allocated to cover bank fees but are
no longer needed. Remaining lapses of EUSD 189,598 are referred to the contract with MBDA GE. These
unused appropriations refer to requirements to be provided in 2019 and are part of the overall contract
ceiling.

Administrative Budget:
The carry forward amount of USD 14,600 is primarily due to funds committed in Chapter 1 – Personnel
Expenses – for a removal that has not yet occurred.
The lapsed credits of EUSD 136,608 are funds that were approved by the BoD for the entire
Administrative Budget 2018 but were not obligated or spent by the end of 2018. Lapsed credit amounts
for Chapter 1 – Personnel (EUSD 76,104) are mainly due to personnel costs being lower than budgeted.
Lapsed credit amounts for Chapter 2 – Admin/Services (EUSD 52,848) are mainly due to less travel, no
training costs and lower costs for telecommunication. Lapsed credit amounts for Chapter 4 relate mainly
to planned replacements for equipment that did not take place.
The Administrative Budget was amended (BoD approved) in August 2018 in order to adjust the budget
line items either based on the amounts spent during the first 6 months of 2018 and/or on the likelihood of
an event taking place.
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ANNEX I

Budget Transfers
For the Administrative Budget, transfers of credits between budget chapters can be made after approval
of the BoD. The Liquidator may authorize transfers within any chapter between items and among subitems within an item concerning recurring expenditure and within any item concerning capital
expenditure. No transfers within the Administrative Budget occurred in 2018. However, the budget was
amended after the BoD approved the changes to the budget credits of 2018.
For the Operational Budget, transfers of credits between budget chapters and items can be made after
approval by the BoD. The Liquidator may authorize transfers between sub-items within any chapter
item. From 1 Jan through 31 Dec 2018 there were no Operational Budget transfers authorized by the
Liquidator. All transfers were agreed by way of an amendment to the Operational Budget approved by
the BoD.
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ANNEX I

Budget Execution Reconciliations
Reconciliation of expenses in the Statement of Cash Flows to the expenses in the Budget Execution
Statement
NAMEADSMO i.L. - OotL
Reconciliation of Cash Flow to BES Expenses
2018
Administrative
Statement of Cash Flow - Cash paid to Contractors/
Suppliers and Employees

Operational

793,550

Less:
Accruals 2017
Plus:
Accruals 2018
Variation on year-end rate 2017 vs. MoU rate on accrued expenses 2018
Variation for Expenses (avg. NATO ER vs. MoU rate)
BES Expenses

770,157

(18,602)

(263,851)

14,244

154,521
(842)
5,358

789,192

665,343

Reconciliation of the expenses in the Statement of Financial Performance to the expenses in the
Budget Execution Statement

Administrative
Statement of Financial Performance Expenses

$

789,192

Operational
$

Plus:
Adjustments for Euro payments at average NATO ER vs MoU Rate
- MBDA GE (realized/unrealized gains/losses)
- Other OB related charges (bank fees)
Underestimated Accruals

3,722
(11)
(1)

Less:
Variation on year-end rate 2017 vs. average NATO ER 2018 on accrued expenses 2017
BES Expenses
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$
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660,827

789,192

$

665,343

Period ended 31 December 2018
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Annex II: Budget Calls and Receipts
The Operational and Administrative Budget contributions are called based on cash requirements and
within the FMPD schedule and limits. The Operational Budget reached the contribution ceiling in 2013,
the Administrative Budget reached the contribution ceiling in 2014 and as such there were no calls made
in 2018 by the OotL.
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IBA-A(2019)0108
28 August 2019
To:

Secretary General
(Attn: Director of the Private Office)

Cc:

Chairman, NATO Airborne Early Warning & Control Programme
Management Organisation Board of Directors
General Manager, NATO Airborne Early Warning & Control Programme
Management Agency
Financial Controller, NAPMA
Chairman, Resource Policy & Planning Board
Branch Head, Secretariat and Finance Branch, NATO Office of Resources
Private Office Registry

Subject:

International Board of Auditors for NATO (Board) Auditor’s Report and
Letter of Observations and Recommendations on the audit of the NATO
Airborne Early Warning & Control Programme Management Agency
(NAPMA) Financial Statements for the year ended 31 December 2018 –
IBA-AR(2019)0009

IBAN submits herewith its approved Auditor’s Report (Annex 2) and Letter of
Observations and Recommendations (Annex 3) with a Summary Note for distribution to the
Council (Annex 1).
IBAN’s report sets out an unqualified opinion on the Financial Statements of the
NATO Airborne Early Warning & Control Programme Management Agency (NAPMA) and
on compliance for financial year 2018.
Yours sincerely,

Dr. Hans Leijtens
Chairman

Attachments: As stated above.
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Summary Note for Council
by the International Board of Auditors for NATO (IBAN)
on the audit of the Financial Statements of the
NATO Airborne Early Warning & Control Programme Management Agency
(NAPMA)
for the year ended 31 December 2018
The NATO Airborne Early Warning & Control Programme Management Organisation
(NAPMO), including the NATO Airborne Early Warning & Control Programme
Management Agency (NAPMA) was established to assume the direction, the coordination, and the execution of the coordinated acquisition programme of the NATO
Airborne Early Warning and Control (NAEW&C) system. The management of the
program consists of overseeing the acquisition of the operating assets needed to
establish NAEW&C capability and subsequent acquisitions of enhancements thereof.
NAPMA expenditure in 2018 – including additions to modernisation assets – was
approximately USD 167 million.
IBAN issued an unqualified opinion on the Financial Statements and on compliance for
the year ended 31 December 2018.
During the audit, IBAN did not make any new observations. IBAN followed-up on the
status of observations from its previous years’ audit. These findings and status are
summarized in the follow-up section of the Letter of Observations and Recommendations
(Annex 3).
The Auditor’s Report (Annex 2) and the Letter of Observations and Recommendations
(Annex 3) were issued to NAPMO who replied that they had no comments.
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INTERNATIONAL BOARD OF AUDITORS FOR NATO

AUDITOR’S REPORT ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS OF THE
NATO AIRBORNE EARLY WARNING AND CONTROL
PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT AGENCY
(NAPMA)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2018
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
TO THE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL
Report on the Audit of the Financial Statements
Opinion on the Financial Statements
The International Board of Auditors for NATO (IBAN) has audited the Financial
Statements of NATO Airborne Early Warning and Control Programme Management
Agency (NAPMA), for the 12 month period ended 31 December 2018, issued under
document reference NAPMA/FC(19)50-00/016, and submitted to IBAN on 25 March 2019.
These Financial Statements comprise the Statement of Financial Position as at 31
December 2018, the Statement of Financial Performance, the Statement of Changes in
Net Assets/Equity and the Statement of Cash Flow, for the 12 month period ended 31
December 2018, including a summary of significant accounting policies and other
explanatory notes. In addition, the Financial Statements include a budget execution report
for the 12 month period ended 31 December 2018.
In our opinion, the Financial Statements give a true and fair view of the financial position
of NAPMA as at 31 December 2018, and of its financial performance, its cash flows and
budget execution for the 12 month period ended 31 December 2018, in accordance
with accounting requirements and reporting standards consistent with the NATO
Accounting Framework.
Basis for Opinion on the Financial Statements
In accordance with the NAPMO Financial Regulations (NFRs), external audit of the NATO
bodies pursuant to the North Atlantic Treaty shall be performed by a Board of Auditors
appointed by the North Atlantic Council.
We have conducted our audit in accordance with the International Standards of Supreme
Audit Institutions (ISSAIs 1000-1810) developed by the International Organisation of
Supreme Audit Institutions (INTOSAI) and in accordance with the additional terms of
reference defined in our Charter.
We are independent in accordance with the INTOSAI Code of Ethics and we have fulfilled
our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements. The
responsibilities of the members of IBAN are more extensively described in the section
«Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements» and in our Charter.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for our opinion.
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Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management’s responsibility for the financial statements is laid down in the NFRs. The
Financial Statements of NAPMA are drawn up in accordance with accounting
requirements and reporting standards consistent with the NATO Accounting Framework
as approved by the Council. The Financial Controller is responsible for submitting the
Financial Statements for audit to IBAN not later than 31st March following the end of the
financial year.
The Financial Statements are signed by the General Manager and the Financial Controller.
In signing the Financial Statements, the General Manager and the Financial Controller
confirm the establishment and maintenance of financial governance, resource
management practices, internal controls and financial information systems to achieve the
efficient and effective use of resources.
This confirmation covers the design, implementation and maintenance of internal controls
relevant to the preparation and presentation of financial statements that are auditable and
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. This also covers reporting
on the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters
related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless there are
plans to liquidate the entity or to cease its operations, or there is no realistic alternative but
to do so.
Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements
The objectives of the audit are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to
fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes an opinion. Reasonable
assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted
in accordance with ISSAIs will always detect a material misstatement when it exists.
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually
or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic
decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with ISSAIs, we exercise professional judgement and
maintain professional scepticism throughout the planning and performance of the audit.
This involves taking into account Considerations Specific to Public Sector Entities. We
also:
 Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial
statements, whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures
responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and
appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a
material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from
error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions,
misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.
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 Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to
design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for
the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal
control.
 Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the
reasonableness of accounting estimates and related disclosures made by
management.
 Conclude on the appropriateness of the use of the going concern basis of
accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material
uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt
on the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material
uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the
related disclosures in the financial statements or, if such disclosures are
inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit
evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future events
or conditions may cause the entity to cease to continue as a going concern.
 Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial
statements, including the disclosures, and whether the financial statements
represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair
presentation.
We are required to communicate with the bodies charged with governance, among other
matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including
any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit.
Our Independent External Auditor’s Report is prepared to assist North Atlantic Council in
carrying out its role. We are therefore responsible solely to the North Atlantic Council for
our work and the opinion we have formed.
Report on Compliance
Opinion on Compliance
Based on the procedures we performed, nothing has come to our attention, as part of
our audit of the Financial Statements that causes us to believe that funds have not been
properly used for the settlement of authorised expenditure or are not in compliance with
the NAPMO Financial Regulations and the NATO Civilian Personnel Regulations.
Basis for Opinion
We have conducted our compliance audit in accordance with the International
Standards of Supreme Audit Institutions (ISSAI 4000) developed by the International
Organisation of Supreme Audit Institutions (INTOSAI) and in accordance with the
NATO UNCLASSIFIED
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additional terms of reference defined in our Charter.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for our opinion.
Management’s Responsibility for Compliance
All NAPMO staff, military and civilian, are obligated to comply with the NAPMO Financial
Regulations, associated Financial Rules and Procedures and internal implementing
directives. These include the NATO Civilian Personnel Regulations.
General Manager is responsible and accountable for sound financial management. The
financial administration of NATO bodies must incorporate the principles of propriety, sound
governance, accountability, transparency, risk management and internal control, internal
audit, external audit, and fraud prevention and detection.
Auditor’s Responsibilities for Compliance
In addition to the responsibility to provide reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement, the IBAN Charter
requires IBAN to provide independent assurance and report annually to the North Atlantic
Council about whether funds have been properly used for the settlement of authorised
expenditure (propriety) and are in compliance with the regulations in force (regularity).
Propriety relates to the observance of the general principles governing sound financial
management and the conduct of public officials. Regularity concerns the adherence to
formal criteria such as relevant regulations, rules and procedures.
This responsibility includes performing procedures to obtain independent assurance about
whether funds have been properly used for the settlement of authorized expenditure and
whether they have been used in compliance with the regulations in force. Such procedures
include consideration of the risks of material non-compliance.
Brussels, 28 August 2019

Dr. Hans Leijtens
Chairman
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28 August 2019

INTERNATIONAL BOARD OF AUDITORS FOR NATO

LETTER OF OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
NATO AIRBORNE EARLY WARNING AND CONTROL
PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT AGENCY
(NAPMA)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2018
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Introduction
The International Board of Auditors for NATO (IBAN) audited the NAPMA Financial
Statements for the year ended 31 December 2018, and issued an unqualified opinion on
the financial statements and on compliance.
Observations and Recommendations
During the audit, IBAN did not make any current year observations.
IBAN followed up on the status of the observations from the previous year’s audits and
found two in-progress recommendations.
IBAN also issued a Management Letter (reference IBA-AML(2019)0006) to the General
Manager with the follow-up of previous years’ observations for management’s attention.
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FOLLOW-UP OF PREVIOUS YEARS’ OBSERVATIONS
IBAN followed up on the status of observations from the previous years’ audit. The
observations, actions taken by the auditee as reviewed by IBAN, and their status are
summarised in the table below.
OBSERVATION / RECOMMENDATION

ACTION TAKEN

STATUS

(1) NAPMA FY 2017
IBA-AR(2018)0013, paragraph 1
INNACURACIES AND NON-MATERIAL
ERRORS
IDENTIFIED
IN
THE
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Observation
In-progress.

Board’s Recommendations
The Board recommends NAPMA to
improve the financial reporting review
process.
Specifically, the Board
recommends NAPMA to:
• Present current and non-current
liabilities as separate classifications in the
face of the Statement of Financial Position.

No significant issues identified in current
year.

• Ensure consistency between the face
of the Statements and the Notes,

The inconsistencies noted in the 2017
financial statements between Advances
presented on the face of the Statement of
Financial Position and in the notes exists
for the column disclosing the original
balances.
In addition, the “Change of Value in
Deliverable to NAEW&C Force” and
“Additions to Work in Progress (WIP)”
disclosed in the Statement of Cash Flow
amounting to USD 355,698,617 are not
consistent with the Additions to Work in
Progress disclosed in note 6 amounting to
USD 115,771,262, when these should
match. The difference relates to the value
of Work in Progress transferred to
NAEW&C, which does not have cash flow
implications and therefore should
normally not be presented in the
Statement of Cash Flow.

• Explain, in a more complete and clear
manner, the explanatory note about “Risk
Mitigation Fund Nations”.

Explanation enhanced in current year.

• Start depreciation of assets when they
are placed in service and are in the location
and condition necessary to be capable of

No significant inconsistencies identified in
current year.
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OBSERVATION / RECOMMENDATION

ACTION TAKEN

STATUS

operating in the manner intended by
management, as established by NATO
Accounting Framework and IPSAS 17.
• Ensure that the historical value of writeoffs approved during the year is correctly
disclosed in the Financial Statements.

The approved list of disposals for 2018
differed from the disposed items as per
financial statements and as per asset
register. Difference is immaterial. This
observation is transferred to the
Management Letter and is closed for this
report.

(2) NAPMA FY 2017
IBA-AR(2018)0013, paragraph 2
Observation
In-Progress.

IMPROVEMENTS REQUIRED IN THE
AREA
OF
RISK
MANAGEMENT,
INTERNAL CONTROL AND INTERNAL
AUDIT
Board’s Recommendations
The Board recommends that NAPMA:
• Prepare an updated entity-wide risk
management plan in line with the “COSO
Implementation Plan” put in place by the
Agency.

The entity-wide risk management plan
was “transferred” to the NAPMA
operating instruction OI-A-18 (1 March
2019). Please, refer to the point below.
No further action required.

• Determine the risk appetite taking three
steps: 1) Define and set the risk appetite,
2) Communicate the risk appetite, 3)
Monitor and update the risk appetite on an
on-going basis. In doing so, NAPMA
should ensure the NAPMO Governing
Body's review and concurrence.

The risk appetite was formalised at
governance level. NAPMA operating
instruction OI-A-18 (1 March 2019)
describes the concept of risk appetite and
prescribes who is determining it and how
it is set. No further action required.

• Continue working on a systematic and
detailed assessment and documentation of
its internal control and risk management
procedures to support compliance with its
approved internal control framework,
COSO.

Significant progress noted.
In December 2018, a NAPMA Risk
Management and lnternal Control Policy
document was released as the basis for
subsequent Enterprise Risk Management
and
Internal
Control
operating
instructions development. These two
Operating Instructions have since been
released and are in use by NAPMA (OI.A18 ERM and OI.A-19 Internal Control).
In addition, a revised NAPMO Corporate
Governance Policy (NCGP) has been
drafted to incorporate the requirement to
apply Enterprise Risk Management and
Internal Controls at NAPMA. The draft
NCGP revision is presently in review by
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OBSERVATION / RECOMMENDATION

ACTION TAKEN

STATUS

the NAPMO Policy & Finance Committee
(PFC). The revised NCGP is expected to
be approved by NAPMO at BOD-102
(November 2019).
• Internal Audit to fully evaluate internal
control and risk management throughout
NAPMA, and that this work be clearly
documented so as to be able to conclude
as to NAPMA’s compliance against COSO.

In 2018, the Internal Auditor performed an
evaluation of the Risk Management.
Overall
assessment
some
improvements
needed
pending
NAPMO’s revised Corporate Governance
Policy, requiring implementation of
Enterprise Risk Management and Internal
Control.
An update to 23 March 2017 NAPMA
Memo
NAPMA/COS(17)11-00/002
COSO Enterprise Risk management and
Internal Control Integrated Framework –
Initial Mapping would support an
evaluation of NAPMA incorporation of
COSO principles.
The formal evaluation of the system of
internal controls has not been performed
by the Internal Auditor yet.

The Open status is used for recommendations that are open and for which no notable
progress has been achieved to date. The In-progress status is used for open
recommendations when the NATO Body has started to implement the recommendation
or when some (but not all) sub-recommendations are closed. The Closed status is used
for recommendations that are closed because they have been implemented, are
superseded, or have lapsed.
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OVERVIEW

Overview of the NAEW&C Programme Management Organisation's Operations
and Environment (NAPMO)

ln 1975, the NATO Military Authorities established a "priority one" requirement for an
Airborne Early Warning and Control (AEW&C) system to operate over both land and sea.
The system was designed to provide an airborne warning and detection capability and to
improve the Alliance's maritime surface surveillance capability. lt would also contribute to the
direction and control of tactical air forces and to the gathering of information on hostile ship
and aircraft movements.
ln December 1978, a number of NATO Nations joined together to establish and implement
the NATO AEW&C Programme. As a result of the international agreements formally ratified
at that time, the NAEW&C Force Programme Management Organisation (NAPMO) was
created as a NATO Production and Logistics Organisation and established as a NATO civil
organisation under the provisions of the 1951 Ottawa Agreement i.a.w. its charter.
Nations agreed at the time to operate and support the NAEW&C Force under a single Force
Commander subordinate to the Strategic Commanders (SCs). The Supreme Allied
Commander Europe (SACEUR) acts as the executive agent for the SC's in NAEW&C Force
matters. However with regard to the maintenance and supply concept the NAPMO retained
responsibility to represent the NAPMO Nations' interest, in particular the NAPMO Board of

Directors (BOD) is responsible for the Depot Level Maintenance (DLM) policy and its
implementation, while NAPMO at the same time is responsible for the achievement of
industrial benefits.
Currently, the NATO AEW&C Programme is comprised of 16 Nations participating as full
members - Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Germany, Greece, Hungary, ltaly,
Luxembourg, The Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Spain, Turkey, and the
United States.

The United Kingdom exercises limited participation as a NAPMO member; but its fleet of E3D aircraft is an integral part of the NAEW&C Force.
France has an observer role and maintains continual coordination to ensure its four E-3F
aircraft remain interoperable with the other E-3 fleets. France also often assists in
coordinated operations with the NAEW&C Force.

Role of the NAEW&G Programme Management Agency (NAPMA)
As NAPMO executive agent, the NAEW&C Progamme Management Agency (NAPMA) is
accountable to the Board of Directors (BOD) for planning and coordinating the acquisition
strategy, managing projects associated with modernisation of the E-34 fleet, providing
sustainment support services, and overseeing the technical aspects of the NAEW&C
airworthiness programme.

NAPMA is a programme management organisation mainly funded through contributions
made by the Member Nations.
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NAPMA's Peacetime Establishment (PE) is 116 posts, manned by seconded military officers
and civilian personnel, drawn from all of the Nations participating in the Programme. While
most are located in Brunssum, The Netherlands, a small number perform their duties in
Manching and in Geilenkirchen, Germany. The legal status of NAPMA, as an integral part of
the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, is laid down in the Ottawa Agreement as of 20
September 1951. Based on this agreement, NAPMA is, inter alia, exempt from all taxes and
customs duties. The NAPMA General Manager (GM) is responsible for the Technical
Ainruorthiness of the NAEW&C Force Fleet.

How NAPMA's operating environment affects its Financial Statements
NAPMA's overall activities are funded by Member Nations through projects and related
Administrative Budgets; "separate and distinct from the lnternational Staff, other NPLSOs or
other NATO Organs" and through other generated income. The budgets are approved
annually by the NAPMO BOD. The Nations' Contributions are to remain within the overall
Programme ceiling as agreed in the respective MMoU addendum amendment. The
Administrative Budget covers all expenditures for the internal functioning of the Agency. The
Project Budgets contain the appropriations for the modification of the NAEW&C Force fleet.
Aside from its own budgeted activities, NAPMA also supports other NATO entities such as
NAEW&C Force Command, and relies on the support of NATO Support Procurement
Agency (NSPA) and NATO Communication and lnformation Agency (NC|A).
NAPMO has an agreement with the US Government (USG) that they can act as an exclusive
general agent which has responsibility and authority to procure and manage aircraft
modernisation efforts. This gives NAPMO a special arrangement in the Foreign Military
Sales (FMS) process but more specifically the USG can act as the Agent for NAPMO
resulting in Agent Contracts between NAPMO and US industry. The System Programme
Office (SPO) at Hanscom Airforce Base, Massachusetts performs the day-to-day support
functions for the US Agent. Since 2017 NAPMO also uses regular agreements under the
Foreign Military Sales (FMS) with the United States.

Compliance with Financial Regulations
NAPMA Financial Statements have been prepared in accordance with the accounting
requirements of the NAPMO Financial Regulations (NFRs), Version 2.0, approved by the
North Atlantic Council (NAC) on 07 December 2017 and the NAPMO Financial Rules and
Procedures (FRPs).
The NAPMA Financial Statements have been prepared on the accrual basis of accounting in
accordance with the NATO Accounting Framework (NAF) as adopted by the NAC. The NAF
is based upon the lnternational Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS). IPSAS 12
lnventories, IPSAS 17 Property Plant and Equipment and IPSAS 31 lntangibleAssets
were adapted by the NAC in August 2013 and IPSAS 1 Presentation of Financial
Statements, was adapted by the NAC in April 2016.

-

-
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How NAPMA's mission and strategies relate to its financial position, financial
performance and cash flows
NAPMA's mission is to plan, acquire and deliver improvements to the NATO AEW&C
capabilities following the guidance of the NAPMO Nations taking into account life cycle
considerations.

ln relation to the financial position NAPMA has several separate multi-year projects,

both

direct and indirect (administered by the US agent and US FMS), which require maintaining
substantial annual cash levels to satisfo requirements which may be required in support of
the procurement efforts towards the end of the current modernisation programme.

Analysis of NAPMA's Financial Statements
Key points to note in respect of the Financial Statements are:

o

NAPMA's functional and reporting currency used throughout these Financial Statements

is stated in USD ($) equivalent. Therefore realised and unrealised gains and losses
resulting from the translation into USD equivalent and from the revaluation at the
reporting dates of monetary assets and liabilities in currencies other than USD are
recognized in the Statement of Financial Performance.

o

Existing funds (revenue recognized in previous years) are used to cover dedicated
project expenditures which are recognized in the Statement of Financial Performance.

Risks and Uncertainties that affect NAPMA's Financial Position

and

Performance
Currently there are no specific risks that affect NAPMA's financial position and performance.

At the Wales Summit in 2014, the NATO Council stated: "NATO's Airborne Early Warning
and Control Force will continue to be modernized to maintain its full operational capability."
Accordingly, at the Warsaw summit it was stated that "NATO's Airborne Early Warning and
Control Force (AWACS) continues to prove itself instrumental not only to monitor our
airspace, but also as a critical part of NATO's command and control capabilities and that
NATO AWACS will continue to be modernised and extended in service until 2035. By 2035,
the Alliance needs to have a follow-on capability to the E-3 AWACS".

Following BOD/99 (19-21 June 2018) the 6th Amendment to the Addendum to the
Multilateral Memorandum of Understanding (MMOU) was created. This amendment was
sent out on 8 July 2018 to the contributing NAPMO Nations to staff and sign, to cover the
NAPMO BOD approved Final Lifetime Extension Programme. ln the first quarter of 2019 a
total of twelve Nations had signed. Staffing for signature in the other Nations continues, as
confirmed, to allow for a strong start of the Final Lifetime Extension Programme.

Public disclosure of NAPMA's Financial Statements
The NAPMO BOD has approved that these Financial Statements, in accordance with
PO(2015)0052, can be publicly disclosed.
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Statement of lnternal Gontrol
Scope of responsibility and purpose of lnternal Control
As General Manager of NAPMA I am responsible and accountable to the Agency's Board
of Director for maintaining a sound system of lnternal Control that supports the
achievement of NAPMA's objectives and is designed to provide reasonable assurance
that the Agency will achieve its objectives using the Agency's resources in an efficient and
effective manner.

As stated in Article 12 of the NAPMO Financial Regulations (NAPMO FRs) as General
Manager, I am in particular responsible for ensuring that the necessary internal
management functions are in place to support effective lnternal Control and are designed
to provide reasonable assurance that NAPMA will achieve its objectives in the following
categories:

.
.
.
¡
As

safeguard assets;
veriry the accuracy and reliability of accounting data and records;
promote operational efficiency; and
compliance with established managerial and command policies.

NAPMA Financial Controller

I

am responsible to the General Manager

and

aeeountable to the il¡A.PMO Policy and Finance Comnnittee (PFC) for the correct use of
funds made available to the Agency. The NAPMO FRs require that in order to meet the
desired lnternal Controlstandards the Financial Controller shall:

o
.
o

establish a system of internal financial and budgetary control, embracing all
aspects of financial management including transactions for which appropriations
have been approved;
designate and formally delegate authority to officials who may disburse and
receive funds on his/her behalf; and
establish and maintain comprehensive accounting records of all assets and
liabilities.

While the General Manager and the Financial Controller have specific responsibilities in
relation to lnternal Control, all Agency staff have a responsibility for complying with the
lnternal Controls in place to ensure NAPMA is being a good steward of the funds
entrusted to it by the Nations.
The Iimitations of a system of lnternal Control
A system of lnternal Control is designed to reduce and manage, rather than eliminate, the
risk of failure to achieve an entity's aim and objectives. lt can provide reasonable but not
absolute assurance that an entity's aim and objectives will be achieved. lt is based on a
continuous process designed to:

o
o
o

ldentify the principal risk that threaten the achievement of objectives;
Evaluate the nature and extent of those risks; and
Manage them effectively, efficiently and economically.

The cost of the lnternal Controls should not outweigh the risks they are mitigating.
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lnternal Gontrol Framework
Key elements in place within the Agency of the lnternal Control System include, but are
not limited to:

.
o
.
o
.
.
.
.

A NAPMA Management Directive that prescribes Standards of Behaviour which
are in line with the NATO Code of Conduct. This document is signed by each
staff member on accepting appointment. Each staff member furthermore yearly
signs the annual declaration on following the NAPMA Standards of Behaviour;
The NAPMO Financial Regulations (FRs) including the Financial Rules and
Procedures (FRPs);
The NATO Civilian Personnel Regulations;
NAPMA Operating lnstructions;
A clear delineation of responsibilities in line with the NAPMO FRs as well as an
effective delegation system compliant with the NAPMO FRPs; designated
responsible managers within the NAPMA organization sign a statement of
assurance declaring their assessment on the execution of their internal controls;
Proper and effective segregation of duties between Budget Officers, Accounting
Officers, Treasurers as well as between requirement holders and Purchasing
and Contracting Officers;
The use of an asset register to safeguard the assets retaining to the Agency;
The signature by NAPMA key personnel of the IPSAS 20 "Related Party
Disclosures".

General Manager's Internal Control Priorities for the Year 2019
NAPMA chose to implement their lnternal Control System based on the principles of
Committee of Sponsoring Organisations of the Treadway Commission (COSO). ln
December 2018, a NAPMA Risk Management and lnternal Control Policy document was
presented. The purpose of this document is to set up an interim guidance on enterprisewide Risk Management (RM) and lnternal Control (lC) until NAPMO Nations have agreed
on a new or revised NAPMO Corporate Governance Policy. The process has been
initiated at the NAPMO Policy & Finance Committee (PFC) in October 2018 and is
expected to provide first results in approximalely 12 months. Based on this agreed way
ahead, the maximum validity of this document is limited to 24 months based on the
assumption that it should take no more than two BOD cycles to migrate from a first draft
towards a final document. ln 2019, continuous improvements of the existing control
framework will be implemented.

Financial Control Assessment

We believe that strong controls exist over financial management functions such as
budgets, treasury functions and accounts payable. ln order to meet the desired lnternal
Control standards the Financial Controller has established a system of internal financial
and budgetary control (Guideline FC #1), embracing all aspects of financial management
including transactions for which appropriations have been approved. This system includes
the segregation of duties, the use of the 4-eyes principle, written recording of activities (for
instance regarding the monthly peer-review of bank accounts) and a formal approval
process and authorization for transactions. The avoidance of conflict of interest is
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furthermore secured by the NAPMA Standards of Behavior and the annual declaration.
Cash management and issues regarding the financial institutions which are responsible
for cash deposits are periodically presented and reviewed by the Treasury Policy Group
chaired by the Financial Controller with the minutes being shared with Senior
Management and the decisions when impacting liquidity presented to the PFC. All
activities related to internal financial control and risk assessment are overseen by the
Financial Controller on a daily basis and periodically reviewed by the lnternalAuditor.

The reliability of NAPMA's financial reporting is supported by the use of an effective
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system. Specifically the NAPMA lntegrated
Management System (NIMS) provides appropriate budgetary controls applicable to
funding in order to monitor variance and properly reflect authorized deviations by:

. appropriate levels of financial transaction reviews and subsequent approvals;
¡ accurate access for NAPMA personnelwith delegated financial responsibilities;
o a system of authorization, recording and procedures adequate to provide
accounting control in relation to assets, liabilities, revenue and expenses;
. proper segregation of functional responsibilities and procedures to review the
adequacies of and compliance with the rules and regulations.

Risk Management
NAPMA's Risk Management process includes maintenance of a risk registry of key
project and organisational risks and opportunities (including mitigation plans) in an
automated tool. Programme risk concerns, such as cost, schedule and performance are
maintained by the PM division and briefed during each Board of Directors (BOD) cycle.

lnternal Audit
lnternal Audit is an insurance function that independently assesses the adequateness of
implemented controls. lnternal Audit is not an internal control in itself but provides
independent assurance on lnternal Control.

lnternal audit works in accordance with the "lnternal Standards for the Professional
Practice of lnternal Auditing". While the lnternal Auditor reports to the General Manager,
he/she also presents a report to the Policy and Finance Committee.
The General Manager is supported by an Audit Advisory Panel, the NAPMA Audit Board,
which is made up of a Chairman, a Secretary, two internal members and one person
independent of NAPMA's Management Board.
The Audit Board reviews systems, processes and controls and also endorses the internal
audit plan and reviews internal audit reports.

Statement of the General Manager and the Financial Gontroller
The mechanisms in place, as described above, are actively maintained and operated by
NAPMA and provide reasonable assurance regarding the effective and efficient use of
resources, the reliability of financial information and compliance with applicable rules and
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regulations. This confirmation is based upon daily interactions, reviews, self-assessments
and responses from the internal auditor and the reports received from external auditors.
Based on the above, we consider to the best of our knowledge and information, within the
scope of our respective responsibilities that the Agency operated satisfactory systems of
lnternal Control for the year ended 31 December 2018 and up to the date of approval of
the Financial Statements.

BrigGen
General M

Mr. Ray Thuís
Financial Controller NAPMA

Gschossmann
NAPMA
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NAPMA Statement of Financial Position
as at31 December2018
(in USD equi\ralent)
Note

Restated

Original

2017

2017

201A

ASSETS

Current assets
Cash and cash equi\ralents
Receivables
Prepayrnents

1

289,141 ,900

2

1,542,445
4,484,294
295, r 68,639

3

408,718,217

@

408,718,217

18,730262
5,178,862

1A,730262
5,178,862

Non-current assets
Prepayrnents >12 Months
Property, Plant & Equipment
Other non-current assets*

4
5
6

TOTALASSETS

10,519
1,348,460
119,145,364
120

243,943,196 243,943,196

415

676,570,536

26,630,536
169,790,525

35,412,235
250,299,518

9,478

9,478

552,991

552.991

243,380,727

243,380,727
676,570,536

LIABILITIES

Current liabilities
Payables and Accruals
U nearned Contributions**
l\d\Ænces-**

7

I

n

o

Et
E^a
¿r,JJt,wt4

N on-c urrent lia bilities
Ad\ances > 12 fMonths***

79,653,471

10
10

Risk Mitigation Fund Nations
Reim bursables NATO Entit¡es**
Other non-current liabil ities

'10

12,691 ,124
1,168,77 5

11

119,145,364

-212,@

æ

40s^oÐõ5-

TOTAL LIAB¡LITIES
Net assets/equityr

12

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NETASSETS
* The figures g¡ven
in respect

^=^

343,302,824

196,421 ,061

35,412,235
251 ,512,186
v

286,924 421

75,651,199 133,242,271
6,965,74r 6,96s,741
1,309,508
96,839
243,380,727 243,380,727
670,609,999

670,609,999

6,593,187

5,960,538

5,960,538

415,672,982

676,570,536

676,570,536

of indirect contract¡ng via the U.S. System Program Office (Src) are presented on a

rþdified cash and not on an accrual bas¡s; nþre infornEtion can be found in the Accounting fulicies (see page 13).

*

Restated figures adjust the arnounts for the correction of prior period errors.
Further deta¡ls on the 2ol7 conparative figure restaterEnts can be found ¡n Note 8 (pages 26+27) and Ntote 1o (page 29)
Restated f¡gures adjust the arþunts for the correction of prior per¡od presentation error.
Turthcr dêtails on the 2017 corrparative f¡gure restatenÞnts can be found ln Nôte 9 (pâge

*

The fina

for

ents on
f\4a

BrigGen Michael
General Manager

mann
N

10 to 37 were iss

nal Board

2019

Mr. RayThuis

Financial Controller NAPMA
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NAPMA Statement of Financial Performance
for the year ended 31 December 2018

(in USD equivalent)

Note

2018

Restated

Original

2017

2017

Revenue
Revenue from Contributions

'13

37,417,233

29,161,356

29,161,356

Financial Revenue

't3

0

303,336

303,336

Other Revenue

13

15,070,848

0

0

29,464,693

Total Revenue
Expenses
Projects - direct

14

31,740,927

10,793,133

10,793,133

88,225

Projects - indirect via SPO*

14

642,671

88,225

Administrative

14

19,130,180

18,218,940

18,218,940

Depreciation

14

184,289

141,566

141,566

Finance Expenses

14

31,793

0

0

51,729,859

Total expenses

Surplus/(Deficit) for the period

15

758.222

* The figures given in respect of indirect contract¡ng via SPO are presented on a modified cash basis
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29,241,863
222,829

29,241,863

222,829
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NAPMA Statement of Ghanges in Net Assets/Equity
for the year ended 31 December 2018
(in USD equivalent)

Capital

assets

Cash Reserves

Accumulated
gainsrlosses on
foreign

Accumulated curr
Transactions

Total

exchanges

Bafance atthe beginning ofthe peÃod2017

628,834

5,231,901

Changes in accounting policy/prior period e'rors

0

0

628,834

Restated balance

(s42,310t

0
0

5.318.326

5,231,801

(542,310)

0

5,318.326

0

0

0

0

(4,663)

0
0

0
0

(4,663)

0

0
0

(75,844)
('t2,e82)

303,336
303,336

0

735,701
642,212

0

Net gains/(losses) recognised directly in net assets/equity
Use ofcash reserves
Net increase-decrease capital assets
Exchange difference on translating foreign operations
Net unrealised foreign exchange gains and losses

(75,844)

0

0
0

Ghange in net assets/equity for the year ended 2017

(75,844)

(12,e82)
432,36s
414,720

Balance at the end of the period 20í7

552,990

5,646,521

(239,9741

0

5,960,539

552,990

5,646,521

(238,974\

0

5,960,538

0

0
0
0
0

Changes in accounting policy/correction prior period errors

Restated balance

0

Net gains/(losses) recognised directly in net assets/equity
Use ofcash reserves
Net increase-decrease capital assets
Exchange difference on translating foreign c,perations
Net unrealised foreign exchange gains and losses

795,469

0

0
0

795,469

(3 ,793)

Change in net assets/equity for the year ended 20lB

(162,322)
36,750
(131,027)

0
0
0
0
0

(31,793)

0

4,958
632,650

1,348,459

5,515,494

(270,7671

0

6,593,187

Balance atthe end ofthe period 2018

0
0
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(5,455)

0

(5,455)
795,469

(162,322)
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NAPMA Statement of Cash Flow
forthe yearended 31 December2018

Restated

(in USD equivalent)

2018

Original
2017

2017

Gash Flow from Operating Activ ities
222,829

758,222

222,829

184,289

141,566

141,566

17,187,817

19,728,488

19,728,488

693,527

(1,361,516)

(1,361,516)

0

(805)

(805)

Surplus/(Deficit) from Openating Activities

Add: Non-Cash Movenænts
Depreciation
(lncrease)/Decrease ¡n Accounts Receiwble

(lncrease)iDecrease in Prepayments
Increasd(Decrease) in Accrued Bank Charges

(13,724,553)

(12,2U,116)

(12,2U,116)

lncrease/(Decrease)

in Uneamed Contributions*

(80,508,ee3)

(88,364,679)

(87,152,011)

lncrease/(Decrease)

in Adwnces and Reimbursables l\iATO Entities.

(48,004,149)

16,336,265

lncreasd(Decrease) in Accounts Payables

Change of Value in Deliwrable to
lncrease/(Decrease)

MEW&C Force

in Goods Receipt

Net Cash Flowfrom Operating Activities

355,698,617

4,942,854

1

5, I

23,596

160,801,532

160,801,532

1,639,978

I 1,639,978

1

237,227,630 106,909,543 106,909,543

Cash Flow from lnvesting Activities
(979,758)

(Purchase)i Disposal of Assets

Additions to Work in Progress (WlP)

Net Gash Flowfrom lnvesting Activities

(355,698,617)

(65,722)

(65,722)

(160,801 532)

(160,801,532)

(356,678,375) (160,867,231)

(160,867,2&t)

Cash Flow from Financing Activities
(162,3221

Fund Transfer from Net Assets

(r2,982)

(12,9821

Effect of Curre ncy Valuations
Cunency Valuation Operating Actirities

0

0

0

Currency Valuation Financing Activities

36,750

432,365

432,365

36,750

432,365

432,365

(119,576,317)

(53,538,328)

(53,538,328)

408,718,217

462,256,ils

Total Currency Valuations
Net lncrease (Decrease) in Gash/Cash Equival.
Cash and Cash Equiv. Beginning of Period

Cash and Gash Equiv, End of Period

289,141,900 &8,718,217
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ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Basis of Preparation
NAPMA Financial Statements have been prepared in accordance with the accounting
requirements of the NAPMO Financial Regulations (NFRs) and the Financial Rules and
Procedures (FRPs). NAPMA uses an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) System based on
SAP to record and report financial information.
The NAPMA Financial Statements have been prepared on the accrual basis of accounting in
accordance with the NATO Accounting Framework (NAF) which is based on the lnternational
Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS) issued by the IPSAS Board (IPSASB) and
relevant to NAPMA as decided by the North Atlantic Council in 2002.The IPSAS standards
are applied whereas the NAF has not yet adopted variations from the standard in coherence
with policies specific to NATO.

The accounting principles accepted as appropriate for the recognition, measurement and
reporting of the financial position, performance, and cash flows are based on accrual
accounting using historical costs. The accounting principles have been applied consistently
throughout the reportlng period. This ensures that the Financial Statements provide
information that is relevant to decision-making and that is reliable, comparable, and
understandable in light of the qualitative characteristics of financial reporting.
For the accounting of the expenditures related to indirect contracts and foreign military sales
(FMS), in accordance with the NAF's adaptation of IPSAS 1 - Presentation of Financial
Statements, NAPMA reports data on a cash basis where the agency is unable to satisfy that
the data is presented on a reliable accrual basis. The modified cash basis reflects that
FMS/indirect contracts goods and services delivered according to DD645 billing statements
as provided by the US government and for which the US government has received cash
payments.

A slight difference in summation may occur due to the fact that all the figures have been
rounded to the nearest dollar.

The Financial Statements have been prepared on a going-concern basis which means that
NAPMA will continue in existence for at least a year from the date the financial statements
are issued.
ln accordance with the NATO Accounting Framework, the Financial Statements necessarily
include amounts based on estimates and assumptions made by the management and based
on historical knowledge as well as on the most reliable information available. ln exercising
the judgement to formulate the estimates, a degree of caution was included in light of the
principle of 'prudence' required by IPSAS in order not to overstate assets or revenue or
understate liabilities or expenses.

The estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an on-going basis. These
estimates and assumptions affect the amounts of assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses
reported.The estimates are subject to a measure of uncertainty. The effect of changes to
such estimates and assumptions in future periods could be significant to the Financial
Statements. The most significant estimate used in these Financial Statements is the
estimation of goods/services received.
NATO UNCLASSIFIED
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Accounting Period
The 2018 Financial Statements are based on the accounting records of NAPMA as of 31
December 2018. ln accordance with the NAPMO Financial Regulations (NFRs), the financial
year at NAPMA begins on 1 January and ends on 31 December.

Reporting Currency
The functional and reporting currency used throughout these Financial Statements is the
USD ($) equivalent. The Financial Statements are prepared using data based on the actual
multi-currency execution of the approved budget appropriations. The non USD expenditures
are converted to the USD equivalent using the weekly posted NATO exchange rates for
booking of transactions during the year, and to the NATO rate in effect at the end of the year
to report the Statement of Financial Position.

Cash Flow Statement
IPSAS 2

-

Cash Flow Statement allows the choice between presenting the cash flow based

on the direct method or indirect method. NAPMA has selected the indirect method of
presentation for these Financial Statements.

Revenue and Expense Recognition
Revenue is recognized from various sources including Nations' Contributions. Effective 1
January 2007, other miscellaneous income is returned or credited to the Nations unless
otherwise instructed by the NAPMO BOD.
Generated interest since 2014 is held in the Risk Mitigation Fund.
Expenses are recognized as incurred to satisfy both miscellaneous project requirements and
administrative related activities. Disbursements made for the acquisition of assets are not
considered to be expenses; however, they are capitalized under Property, Plant and
Equipment (PP&E).

Changes in Accounting Policies and Gorrections
The same accounting policies are applied within each period and from one period to the
next, unless a change in accounting policy meets one of the criteria set in IPSAS 3. For the
2018 Financial Statements, the accounting policies have been applied consistently
throughout the reporting period.

There was a change in accounting policy for Property, Plant and Equipment according to
NAPMA's revised accounting operating instruction effective as of 1 January 2018. The
thresholds, the useful life and the depreciation method were amended.

As a result of the audit report IBA-A(2018)0084, and following IBAN recommendation the
2017 Financial Statements were restated. Original figures are those which were published in
the NAPMA Financial Statements for 2017. The restated column presents the new adjusted
figures for 2017 after taking into account corrections.
NATO UNCLASSIFIED
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1.

Correction of a presentation error and restatement of 2017 comparative figures for
current and non-current liabilities in the statement of financial position.

A presentation error was discovered during the audit of the Financial Statements 2017 and
therefore retroactively corrected (restated) in the comparative figures in the Statement of
Financial Position to be in line with the amounts disclosed in the notes.

2.

Change in accounting policy for Property, Plant and Equipment

ln accordance with the NAPMA Operating lnstruction Ol F-03, NAPMA amended the
thresholds as well as the useful life and consequently the depreciation method from annual
depreciation to pro-rata (if the amount is material) per asset category.

3.

Correction of errors and restatement

of 2017 comparative figures for

unearned

contributions and reimbursables NATO Entities.

A prior period error was discovered during the preparation of the FS 2018 and therefore
retrospectively corrected. Original figures are those which were published in the NAPMA
Financial Statements for 2017. The restated column presents the new adjusted figures for
2017 after taking into account the corrections.

Ch¡n¡roc in Ân¡rr¡ rnfinn
Qf¡nr{¡r¡{c
¡r..v
Yl5¡¡es.us
-¡.5¡rvve

NAPMA discloses whenever it has not yet applied a new accounting standard, and provides
any information relevant to assessing the possible impact that the initial application of the
new standard would have on the Financial Statements. The standards reported below are
effective for annual financial statements covering the period beginning on or after 1 January
2018. The new relevant standards have not been applied by NAPMA in preparing the 2018
Financial Statements. These standards do not impact NAPMA's financial reporting.

.
.

IPSAS 39
IPSAS 40

Foreig n

C

- Employee Benefits (effective 1 January 2018)
- Public Sector Combinations (effective 1 January 2019)

urrency Transactions

Transactions in currencies, other than the functional currency, are translated into USD at the

NATO exchange rates prevailing at the time of the transaction. Monetary assets and
liabilities at year-end, which are in currencies other than USD, were translated into USD
using the NATO exchange rates that were applicable on 31 December 2018.

Realised and unrealised gains and losses resulting from the translation into USD and from
the revaluation at the reporting dates of monetary assets and liabilities in currencies other
than USD are recognized in the Statement of Financial Performance.

Assets

-

Current Assets

The current assets of NAPMA are cash and cash equivalents, accounts receivables and
prepayments. They are measured at fair value. Changes in fair value are recognized in the
Statement of Financial Performance.

NATO UNCLASSIFIED
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Gash and Gash Equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents are defined as short-term assets. They include current bank
accounts and deposits held with banks.
Receivables
Receivables are reported at fair value in the Statement of Financial Position. No provisions
are made against national debts as they are deemed to be collectable.

ln accordance with IPSAS, receivables are broken down into amounts receivable from
Nations, NATO Entities, Non-NATO Entities, Staff Members and other receivables,
receivables from bank interest and long outstanding receivables.
Contribution receivables are recognized when a call for contribution has been issued to the
member Nation. No allowance for loss is recorded with respect to Member countries'
assessed contributions receivable except for exceptional and agreed technical reasons.

Prepayments
Prepayments made to suppliers and to other NATO entities are reflected in the Statement of
Financial Position.

Assets

- Non4urrent Assets

ln this category, NAPMA is reporting all assets invested for more than 12 months.

Property, Plant and Equipment
ln accordance with the NAF, the Property, Plant and Equipment (PP&E) accounts have been
established to capitalize expenditures on administrative assets and show the depreciation
accumulated against those assets. Administrative assets include those used specifically by
the Agency itself in supporting its programme management activities. The building and the
land that NAPMA occupies are provided by the Host Nation as a "right of use".

All PP&E is stated at historicalacquisition value less accumulated depreciation.
PP&E categorizations for purposes of determining the appropriate depreciable life of the
assets is listed in the table below as well as the associated capitalization thresholds per item.
Straight-line depreciation method is used for all categories. However the depreciable life of
an asset is dependent upon the particular category it is in.
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The table for purchases in 2018 were as follows

PP&E
Category

Threshold
per item

Useful
life

200,000

40

Eq uipment/building improvements
as part of the building such as
heating & cooling systems, security
systems, renovation, replacements
and fixtures

30,000

10

Vehicles

Transportation equipment

10,000

5

Furniture

Desks, Chairs, Cabinets, Safes, etc.

30,000

10

NIMS, major Hardware and
Software

50,000

3

iluf tv I uuts f equt!"eq rof oa!!y
office operations such as PC's,
Laptops, Software, etc.

50,000

3

Miscellaneous
to Contractors

50,000

10

Description

Buildings

Building

lnstalled
Equipment

Automated
lnformation
Svstems

/^^--..-:^-¡:^tvtJl ll llUl lludl.lul
I

and

lT Equipment
Government
Furnished
Equipment

I

-.,-.:---^-rF
Equtpf

Eq

uipment provided

Leases

Leases are classified as finance leases whenever the terms
substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership to the lessee.

of the lease transfers

All other leases are classified as operating leases. NAPMA does not have any finance
leases.

Work in Progress (other non-current assets)
The value of work in progress for an acquisition project will be transferred to the NAEW&C
Force when the modernisation of the aircraft has been completed and is in use by NAEW&C
Force. ln accordance with the NAF for the accounting of the expenditures relateá to indirect
contracts, NAPMA records the amounts in the Financial Statements based on data/billing
reports as provided by the US Government. This data is presented on a modified cash basis.
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Liabilities

-

Gurrent Liabilities

Payables and Accruals
Payables are reported at fair value in the Statement of Financial Position. They represent
amounts for which goods and services, supported by an invoice, have been received due to
NATO and Non-NATO entities, commercial vendors and NAPMA Staff for goods received or
services provided that remain unpaid as of the reporting date. Accruals are estimates of the
cost for goods and services received but not yet supported by an invoice at year-end.
U

nearned Gontri butions

Unearned revenue represents contributions from Nations and/or third parties that have been

called for current or previous years' budgets but that have not yet been recognized as
revenue.

Employee Benefits
The NAPMA employees participate in one of the two NATO pensions funds: the Coordinated
Pension Scheme which is a benefit plan, and the Defined Contribution Pension Scheme
(DCPS) which is is a contribution plan. Allare administered by NATO and RMCF. The assets
and liabilities for these pension schemes are accounted for centrally at NATO Headquarters
and therefore are not recognized in these Financial Statements, NAPMA accounts only for
the contributions paid during the year.
"Further to an analysis covering the last years of the history of death in service risks in
relation to premiums paid by the Organisation during 2012-2015, a compensation of EUR 6
mittion at the NATO-wide levelwas agreed by the insurance company. End 2018, the NATO
Secretary General decided that a fraction of this amount (circa EUR 1,7 million) should be
paid to NATO staff who were members of the DCPS during the period 2012-2015 in
proportion to the contributions they made to the DCPS. Staff employed by "NATO body"
during the period 2012-201 5 and affiliated to the DCPS are therefore entitled to a payment to
be made from the NATO DCPS accounts. A decision still has to be taken concerning the
remaining amount of the compensation, which may result in a proportional payment to
"NATO

bodf'.

Liabilities

-

Non-Gurrent Liabilities

Advance Gontributions
Advances on contributions represent the amounts of funds held on behalf of the Contributing
Nations, which arise from a variety of sources including advances from some Nations on
calls for the following fiscal year, sales of residual assets and Research and Development
(R&D) recoupment.

Risk Mitigation Funds (RMF)
During BOD96, the NAPMO BOD approved the creation of a fund comprised of revenue
generated from gross interest earned and investments to mitigate currency and exchange
risks. Upon dissolution of the fund, the fund will be redistributed to the Nations according to
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the then current MoU cost shares.

The RMF is comprised of income generated from interest earned on bank accounts,
investments in term/time deposits or money market accounts and gains or losses from

foreign currency exchanges. The liquidity held in the fund will have no denomination or link
to a particular programme rate or inflation factor.

Risk management procedures are implemented specifically pertaining to measuring and
managing liquidity risk in both normal and adverse conditions.

Reimbursables NATO Entities
Advances received from NATO Entities to support Third Party Projects. Funds are received
and expended on behalf of other NATO entities, predominantly the NAEW&C Force, for
execution of projects and activities for Operations and Support.
Deliverables to NAEW&C Force (other non-current liabilities)
This value represents the cumulative amount which will be transferred to NAEW&C Force
when the modermization of the aircraft will be completed and will be in use by NAEW&C
Force. For the accounting of the expenditures related to indirect contracts, NAPMA records
the amounts in the Financial Statements based on data/billing reports as provided by the US
Government. This data is presented on a modified cash basis.

Provisions and Contingent Liabilities
Provisions are recognized for liabilities of uncertain timing or amount. lt's a present
obligation at the reporting date as a result of a past event and it is probable that an outflow

of resources will be required to settle the obligation. Provisions are measured at the
General Manager's best estimate and the amounts can be measured reliably.

NAPMA discloses in the notes to the financial statements contingent liabilities
where:

o

o

NAPMA is exposed to possible financial liabilities that arose from events which
occurred before the year-end, and where the confirmation of the existence of the
liability will only be known through the occurrence or non-occurrence of one or
more uncertain future events not wholly within the organísations control, or,
NAPMA is exposed to a current financial liability which arose from events which
occurred before the year-end where NAPMA does not believe it will be required

to pay for the financial liability, or, the amount of the financial liability cannot

be

measured with sufficient reliability.

There

is a claim by Mrs. c.

Niessen, dated

5 April 2018,

represented

by

DAS,

Onderwijsboulevard 2015, 5223 DJ Den Bosch, claiming materiel and immateriel damages
resulting from a fall at NAPMA premises while working for the cleaning company Hectas.
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Net Assets
Net assets represent the net result of revenues and expenditures, and the accumulation of
inventory, capital and retained earnings over the life-time of the NAPMA Programme.

The cash reserves are due to the recognition of non-contributing funds which have already
been reported as revenue when it was earned in previous years, (including additional
contributions subsequently received from new joiners to the programme).

Capital assets are the accumulated amount

of fixed admin assets. This includes all

purchases less disposals and depreciation.

Revenue and Expense Recognition
Revenue
Revenue is recognized to the extent that it is probable that the economic benefits will flow to
the entity and the revenue can be measured reliably. Contributions when called are booked
as unearned revenue and subsequently recognized as revenue when it is earned.

Revenue comprises contributions from Member Nations and other customers to fund
NAPMA budgets. lt is recognized as revenue in the Statement of Financial Performance
when such contributions are used for their intended purpose as envisioned by operational
and administrative budgets. The balance of unspent contributions and other revenues that
relate to future periods are deferred accordingly.

Exchange rate revenue due to transactions in foreign currency (unrealised

-

changes in
- Effect of

valuations only) and realised exchange rate revenue in accordance with IPSAS 4
the foreign exchange rate, are recognized as financial revenue.

Expenses
Budgetary expenses are recognized when occurred. Accruing of expenses is based on the
concept of accruing when goods and services are received.

Exchange rate losses due to transaction in foreign currency (unrealised

-

changes

valuations only) and realised exchange rate losses in accordance with IPSAS 4
the foreign exchange rate, are recognized as financial expenses.

-

in

Effect of

Surplus or Deficit for the Period
Accounting surpluses or deficits can occur when using existing funds to cover project
expenditures and currency translation adjustments at year-end in accordance with IPSAS 4.
Surpluses and deficits can also result from purchases of adiministrative assets minus the
depreciation expenses.
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NOTES TO THE STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

Assets

- Current

Assets

1. Gash and Gash Equivalents
Restated

Gash and cash Equivalents

2018

2017

Original
2017

Current Accounts
Saving Accounts
Fixed-Term Deposits

191,057

57,957

57,857

93,950,842
195,000,000

126,660,360
282,000,000

126,660,360
282,000,000

Total

289,141,900

408,718,217

409,719,217

Cash balances are held in current and deposit accounts spread between various reliable
financial institutions. Multiple currencies are held in separate accounts. As of the 31st of
December 2018 NAMPA invested a part of the cash holding in high rated shortfixed-term
deposits.
Fixed-Term Deposits held:

Bank

Duration

Currency

WELLS FARGO

6 Months

USD

JP MORGAN

6 Months

USD

DNB BanK

6 Months

USD

1

Grand Total

USD

195,000,000

Total amount
65,000,000
20,000,000
10,000,000

Savinq accounts held:
Bank

Gurrency
CAD
EUR

DNB Bank

GBP
NOK
USD

WELLS FARGO

USD

USD Equivalent

1,778,947
25,749,882
08,1 50

1,347,790
29,710,213
138,127

35,548,659
16,394,132
42,216,290

16,394,132
42,216,290

1

Grand Total

4,144,290

93,950,842

Savings are converted using NATO weekly posted exchange rates applicable on
December 2018.
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The Calls for Contributions to participating Nations are issued according to the 2018
approved budget based on the Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) approved by the BOD
and according to Art. 29 of the NAPMO Financial Regulations (NFRs) and Financial Rules
and Procedures (FRPs). The decrease in cash holdings in 2018 compared to the 2017
figures is the result of expenditures related to the procurement effort and the final Call for
FUP. No further Calls were issued due to the ceiling amount of the Fourth Amendment.
2. Accounts Receivable

Original
2017

Restated

Accounts receivable

2018

2017

7,541,954

Receivables from Nations
Receivables from NATO Entities

0

17,541,954

613

0

0

Receivables from Staff Members

0

0

0

Other Receivables/Recoverable
Receivables from Bank interest
Long outstanding Receivables

0

1,128,881

2,159
761,672
424,477

2,159
761,672
424,477

Total

1,542,445 18,730,262

412,952

1

18,730,262

The majority of the open receivables are comprised of accrued interests to be received from
financial institutions. lt is deemed that all accounts receivable activities will be closed within
12 months from the end of the reporting period. No provisions are made against debts as
they are deemed to be collectible.
The decrease in the Receivables is primari! due to payments of contributions received prior
to the year end.
Long outstanding receivables represent an amount from FY 2012 nol yet received from
Germany.
As reported during PF22, the residual lapses in the LAIRCM programme are returned to
participating Nations in 2019. The residual lapses were sufficient to offset the long
outstanding receivable from Germany which was offset accordingly in February 2019.
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3. Prepayments
Restated

Original
2017

Preoavments

2018

2017

NATO Entities

849,631

561,237

561,237

3,449,054

4,390,509
227,116

4,390,509

DFAS

ADMIN NON-NATO Entities

185,609

4,484,294 5,179,962

Total

227,116
5,179,962

Advance payments were made to NSPA (NATO Entities) and DFAS against Taskings and
Case Directive Amendments (CDAs).
Advance payments to Non-NATO entities cover prepayments executed in 2018 related to
administrative and operational transactions.

Assets

-

Non-Gurrent Assets

4. Prepayments >

i2 Months
2018

Restated
2017

Original
2017

ADMIN NON-NATO Entities > 12 Months

10,519

9,478

9,478

Total

10,519

9,478

9,478

Prepavments

Prepayments executed in 2018 related to licences with validity through 201g.
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5. Property, Plant and Equipment (PP&E)
During 2018, there were additions to PP&E in the amount of 979,758 USD equivalent.

Changes in Property, Plant and Equipment and related depreciation for the year were as
follows:
Automated

Communication

lnf. System

and
lT Equipment

(NrMS)

Vehicles

Furniture

59,955

43,815

42,086

0

Addilions

0

864,036

0

115,722

Disposals/Corrections

0

0

0

Opening Balance (01 January 201 8)

552,991

0

0

979,758

0

0

0
184,289

15,097

387,804

3,018

f ,3¡18,460

6ô8,851

115,722

603,899

12,149

9,830,991

639,610

10,561

216,095

9,131

8,482,531

387,804

3,018

1,3¡18,460

1

13,054

12,846

28,439

794,797

29,241

7,500,612

929,758

7,472,173

134,961

28,¡tÍ!9

794,797

29,241

Net Carrying Amount

4,233

402,901

105,161

31,5't7

Closing Balance (31 December 20'18)

Accumulated Deprecietion

Totals

Equ¡pment

1,215

Depreciation

Gross Carrying Amount

lnstålled

Buildings

10,561

105,161

ln 2018, NAPMA disposed assets with a net value of 0.00 USD equivalent and a historical
value of 63,137 USD equivalent.
6. Work in Progress (WlP) (other non-current assets)
Restated

Original

2018

20'17

2017

Work in Progress (WlP)

119,145,364

243,380,727

243,380,727

Total

I19,145,364

243,380,727

243,380,727

Work in Proqress

WIP - The value of work in progress for the acquisition projects will be transferred to the
NAEW&C Force when the modernisation of the aircraft has been completed and is in use by
NAEW&C Force.
The amount of 240,006,625 USD equivalent was transferred to the NAEW&C Force in
2018 in compliance with the NATO Accounting Framework (NAF).
ln accordance with the NAF, NAPMA records the amounts of the expenditures related to
indirect contracts in the Financial Statements based on data/billing reports as provided by
the US Government. The amount of 66,527,627 USD equivalent is presented on a modified
cash basis.
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The below summary table shows additions and transfers occurred during the fiscal year as
well as the accumulated amounts.

Work in Progress (WlPl
Opening Balance (01 January 2018)

243,380,727

Additions

115,771,262

Transferred to NAEW&C

-240,006,625

Disposals/Corrections

0

Closing Balance (31 December 2018)

119,145,364

Gross Carrying Amount

2,331,048,697

Accumuleted Transfers

2,21 1,903,333

Net Cârrying Amount

Liabilities

-

1,t9,145,364

Gurrent Liabilities

7. Accounts Payable and Accruals

Accounts Pavable
Payables
Payables
Payables
Payables

to NATO Entities
to Non-NATO Entities
to Suppliers
to Staff

Total

2018

2,946
332,661

720,940
219
1,056,766

Restated
2017

Original
2017

17,288
341,525
14,415,183

17,288
341,525
14,415,183

7,323

7,323

14,781,319

14,781,319

Payables to NATO Entities
Payables to NATO Entities include primari[ invoices received from NATO Headquarters
Brussels lnternational Staff (lS) that were not settled at year-end.
Payables to Non-NATO Entities
Payables to Non-NATO Entities include the DFAS US-Reimbursables that were not settled
at year-end.
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Payables to Suppliers
Payables to suppliers include invoices received from commercial vendors not settled at yearend. There is a decrease in payables to suppliers because the majority of the invoices were
paid before year-end or not received yet by the prime contractor before the cut-off date.

Payables to staff members
Amounts due to staff members such as travel expenses.
Restated
20'18

Accruals

2017

Original
2017

Accrued Bank charges
Goods receipt - lnvoices to be received

0

0

0

25,573,770

20,630,916

20,630,916

Total

25,573,77O

20,630,916

20,630,916

Goods Receipt

-

lnvoices

to be

received are the amounts based on estimates and

assumptions made for goods/services that were delivered/performed during fiscalyear 2018
and prior but not invoiced by the 31 December 2018.

The variance between the comparative figures is explained by the delay in invoicing from the
prime contractor. For the goods/services received prior to 2018, all invoices were received
and paid in the first quarter of 2019.

8. Unearned Gontributions

2018

2017

Original
2017

163,284,252
6,506,273

243,611,670
6,687,848

244,824,338
6,687,848

169,790,525

250,299,518

251,5',|.2,186

Restated

Unearned Gontri butions
Unearned Contributions - Current
Unearned Contributions - SESAR

Total

-

Unearned Contributions Currently represent the balance of Nations' Contributions
associated to the various programmes, inclusive of administrative support, that have not yet
been recognized as revenue.The budgets and associated Call for Contributions are based
on the Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) approved by the BOD.
NAPMA is disclosing prior period errors as the result of an extensive investigation and
review of NAPMA's Financial Statements and corresponding audit reports since 2008.
NAPMA discovered that there was an error in the past reporting of unearned contributions
and reimbursables NATO entities which led to a restatement executed in the FS 2010. This
relates to closing balances in the legacy accounting system (ABC and CGL) and opening
balances in NIMS (SAP) during migration.
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A current review of the NAPMA's liability accounts and a careful analysis of the corrections
executed in FS 2010, which were the result of a change in accounting policy, lead to a
current reduction in reimbursables NATO entities for the amount of USD 1,212,668.

IPSAS Art. 3. Para 47b states that "lf the error occurred before the earliest prior period
presented, reinstating the opening balances, of assets, liabilities and net assets/equity for
the earliest prior period presented."

ln the restated FS 2010 it was disclosed that "beginning in 2009, NAPMA's treatment of
payments to subcontractors on behalf of its prime contractors was changed. Previous to
2009, fhese subcontractor transactions were expensed when NA,PMA paid the
subcontractors through the currency clearing house (CCH) process. For 200g and
subsequent years, the subcontractor payments were not treated as NAPMA expenditures,
but rather as cash disbursements made on behalf of its prime contractors.
NAPMA's expenditures were not booked until receipt of the monthty SPO expenditure report
based on prime contactor expenditures reported through DFAS. This change in accounting
policy had a significant impact on the total value of expenditure for both Nations funded ànd
thirdparty funded during any given period, as under the new implemented poticy in 200g,
transactions are expensed at a later date.
Occasionally, DFAS expenditures are reported against budget lines for which funds have not
previously been advanced. ln previous years, expenditures for which no advance had been
made were booked against the CCH Account, but with the adoption of the new policy on
expenditure reparting, ihese are now netted against the DFAS Acivance Account. This
effectively reduced the balance held on the 1410010 account in 2010, as expenditures were
cleared from this account without a payment having first been advanced. tn 200g during the
first year of NIMS application, an adjusting entry in the totat amount of approximatety 11.7
million USD was made through the migration account to debit the 1410010 for those
expenditures reported which lacked advances to bring the balance to that shown previously
in the Legacy Accounting Sysfem. Subsequentty for 2010, ¡t was decided to net these
expenditures on the DFAS Advance Account."
The correction made in 2018 was a detailed revision of the 2010 reported adjustment and
had no direct effect on the total balance of the liabilities or net assets. lt is a revision of the
technical execution of the correction from the FS 2010 involving a balancing between liability
accounts relating to CCH account, unearned contributions Mid-term and reimbursables
NATO entities.

The NAPMO-USAF cooperatively developed CNS/ATM received funding from the Single
European Sky Air Traffic Management Research (SESAR), for the efforts in definiñg,
developing and delivering new or improved technologies and procedures (SESAC
Solutions). The evaluation performed by SESAR awarded the funding to NAPMO in one

grant represented by two clusters paid in three instalments per cluster: Prefinancing, interim
payment and balance payment. ln 2018 no payment was received. An interim payment on
cluster 1 was received in the first quarter of 2019.
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9. Advances
Restated

Original

2018

2017

2017

Advance on Nations' Contributions

0

57,591,072

57,591,072

Total

0

57,591,O72

57,591,072

Advances

Advances are funds held on behalf of the Participating Nations which arise from calls for next
year's budget as stated in the NAPMO FR art. 29.5.

The breakdown of the balance disclosed in the Statement of Financial Position presented
incorrect amounts however in the notes it was presented correctly. Therefore, a restated
column was included to correctly present the comparative fígures of 2017 in the statement of
financial position and the notes.
At the end of 2018 there were no further Calls issued.

Liabilities

-

Non-Current Liabilities

10. Advances > 12 Months and Reimbursables NATO Entities

Restated
2017

Nations'Gontributions 2018
79,653,471 75,651,199
Advance Nation accounts
79,653,471 75,651,199
Total

Advances on

Original
2017
75,651,199
75,651'199

Advances on Nations' contributions are funds held on behalf of the Participating Nations
which arise from a variety of funding sources, sales of residual assets, R&D recoupment for
the Radar System lmprovement Project (RSIP).

Risk Mitiqation Fund Nations

2018

Restated

Original

2017

2017

Risk Mitigation Fund Nations

12,691,124

6,965,741

6,965,741

Total

12,691,',124

6,965,741

6,965,741
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During BOD96, the NAPMO BOD approved the creation of a Risk Mitigation Fund (RMF) to
mitigate currency and exchange risks.

The RMF is comprised of income generated from interest earned on bank accounts,
investments in term/time deposits or money market accounts and gains from foreign
currency exchanges. The liquidity held in the fund will have no denomination or link to a
particular programme rate or inflation factor.

Risk management procedures are implemented specifically pertaining to measuring and
managing liquidity risk in both normal and adverse conditions.

The RMF balance on the 31 December 2018 is mainly made of interest generated in bank
accounts since 2014.

ln 2018, the RMF covered bank charges and negative interest in the amount of 140,266

USD equivalent.

2018

Restated
2017

Original
2017

Reimbursables NATO Entities

1,168,775

1,309,508

96,839

Total

I¡t

1,309,509

o^ aeo

Reimbursables

1Ê,4
rvvtr A7E
¡ Y

This account tracks the financial activities to support Third Party NATO Entities. Funds are
received and expended on behalf of other NATO entities predominantly the NAEW&C Force
for execution of projects and activities for Operations and Support.

A prior period error was discovered during the preparation of the FS 2018 and therefore
retrospectively corrected in accordance with IPSAS 3 in the amount of 1,212,668 USD
equivalent.

1

l.

Other non-current liabilities (Deliverables)

2018

Restated
2017

Original
2017

Deliverables

119,145,364

243,380,727

243,380,7?7

Total

I19,145,364

243,380,727

243,380,727

Deliverable to NAEW&C Force

Deliverables

to

NAEW&C Force represent the cumulative amount that

is still to

be

transferred to NAEW&C Force when the modernisation of the aircraft has been completed
and is in use by NAEW&C Force.
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Changes in Deliverables for the year were as follows
Dellverables
Opening Balance (01 January 2018)

243,380,727

Additions

115,771,262
-240,006,625

Translerred to NAEW&C

0

Disposals/Coneclions

119,145,36¡l

Clos¡ng Balance (31 December 2018)
Gross Carrying Amount

2,331,048,697

Accumulated Transfers

2,21 1,903,333

Net Carrying Amount

1

19,145,364

12. Net Assets

Net assets represent the net result of revenues and expenditures, and the accumulation of
inventory, capital and retained earnings over the life-time of the NAPMA Programme. Further
details can be found in the Statement of Changes in Net Assets/Equity (page 11).
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NOTES TO THE STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
13. Revenue
Revenue recognition is matched with the recognition of expenses against NAPMA budgets.
Contributions when called are booked as unearned revenue and recognized when earned.
The table below shows the breakdown of the operating revenue.

Revenue
Revenue from Contributions

2018
37,417,233

Restated
2017

Original
2017

Financial Revenue
Other Revenue

0

29,161,356
303,336

29,161,356
303,336

15,070,849

0

0

Total

52,488,081 29,464,693

29,464,693

Revenue from Contributions has been recognized for project and administrative activities.

Financial revenue represents the accumulated exchange rate gains and losses due to
transactions reco¡"ded in foi'eign cui'rencies during the year, which i'efiect an unreaiised gain
or loss required for reporting purposes.
14. Expenses
Expenses are recognized by nature within the following groups.
Restated

Proiect Expenses

Original
2017

2018

2017

Projects direct
Projects indirect (via SPO)

31,740,927
642,671

10,793,1 33

88,225

10,793,133
88,225

Total

32,383,599

10,881,357

10,881,357

Project expenses are divided into direct and indirect and are not capitalized under WlP.
lndirect expenses are incurred under the US agreement and are presented on a "modified
cash" basi6.
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Restated

Original

2018

2017

2017

Personnel
Operational

16,588,733

16,141,507

16,141,507

2,541,446

2,077,433

2,077,433

Total

19,130,180

18,218,940

18,218,940

Administrative Expenses

The amounts for Personnel include expenses for salaries and emoluments for NATO civilian
positions and temporary personnel, for other salary related and non-related allowances
including overtime, medical examinations, recruitment, installation, removal and training.
NAPllrtA Personnel Costs (including key management personnel)

Salaries
Allowances
Pension contributions
Health care contributions
Loss-of-Job ndemn ities
Other

2018
11,280,940
2,590,980
1,108,718
1,316,803

10,584,809

2,782,202
1,071,660
1.401,966

0

0

291,292
16,588,733

300,870
16,141,507

I

Total

2017

Employee Disclosure
NAPMA personnel is enrolled in two NATO pension schemes. NAPMA contributes to the
schemes for existing employees at amounts laid out in the NATO Civilian Personnel
Regulations (NCPR's).
NAPMA does not control or manage any of the schemes or scheme assets and is not
exposed to the risks and rewards of the schemes and hence does not record any assets or
liabilities of the schemes on its statements of financial position. ln 2018 NAPMA contributed
1 ,1 08,718 USD equivalent to the NATO pension schemes.

The remaining part of the administrative expenses relate to operational activities such as
maintenance costs, travel expenses, communication and information systems. These
expenses are needed to meet NAPMA's operational requirements.
The lease for three staff cars and photocopiers have been qualified as operating leases and
are therefore also included in the administrative costs.
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Restated

2018

2017

Original
2017

Depreciation and amortization

184,289

141,566

141,566

Total

184,299

141,566

l4l,566

Depreciation Expenses

Assets of PP&E are depreciated over their useful life (see also Note s on page 24)
Restated

2018

2017

Original
2017

Finance Expenses

31,793

0

0

Total

31,793

0

0

Finance Expenses

Finance Expenses represent the accumulated exchange rate gains and losses due to
transactions recorded in foreign currencies during the year which reflect an unrealised gain
nr

vr laa¡
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15. Surplus for the Period

The 201 8 surplus in the amou nl of 758,222 USD equivalent results from

:

.

The currency translation adjustments at the end of the year in accordance with
IPSAS 4 presented under Finance Expenses in the amount of 31,793 USD

o
o

The usage of existing funds to cover project expenditures in the amount of 5,455

equivalent;

USD equivalent; and
The purchase of administrative assets reported in revenue in the amount of g7g,7b8
USD equivalent less the depreciation expenses in the amount of 184,289 USD
equivalent, which total 795,469 USD equivalent.
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EVENTS AFTER THE REPORTING DATE
NAPMA's reporting date is 31 December 2018 and the Financial Statements were
authorized for issue by the General Manager on 25 March 2019. No material events,
favorable or unfavorable, which would have an impact on the statements have occurred
between the reporting date and the date on which the Financial Statements were authorized
for issue.

RELATED PARTY DISCLOSURES
Under IPSAS 20 parties are considered to be related if one party has the ability to control or
exercise significant influence over the other party in making financial and operating
decisions. lÞSAS 20 requires the disclosure of the existence of related pafi relationships,
where control exists, and the disclosure of information about transactions between the entity
and its related parties. This information is required for accountability purposes and to
facilitate a better understanding of the Financial Position and Performance of the reporting
entity.

The BOD members receive no remuneration and do not receive loans from the entity. Based
on the BOD annual declarations for 2018, received from all the BOD Members, no significant
related party relationships could be identified which could affect the operation of NAPMA.
Based on the annual declaration for 2018 received from the key management personnel of
NAPMA, there were no significant related party relationships identified which could affect the
operation of NAPMA.

Senior management is remunerated in accordance with the published NATO pay scales.
They do not receive loans that are not available to all staff members.
The aggregate remuneration of key management personnel during the year was as follows:

Number of individuals at year end on a full time equivalent basis

Grade
A7
A6
A5
A4
A3
Total

2018

2017

1

I

3

3

4

4

8

I

1

1

'|-7

17
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Salaries and benefits paid to key management personnel
Remuneration type
Basic salaries

Allowances
Employer's contribution to insurance
Employer's contribution to pension
Other

2017
2,323,760
686,544
297,341
255,603

2,406,268
619,253
289,401
264,129

3,563,247

3,584.053

20'18

5.001

Total

G9¡eral Manager is entitled to receive a representation
l|g
0154. The amount spent in 2018 was
allowance are supported by invoices.

allowance as per PO(2013)
568 USD equivalent. Expenditures made against this

BUDGET EXECUTION STATEMENT
The execution of the budget during fiscal year 2018 is shown in annex A
The hrrrlncf anr{ a¡nnrrnfinn
hacac vrrrvr
AiÍÍa¡ rvr
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are prepared on an accrual basis, based on the nature of expenses in the Financial
Statements whereas the Budgets are prepared on a commitment basis. Budgets are

approved annually by programme/project, but cover multi-year requirements. All budgets are
approved in US Dollar equivalent at an established rate at the beginning of each project.
Execution of the approved budgets is in multi-currencies and is expressed in USD equiválent
at the established programme rate.

The BOD approves the budgets based on programme/projects including adminístrative
costs. Budgets may be subsequently amended by the Board, and on 25 October 2018 the
PFC approved a supplemental transfer of appropriation between projects.
ln the Clearing House process, actual expenditures are recognized when USD equivalent
payments are made through DFAS or via a Direct USD contract with Boeing, while the
Budgeted Expenditures are recognized when payments are made to subcontractórs, in multicurrencies, by NAPMA.

ln the Budget Execution Statement, actual expenditures are recorded on a commitment
basis. Budgeted expenditures are recognized when the Service Entry (Good Receipt) is
posted and the budget is consumed by an individual project.
The following table reconciles the differences between budget expenses (commitment basis)
and actual expenses (accrual accounting basis) which are driven primarily by timing
differences in Clearing House, accruals and capitalization. Exchange rate differences are
generated because the BES expenditures are calculated at programme rate while the
Financial Statement expenditures are calculated at market rate (NATO Parity Rate).
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WRITE OFF
Assets which are currently providing operational service potent¡al are deemed to be the
reporting respons¡b¡lity of NAEW&C Force, NAPMA only reports write-offs of NAPMA fixed
admin assets and ¡nventory. This results from the implementation of the NAF.
The NAPMO Financial Regulations require NAPMA to disclose any amounts written-off in the
year. ln 2018 NAPMA wrote-off assets with a net value of 0.00 USD equivalent and a
historical value of 67,137 USD equivalent.

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS DISCLOSURE
NAPMA's financial requirements are set by its Member Nations. NAPMA does not borrow
money to meet any financial obligation. Other than financial assets and liabilities which are
gener€¡ted by day-io-day operational activities, no long term financial instruments are held'
tfre R¡sf Mitigation Fund's purpose is to mitigate currency and exchange risks.

Liquidity risk

NAPMA;s financial requ¡rements and capital expenditures are met by its Member Nations
and are typically funded in advance. NAPMA is therefore not exposed to material liquidity
risks.

Credit risk
NAPMO Nations are member and partner Nations of NATO, hence NAPMA is not exposed
to material credit risks. Credit risk of financial institutions is mitigated by the Risk Mitigation
Fund.

Foreign currency risk
NAPMA has limited exposure to foreign currency because some of its work is denominated
in currencies other than the USD. However, risk related to foreign currency transactions is
ultimately borne by NAPMO Nations.
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